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FOREWORD

The Institute of Metals Division (IMD) Nine papers were presented, eight of
of the American Institute of Mining, Met- which are included in this report. The paper
allurgical, and Petroleum Engineers (AIME) given by Dr. I1. F. Walker, National Bureau
and the AF Materials Laboratory, Research of Standards, on the subject "T .,chniques
and Technology Division, Air Force Systems for Studying Solid-Gas Reactions Above
Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 1G00*C" was not available for publication.
Ohio, conducted a symposium on the Oxi-
dation of Tungsten and Other Refractory Mr. Faust and personnel of the AF
Metals during the 1962 Fall Meeting of the Materials Laboratory extend their thanks to
Metallurgical Society of the AIME. The the speakers for their excellent presentations
symposium, consisting of two sessions, was and the members of the Corrosion Resistant
held 31 October 1962 at the Statler-Hilton Materials Committee of the IMD for their
Hotel, New York City. Dr. E. A. Gulbransen, assistance in arranging the symposium. They
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, was the particularly wish to express their gratitude to
overall Chairman and Mr. Paul L. Faust Dr. Gulbransen for his assistance in pro-
of the Physical Metallurgy Branch, AF moting the need for this meeting.
Materials Laboratory, was the Symposium
Project Manager for the Air Force. The Publication of this technical documentary
symposium together with this report cover- report does not constitute Air Force approval
Ing its proceedings was initiated under Pro- of the report's findings or conclusions. It
Ject No. 7312, "Metal Surface Protection Is published only for the exchange and
and Deterioration," Task No. 731202, "Metal stimulation of ideas.
Surface Deterioration." The manuscript was
released by the author 1 February 1965 This technical report has been reviewed
for publication as an RTD technical report. and is approved.

0. 0. SRP, Acting Chief
Physical Metallurgy Branch
Metals and Ceramics Division
Air Force Materials Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

This report consists of eight papers symposium, consisting of two sessions,
presented at a symposium conducted was held 31 October 1962 in New York
by the AIME and the AF Materials City. Topics discussed included progress
Laboratory, Research and Technology in research and in experimental methods
Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force in the investigation of the kinetics and
Base, Ohio, on the Oxidation of Tungsten mechanisms of oxidation of tungsten,
and Other Refractory Metals, The tantalum, and columbium.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Paul L. Faust

Since World War II metallurgical research in commercial applications. Use of a co-
at the AF Materials Laboratory has been lumbium in place of a nickel-based alloy
largely a history of development of corrosion for jet engine turbine blades for instance
resistant alloys. Although the intent of much would permit an increase in turbine inlet
of the effort expended has been to produce temperature of about 400"F. Improvements
materials of superior mechanical properties in maximum thrust and fuel consumption
at elevated temperatures, the realities of realized thus wou!:l far outweigh the dis-
environment have demanded compromises. In advantages of increased engine weight.
spite of the compromises a good measure
of success has been realized with the so- Incorporation of molybdenum and colum-
called superalloys, and oxidation resistant bium alloys into re-entry vehicles for frontal
compositions with excellent mechanical prop- and near frontal structures will permit
erties have been achieved at temperatures the development of glide re-entry vehicles
approaching the melting point of the base with a minimum of expendable structure.
metal. With the refractory metals such
compromises have not been so successful. If any such applications are to be used,
Those additives which benefit the oxidation however, catastrophic oxidation must be
resistance of the matrix metal have a dis- avoided. Until recently, except for silicide
astrous effect on mechanical properties. type coatings, there has been no process
Compromises have been made, of course, for the protection of refractory metals,
D-38, for instance, a columbium-titanium- and the silicides leave a great deal to be
zirconium alloy has neither good oxidation desired.
resistance nor impressive mechanical prop-
erties at elevated temperatures. It does Current coatings for molybdenum permit
S cept a silicide coating rather well, however, perhaps 30 minutes of operation at tem-
and should find application where ductility peratures above 2000F. Sulicides for colum-
and the short term oxidation resistance af- bium and tantalum have been even less
forded by siliciding are more Important successful" And then there is tungsten.
than strength. But no refractory metal alloy Silicide coatings of tungsten fail at about
has demonstratedproperties at ahigh fraction 3300"F, the approximate lower limit of
of matrix melting point which even approach utility of tungsten on a strength-to-weight
the excellent combination of mechanical and basis. There are new protective processes
chemical properties of the superalloys at being developed for the refractory metals;
1600" to 2000"F. Alloy design becomes a but thus far they have not materialized.
dilemma, particularly in the cases of tan-
talum and tungsten where density consid- We see then that the refractory metals
erations preclude use at temperatures much and their alloys have mechanical properties
below 3000"F. The heavy additions of alu- which render them irreplaceable at extreme
minum, zirconium, chromium or other re- temperatures combined with oxidation rates
active metals indicated for oxidation pro- which render them useless for most ap-
tection so depress the melting point that plications of interest to the Air Force.
the alloy is mechanically worthless.

Because the problems are so acute andthe
Despite the obvious difficulties involved solutions so desirable, it was decided several

in their use, mechanical properties, par- years ago to undertake detailed studies of
ticularly high strength-to-weight ratios at the kinetics and mechanisms of refractory
extreme temperatures, Indicate a rather metal oxidation. The Intention has been to
broad use of the refractory metals and their provide insights into probable methods of
alloys in Air Force systems and ultimately protection and to establish actual oxidation

1L_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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rate. f,. r -&ealo ve a wiUd support. It is certainly true, however,
range of temperatures and pressures that the burden of establishing a co-
of oxygen and other oxidizing vapors. herent picture has fallen to researchers

under AF Materials Laboratory spon-
sorship. The papers which follow rep-

Many investigations have contributed resent a measure of how far the
to the body of data on refractory metal effort has progressed and how far it
oxidation independently of Air Force has to go.

2
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METHODS FOR STUDYING HIGH TEMPERATURE
OXiDATION REACTIONS

Rudolph Speiser*
0. R. St.Plerre*

INTRODUCTION METAL-OXIGEN EQUILIBRIA

The refractory metals react with the For the most part, the oxidation of the
components of the atmosphere: O, N_, refractory metals has been studied at pres-
COg, and H 0 vapor; and with the products sures of oxygen in considerable axcess of the
of fuel combustion to form oxides, nitrides, decomposition pressure of the least stable
and carbides. The chemical equilibrium oxide, i.e., the highest oxide (the metal ion
between the metals and the reactants deter- in !ts highest valence state). Thus, the
mine what compounds and phases can be chemical potential of oxygen varies from
formed while the rate at which these re- values in excess of that required to form
actions occur is determined by the details the metal oxide with the metal ion in its
of the kdnetics of reaction. The conditions maximum valence state, at the oxide-gas
under which the reactions are usually ex- Interface, to zero corresponding to the pure
perimentally observed are such as to make metal substrate. Hence, multilayered oxide
them quite irreversible resulting in complex scales are formed upon the metal surface
heterogeneous systems. maidng it difficult to ascertain the mechanism

of oxidation due to the complexity of the
system being studied. It Is desirable to con-

The reaction starts initially at the metal- trol and maintain the partial pressure of

gas interface and as the reaction proceeds oxygen so that the several oxides of a metal

one or more layers of compounds may be can be separately formed and investigated.
However, this goal requires a technique

interposed between the gaseous environment where pressures of oxygen in the range
and the metal substrate. The products of of 10-1 atmospheres or less are accurately
reaction may be solid, liquid, or gaseous. defined, maintained, and controlled. Direct
The nature and character of the films formed oxidation with 0 gas at these pressures
on the metal surface determine the rate of is nearly impossfble to achieve experimen-
transfer of reartants and products between tally; the most sophisticated vacuum pumping
the metal substrate and the gaseous environ- systems can barely attain this pressure, the
ment, slightest leak or gaseous desorption from

the Interior surface of the rer ,tion vessel
To determine and comprehend the mecha- would raise the pressure several orders of

nism of reaction, the pertinent chemical magnitude.
equilibria and the reaction kinetics must
be studied. In this review, we are concerned Partial pressures of 0 In this range
principally with the techniques used to study can be obtained in certai instances by
the oxidation of the refractory metals Mo, use of gas-metal equilibria (References 1,
W, Nb, and Ta. Techniques ,ased to deter- 2, and 3) of the type,
mine the metal-oxygen phase equilibria, the
rates of oxidation, the defect structure of
the oxides, and the volatile products of xM+yHZO = Mx Oy +yH 2  (I)
oxidation are discussed.

*Department of Metallurgy, The Ohio State University, Columbust, Ohio.
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and, difficult to carry otA experimena•liy, Fur-
thermore, perusal of the data in Table 1

xMi+ yCO2 = M Xy+yCO (2) shows, that in the case of W, the ratios,
H -H 0 and CO-CO 2 , are near unity over

In this method the composition of mixtures a temýperature range of 1000*K and likewise
of H.0-H 2 or CO 2 -CO is adjusted over in the case of Mo over a somewhat shorter
the metal at a given temperature so that range. However, these ratios differ greatly
the equilibrium composition is obtained, from unity in the case of Nb and Ta. This

means that the equilibrating gas mixtures
The equilibrium decomposition pressures over Mo and W behave like buffered sys-

of the oxides of the refractory metals are tems; small leaks or back diffusion of air
tabulated in Table 1 for the refractory into the apparatus, cause little change in
metal oxides. It can bA seen that MoO3  the PH -PHo or CO-CO 2 ratios*. Unfor-
and WO are easily reducible whereas Nb2 05 2tand a•O axeredcedonlywit dificuty, tunately, the opposite is true in the case
and Ta& 0 are reduced only with difficuly of Nb and Ta.
even at elevated temperatures with H20-H
and CO 2 -CO mixtures. Moreover, except
at temperatures in excess of 2000"K, very
high ratios of H -H 0 and CO-CO2 are In summary, the gas-metal equilibration
required to obtain the equilibria represented according to Equations 1 and 2 can be
by Equations 1 and 2 in the case of Nb and successfully applied to Mo and W to deter-
Ta. The suboxides of these elements require mine the Mo-O and W-O phase equilibria
even higher ratios. Thus, the phase equilibria and the thermodynamics, but only in a
for the Mo-O and W-0 can be conveniently limited fashion to the Nb-O system. Several
determined by equilibrating H O-H and investigators have applied this technique
CO -CO mixtures with these meths anatheir to tungsten (References 4, 5, and 6), molyb-
oxiaes, whereas equilibration of these gase- denum (References 12 and 13), and niobium
ous mixtures with Nb and Ta would be very (Reference 62).

*This statement can be easily demonstrateds

(P PHLO APH2  APHo 20 2  (PH 2o +PH 2 )Ap
H H20 PH 2  PH20

since

APHO = -- APH2 = AP.

if~~~~~~ P H20 =- t e PH / H 00 , to if PH2 0 >> A&p.
PH2 0

if PH2 >> PH2Of then
A(PH2/PH 2 0 2 AP>>0'if PH2 ;AP

(PHAO)( /0 •

4
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Description of Gaa-Metal Equilibration Apparatus

A furnace capable of operation in the
In the case of W, the specific equilibria temperature range desired with a tempera-

involved are ture control of ±1°C. For weight change
observations several balances of different

0.5 W 2 (s) + H2 (g) =O.5W(s) + H2 0(g) (3) sensitivities and capacities: O.lmgto 10-3mg
sensitivities.

0.5WO2 (s)+CO(9)=O.5W(s)+CO 2 (g) (4)

The CO-CO2 gas mixtures should be pre-
* 0siO49 (s)+CO(g) =-•WO?(s)+ C0 2 (g) (5) pared from commercial gases of high purityTo W )3 and then further purified by conventional

Wo gas trains. The composition of the gas
32W2oO5(s)+C 3(g)=2' W 5 0 49 (s)+CO2 (gXG) mixture can be adjusted and determined bythe use of calibrated flow meters, orsat

o0WO 3(s)+Co(g)= W2Oo54(s)+ Co0(g) (7) analyses, and gravimetric analysis.

The A-H2-H.0 are prepared from A and
These equilibria can .be combined with the H2 of high purity. The A and H2 are addi-
equIiirrium reactions, tionally purified by stondard procedures,

metered and mixed, and. -assed through

2 HZ +02 = 2H 2 0 (8) a water saturator held at a carefully con-
trolled temperature. The ratio of PH 4o-PH

is varied by adjusting the relative amounts
2C0 +Oz =2C0 2  (9) of A and H• at a constant saturator tem-perature Iin accordance with the Equatloni

to compute the standard free energies of P . = PazO wa

formation of the several oxides of tungsten. H2 0 - H2 0 I(, +lA) (10)

Equilibration experiments are porformed PH2  PT -PH 2 0/ n Ht
by determining the Ha 0-H 2 or CO a-CO ratio
in equilibrium with a particular pair of oxide
phases. Figure 1 is a schematic representa- The PH O is established by the saturator
tion of the furnace and mlcrobalance arrange- temperature. PT is the total pressure and
ment employed. In each case a strip of tung- 'A/AAH is the ratio of the molar flow
sten or prepared single oxide compact is 2
ouspended in the furnace. A controlled mix- rates of A and H2 .

ture of A-H2 -H 0 or CO-CO, Is passed over
the specimen. TAio oxidizing ratio (C0 2 -COor Discussion
H O--H2) is adjusted to establish conditions of
specimen weight gain and then readjusted for Car must always be taken when applying
conditions of specimen weight loss. By alter- this technique at high temperatures and high
nating from weight loss to weight gain it Is tl te ssue of H temperatues cn -
possible to adjust to a gas ratio for which the partial pressures of H20; underthese con-
specimen weight does not change after pro- ditlons, Mo and W oxides form volatile

longed holding. This procedure clearly estab- complexeO with water. At high PCO/PCO0
lishes equilibrium conditions and is in no way ratios tungsten will tend to form carbide@
dependent on kinetic considerations because (Reference 10). In the correct range of
the equilibrium gas composition is approach- temperatures and composition these dif-
ed from both sides of equilibrium. X-ray floulties can be avoided. Thermal segregation
diffraction examination is used to verify the of H and H_0 can take place if there is
phases present. a stoop temperature gradient; preheating

5
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of the equilibrating gas will minimize gas equilibration method (Reference 4) and
this effect (References 3 and 7). Mixing tht calorimetric (Reference 18) method are
a heavy gas such as A with the H2 will in excellent agreement and the data obtained
also reduce un-mixing to negligible error by St. Pierre et al. (Reference 4), for the
(References 7, 8, and 9). Instead of varying intermediate oxides W _0 4 and W 2058 are
the composition of the equilibrating gas consistent with these data also.
mixture at constant temperature, ono can
maintain the composition constant and vary
the temperature. A number of variants of Galvanic Cells
this method have been applied. For example,
Griffis (Reference 5) used a closed dynamic The galvanic cell is one of the most
system in which the equilibrating gaseous precise methods of determining thermo-
mixture (H. - H2 0) was circulated by a dynamic quantities related to chemical equi-
gat solenoia pump. Argon was not used as libria. Kiukkola and Wagner (Reference 19)
a diluent and as a consequence a developed a high-temperature galvanic cell
troublesome thermal segregation problem utilizing a solid electrolyte (ZrO. -, 15 per-
had to be solved. cent CaO) and solid electrodes applicable to

oxygen concentration cells. It was shown
Data obtained by the apparatus described that the conduction was nearly 100 percent

in this paper are shown in Figures 2 and 3, ionic and independent of the oxygen pressure
while Figure 4 summarizes the W-0 phase and satisfactory results have been obtained
equilibrium at one atmosphere total pres- with this electrolyte in the temperature range
sure deduced from these data. 750" to 1200"C. A cell for measuring the

oxyge-n potential corresponding to various
CO,/CO ratios is shown in Figure 5. Typical

Calorimetric Method of Determining data are shown in Figure 6. The vertical
Thermodynamic Data coordinate gives the PO as determined

2

This method can be applied to the four from electromotive force measurements and

refractory metal oxides, MoO3 , MoO2 (Ref- the horizontal coordinate the P 0 as computed

e: ence 14), WO 3 4 WO, (Reference 15), NbOO5 from the CO/CO ratio at 1000"C. The
(Reference 17), and Ta 0 (References' 16 agreement is excellent for this rather dif-
and 17). The results of combustion calo- ficult measurement.
rimetry (Reference 18), low-temperature
heat capacity measurements (Reference 18), Three types of oxygen concentration cells
and high-temperature heat content meas- used in this laboratory are shown in Figure 7.
urements can be combined with entropy Once again the equilibria pertaining to the
data to give the free energy of formation Mo-O and W-0 systems can be easily deter-
of these oxides as a function of the tem- mined by this procedure. Gerasimov,
perature. The partial pressure of 02 in Vasileva, Chusova, Geiderich, and
equilibrium with these oxides can then be Timojereva (Reference 20) have determined
computed from free energies of formation. the AF's for the reactions
This method is quite accurate for determining
the free energies of formation of the oxides W(s + 02(g) = WO2 (S) (11)
of highest valence, and less accurate for the
lower o:.ldes because of the difficulties and
of their preparation. The intermediate oxides 36
of W and Mo have not been successfully -i-" W0 2 (S)+0 2 (g) =--W- 0 4 5 (S) (12)
investigated by this method, nor does it
seem likely that the more stable lower
oxides of Nb and Ta can be profitably studied by the galvanic cell method, These daia are
by this procedure, in very good agreement with the data obtained

by St. P!erre et aL The application of this
The enthalpies and free energies of for- method to niobium and tantalum oxides is

mation of WO3 and WO 2 determined by the more difficult due to the greater stability of
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these oxides - side reactions with the solid through the orifice to the external surface
electrolyte occur more readily with the more of the lid to form an annular ring surround-
stable oxides. Foster In this laboratory, ing the orifice - desorption from this
however, has successfully investigated the annular ring leads to apparent rates of
cell effusion which are higher than the equi-

librium rate. Increasing the thickness of

Cr Zr 02 ToOz the orifice decreases the magnitude of this
effect but increasea the size of the Clausing

Cr. 03 CoO 7o!05 correction. The thickness of the orifice
should be optimized so that the errors due

to these two opposing effects is minimized.
Since the oxides of niobium are less stable, If the vaporizing coefficient differs appre-
it is probable that these oxides would be ciably from unity,, the apparent pressure
more amenable to study by this method than should be measured as a function of orifice
the oxides of tantalum, area and then extrapolated to zero area

to yield the equilibrium pressure.

Solubility Limits The rate of vaporization may be measured
in a number of ways (Reference 21): (1) total

Solubility limits can be determined by weight change of the Knudsen cell for a
standard X-ray lattice parameter and met- measured time interval; (2) continuously
allographic methods, weighing while the cell Is suspended from

a balance beam or a quartz spiral spring;
and (3) measuring a fraction of the vapor

Vapor Pressure Method - Knudsen deposited upon a target.
Effusion (Reference 21)

Howeve . ,nambiguous vapor pressure data
The equilibrium between the refractory cannot be oabtained If more than one molecular

metal oxides and their v apors have been species is present In the vapor phase;
investigated by several vapor pressure tech- the precise composition of the vapor phase
niques. Effusion teohniques can be applied must be ascertained. In general, the vapor
with success in the pressure range of 10-4 in equilibrium with refractory oxides at ele-
to 10-9 atmospheres. In this method, the vated temperatures is a comple" mixture.
vapor flows from a space, where it is in The most reliable analyses of the vapors
equilibrium at some given temperature with effusing from a Knudsen cell have been
"a condensed phase, through an orifice into obtained with the mass spectrograph. Pio-
"a high vacuum (P< 10-6 Torr). If the pres- neering research of this kind was carried
sure is low enough, so that the ratio of the out in the determination of the thermo-
mean free path in the vapor to the diameter dynamics of gaseous carbon molecules in
of the orifice is greater than 10, the vapor equilibrium with graphite by Chupka and
pressure is given by the relation (Reference Inghram (Reference 25). Berkowitz, Chupka,
22), and Inghram (Reference 26) ascertained the

equilibrium of powdered MoO5 and WO0
_ =n /2 27 R T with their respective vapors by mass spec-
K _ M (13 trographlo analysis of the vapor effusing from

a Knudsen cell. These authort ihowed that
where m Is the mass effusing per unit the principal gaseous species n the vapor
time per unit area, M is the molecular weight phase were the polymer'c molecules
of the vapor, and K is Clausinges (Reference (MoO.). and (WO )n, where n - 3, 4, •end 5.
23) correction factor, which corrects the Combining the analsis of the vapor corn-
effusion rate for the finite thickness of the position reported by Berkowitz et al. with
orifice. Recently, Hirth and Winterbottom their own rate of Knudsen efftsion meas-
have shownt that vapor molecules Impinging urements, Blackburn, Hoch, and Johnston
upon the inner surface of the Knudsen cell (Reference 27) calculated theth, ,m.dynamlc
lid are adsorbed, diffuse along the surface functions for several oxide-yap. ! equilibria.

7
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Blackburn (Reference 27) compared his re- a field free "drift path" tube to an ion
suits with those of Berkowitz (Reference detector. The geometry and potentials of the
26), Ueno (Reference 28) (Knudsen effusion apparatus are designed to yield a time of
and quartz balance respectively) and Arlya flight which is proportional to v/2m/e, where
(Reference 29) (transportation metbod) in m is the mass of the ion and o is the ion's
Tables 2 and 3. The agreement between charge. Mass separation results only from
the data obtained by these seve: al methods mass dependent velocities, Ions with the
is poor. lowest mass-to-charge ratio having the

shortest time of flight. The Ion detector
Inghram, Chupk", and their collaborators Is a magnetic electron multiplier. The output

(Reference 30) and others (see review by of the Ion signal collector Is displayed on
Inghram and Devwart, Reference 30), using an oscilloscope synchronized with and trig-
the mass spectrometer in the study of gered by signals from the mass spectro-
the thermodynamics of chemical reactions meter. The accuracy of the TOF-MS is
at elevated temperatures, have generally greatly Improved by the incorporation of an
employed magnetic focusing mass spec- analog output system so that the data can
trometers. Professor David White, Depart- be recorded as well as simultaneously dis-
ment of Chemistry, The Ohio State University, played on the oscilloscope.
has developed the use of a Bendix Time-
of-Flight Mass Spectrometer in conjunction The furnace containing the Knudsen cell
with a Knudsen effusion cell to study the is shown in Figure 9. The Knudsen cell
equilibrium between condensed phases and can be either heated by electron bombard-
their vapors (Reference 31). The Metal- ment or by radiation. The temperature is
lurgy Department, The Ohio State University, measured through an observation port by
has also purchased a Bendix Time-of-Flight an optical pyrometer sighted directly upon
Mass Spectrometer with a Knudsen effusion the orifice of the Knudsen cell or by ther-
cell attachment. This instrument (using pro- mocouples directly attached to the base of
cedures and modifications developed by the cell. Provision is also being made to
Professor White and his collaborators) Is pass water vipor directly into the Knudsen
being used to study the volatile complexes cell so that the molecular weight of volatile
of the refractory metal oxides with water refractory-metal-oxide-H 0 complexes can
vapor. A brief description of the principles be ascertained. An exampfe of the resolution
of operation of this instrument follovs, attainable with the TOF-MS is shown in the

determination of the vapor pressure of neo-
dymium (Reference 33, Figure 10). The

Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer mass spectrum of the isotopes of neodymium
(Reference 32) are shown and the experimental abundances

are compared with those published in the
A schematic diagram of the Time-of- literature.

Flight Mass Spectrometer (TOF-MS) is shown
in Figure 8. Not shown is the furnace
containing the Knudsen effusion cell which Gravimetric Methods for Determination
is directly coupled to the TOF-MS. Neutral of the Homogeneity Range in Refractory
molecules from the Knudsen cell effuse Metal Oxides
into the ,on-source region where ions are
formed by bombardment of the neutral par- Rigorously, all solid or liquid oxides
ticles by a pulsed (10,000 pulses per second) exhibit some degree of nonstoichiometry at
beam of electrons of controlled energy. finite oxygen pressures and temperatures
Between electron pulses, the first grid in above absolute zero; whether or not a ho-
the ion gun is pulsed to -270 volts for a mogeneity range is exhibited depends upon
time sufficient to allow the ion bunch to pass the sensitivity of the measurements. The
through this grid into the final grid, where metal-oxygen system, consisting of one con-
the ions are accelerated by a 2800-volt densed phase and a vapor phase in equi-
potential. After passing through this grid, librium, is bivartant according to the Gibbs
the ion bunch moves 100 centimeters down phase rule. In this case the total vapor

8
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pressure as well as the partial pressures oxide corresponding to TaO25 _x (x = 0.005
of the species In the vapor phase change to 0.006) in the temperature range 12000
with the composition of the condensed phase to 1400"C. The narrower homogeneity limits
at constant temperature. When two condensed for Ta 0 compared to NbO is not sur-
phases andthe vapor phase are in equilibrium, prising s~nce Ta•O• is muc• more stable
the system is invariant and the total pres- than Nb O0.
sure, as well as the partial pressures of the
several molecular species in the vapor
phase, is independent of the composition of Gas Entrainment
the condensed phase. Gulbransen and his
coworkers (Reference 36) have attempted to In this method*, a carrier gas flowing
determine the composition limite for the over the condensed phase, is saturated
tungsten phases WO 2 t W18 049, and W03 with vapor so that gas plus vapor is in equi-
by measuring the vapor pressure over these librium with the condensed phase at a given
oxides by the Knudsen effusion method. The temperature; the vapor is then condensed
Knudsen cells loaded with powdered oxide out of an accurately measured volume of
samples were suspended from a quartz the flowing gas mixture, and finally, the
spring balance. The whole assembly was condensate is precisely weighed. (See Figure
enclosed in a high vacuum chamber and the 11.) The flow rate of the carrier gas must
Knudsen cell was heated by radiation emitted be carefully controlled; Lepore and Waser
by a succeptor heated by induction. Weight (Reference 34) have shown that the flow
changes were determined by measuring the rate must be adjusted so that the apparent
contraction of the quartz spring. They found vapor density (see Figure 12) is independent
that above 120CC the vapor pressure over of the rate of flow of the carrier gas, because
the heterogeneous system was independent only In this case, is the carrier gas vapor
of the composition and a function of the saturated; at lower rates, the rate of dif-
composition over the homogeneous system, fusion of the vapor is greater than the flow
This behavior conforms to the phase rule. rate of the carrier gas so that the apparent

vapor density is higher than the density
Kofstad and Anderson (Reference 37) and corresponding to the vapor saturated gas;

Kofstad (Reference 38) have determined at higher rates, the flow rate is higher
the relative defect structure of a-Nb 0 than the rate of evaporation from the solid
in the temperature range 750" to 1200"8 or liquid surface; consequently the carrier
by equilibration with oxygen in the pressure gas can never be saturated with vapor.
range of 1 to 0.001 atm and at much lower
oxygen pressures corresponding to equi- The partial pressure of a given molecular
libration with mbLtures of CO and CO species, I, in the vapor can be calculated
The relative deviation from stoichiomety from the ideal gas equation,
(oxygen deficiency) was measured gravi-
metrically. The oxide specimen was P Wi ± -R T (14)
suspended from a quartz spring and the ' V
change in weight upon equilibration with
0 or CO-CO mixtures was determined where Wi is the weight of species i en-
from the change in extension of the quartz trained, Mi Is the molecular weight and V
spring. Brauer (Reference 39) estimates is the volume of carrier gas. Obviously
that the oxygen deficiency lies within the the amount and molecular weight of every
composition limits, NbO -NbO In the specie present In the vapor must be as-
temperature range 1350 to 14006.4° certained. Ackermann and his coworkers

(Reference 35) have used the entrainment
Similar studies by Kofstad (Reference method to measure the vapor density in

40) on Ta 2 0, reveal a formula for this equilibrium with molybdenum trioxide and

*Also referree" to as the transpiration or transporation method.
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tungsten trioxide. These investigators as- the apparatus depicted in Figure 1, utilizing
sumed that the composition of the vapor the proper oxidizing mixtures of CO-CO,
in their experiments corresponded to the or H2-H The pure suboxides of tungsten
trimer, tetramer, and pentamer trioxide are prepared by equilibrating the oxide
species reported by Berkowitz, Chupka and with the requisite CO-CO, or H.-H.O
Inghram (Reference 26) in their mass spec- mixtures.
troscopic investigations of MoO and W0 3 .
Ackermann, et aL (Reference 3d) compared The same apparatus and technique can be
the results of their research with those of successfully employed to study the rate and
other investigators in Table 4. The data mechanism of oxidation of molybdenum;
in Table 4 are in poor agreement; however, niobium, possibly, If the required high ratio
there is satisfactory agreement between of H20-H2 can be controlled with sufficient
the data of Berkowitz et al., and Ackermann accuracy; and tantalum, probably not at all.
et aL

Gravimetric Method: High Pressures
KINETICS OF OXIDATION (Reference 43)

The experimental procedures generally Apparatus and procedures for rate meas-
employed in the Investigations of the kinetics urements at hyperatmospheric pressures,
of oxidation are well known and voluminously over a considerable range of temperatures,
described in the literature (see for example is described by Ong and Fassel, Jr., in
Kubaschewski aid Hopkins, Reference 41). another paper In this symposium*.
Certainly an extensive destription of ex-
perimental methods related to this topic
is not warranted in this review - only a Gravimetric Method: Volatilization
brief discussion of several topics of interest of Oxides
to the authors Is given.

Numerous investigators have measured
and noted the volatility of molybdenum (Ref-

Gravimetric Method erenoes 44, 45, 46, 47, and 53) and tungsten
(References 48 through 52) oxides at elevated

In this method, the change in weight temperatures. The enhanced rate of volatfli-
of the specimen Is measured as a function zation of the oxides of tungsten in the
of time at constant temperature. Several presence of water vapor has been measured
pieces of apparatus (References 4, 36, and by several Investigators (References 49, 50,
37), described in previous sections of this 54, and 55). In this laboratory (Reference
paper, have been used to gravimetrically 56), the apparatus schematically represented
measure rates of oxidation. The vacuum In Figure 1 also has been used to measure
microbalance devised by Gulbransen (Ref- the rate of volatilization of the several
erence 42) is especially worthy of mention oxides of tungsten in the presence of water
because of its high sensitivity (0.5 IA gin) vapor. Compacts of the different oxides of
and its rapid response, tungsten were suspended from the balance

arm in a flowing gaseous mixture composed
In our laboratory there is a program under of H -H O-Ar, The H -H 0 ratio was ad-

way to measure the rate of oxidation of jusita to correspondto &e AQullibrium oxygen
tungsten to WO 1 compacts of WO to W O,; partial pressure of the suboxide under study.
W1.O., to WA ; and finally, to oxlddze Argon was used as a diluent-thus the partial
tungsten In an a;nosphere that leads to the pressure of H0 could be varied without
formation of a multilayer oxide scale. The altering the oxygen chemical potentials The
aims of this program are being fulfilled with data obtained by this procedure for the various

*See "High Pressure Oxidation of Refractory Metals-Expertmental Methods and Inter-
pretation."
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oxides of tungsten is presented elsewhere The diffusion anneal was of three days
in this symposium - all of the oxides of duration in a furnace supplied with a con-
tungsten seem to form stable gaseous hy- tinuous current of oxygen. The samples
drates at elevated temperatures. It can were then sectioned and the activity in
be seen that the volatility rate of each each section determined. A Geiger Muller
oxide increases with an increase in the counter was used to determine the f-activity
partial pressure of H,,O. These data are and a scintillation counter to determine
discussed further In another paper in this this a-activity. It was found that Nb diffusion
symposium (G. R. St.Pierre and R. Speiser, occurred principally by grain boundary mi-
"Reaction of Gaseous Systems withTungst n gration, lattice diffusion being extremely
at Elevated Temperatures"). slow by comparison. This result is not

surprising, since Nb 0 is an oxygen deficient
lattice (Reference A)i oxygen ion migration

Diffusion being the most probable mechanism of ion
transport through the oxide lattice.

The solubility of oxygen in molybdenum
and tungsten Is quite low, apparently un-
measurable, although sufficient internal oxi- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
datlon can occur (at grain boundaries) to
cause embrittlement. On the other hand, The research by the authors reported in
the solubility of oxygen in columbium and this paper was sponsored bytheUnited States
tantalum is high enough to be measurable Air Force under Contract AF 33(616)-8005.
(References 57 through 60). Klopp, Maykuth,
Sims, and Jaffee (Reference 59) determined
the rate of solution of oxygen in niobium REFERENCES
by measuring knoop hardness across speci-
mens exposed to oxygen at elevated tem- 1. P. H. Emmett and J. F. Schultz. J. Am.
peratures. Assuming a linear relationship Chem. Soc, 55, 1376. (1933).
between oxygen concentration and hardness,
diffusion coefficients were calculated from 2. L. S. Darken and R. W. Gurry. J. Am.
Fick's second law of diffusion. Klopp et al. Chem. Soo 67, 1398. (1945).
(Reference 59) expressed the temperature
dependence of the diffusity of oxygen in 3. J. Chipman and M. G. Fontana. JA.
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TABLE 1

OXYGEN PRESSURE IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH OXIDES

Easily Reducible Reducible with Difficulty
MoO 3  W03  Nb2Os Ta 2 05

Temp , (K 1000 2000 1000 2000 1000 2000 1000 2000

P 0  10-17 10"6 10-2 10-6 10-31" 10-M 10-34 10-13

PiH /P;Ho 0.036 0.48 1.6 0.49 106 114 5x108  580

PCo /PC 0.026 0.44 1 4.8 106 500 4x106  2550

TABLE 2

HEAT AND ENTROPY OF VAPORIZATION OF MoO *

Te mp., AHT A F10 0
Author K kcal /mole AST kcal / mole

of ;Mo0 3 )3  e.u. of (MoO 3 13

Ueno** 928 63.7 46.5 22.9

Ariya** 964 68.1 56.9 18.8

Berkowitz 850 80.0 65.6 21.0

Blackburn 900 79.7 67.8 18.7

*Blackburn, Hoch, and Johnston (Reference 27).
**The values for A F from Ariya (Reference 29) and Ueno (Reference 28) are corrected

to (MoO9) 3 (g).
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TART.F 3

HEAT AND ENTROPY OF VAPORIZATION OF WO3

T ,A H T A ST A FlOOO

Author Temp., kcal /mole kcal / mole
K of (Wo )3 e.u. of (W0 3 )3

Ueno* 1368 112.6 57.3 34.2

Berkowitz 1368 130 69.5 34.9

Blackburn 1500 108.0 54.1 33.9

*Ueno's data are corrected to (WO 3 )3 (g).

TABLE 4

HEATS AND ENTROPIES OF SUBLIMATION AND VAPORIZATION
OF MOLYBDENUM TRI[OXIDE

Investigators Temp,, OK AH; A s

(kcal mole-I (e.u. mole-I

of vapor of vapor)

Ueno 908-948 62.5 42.8

Ariya 941-987 67.0 53.3

Zelikman et al* 1178-1373** 35.6 24.9

Berkowitz et al 810-1000 85.4 71.7

Blackburn et al 808-958 78.8 66.6

Ackermann et al 980-1060 87.8 73.0

*From boiling point and transpiration methods of liquid molybdenum trioxide.
From A. N. Zelikman, N. N. Gorovitz, and T. E. Prcsenkova. J. Inorg.
Chem. U. S. S. R l1j 332. (1956).

**Measurements made above the melting point.
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HIGH PRESSURE OXIDAT:ON OF REFRACTORY
METALS - EXPERIMENTAL METHUtS ANU INi T KE R. I A 'itm

W. M. Fossel, Jr.
J. N. Ong*
A. M. Saul*

INTRODUCTION magnesium versus pressure and the limited
theoretical work at pressure, suggested that

Early in 1948, as part of a study on in- this area could fruitfully be explored.
cendlary magnesium alloys (Reference 1),
it was found that the ignition temperature DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL
varied with the oxygen overpressure in u METHODS
complex manner. The correlation between
the change in ignition temperature and oxi- Late in 1949, work was started on the
dation rate with alloying (Refereace 2) sug- development of equipment suitable for the
gested that the oxidation processes influ- continuous quantitative measurement of oxi-
enced the temperature at which active datlon rates at high oxygen pressures. As
combustion could occur. Numerous unsuc- an initial goal, pressures to 600 psla oxygen
cessful attempts were made to explain the at 1000°C were to be achieved withthe equip-
observed variations using existing oxidation ment.
theory as a basis (Reference 3).

At that time, it shtuld be noted, no quan- Gravimetric methods were preferred be-
titative data was availhble on the oxidation cause of their inherent simplicity and the
rate of any metal at )ressures above one directness of the method. Volumetric methods
atmosphere (Le Chateier reported that a were not considered suitable because of the
black oxide was formed on silver at 300'C difficulty in maintaining a leak-free system
with 15 atm oxygen pressure (Reference 4)). at high pressures and in accurately measur-

ing the volume of gas consumed by any rea-
The principal theoretical analysis of the sonable technique at 40 atmospheres

pressure effect on the oxidation rate of pressure.
metals was that of Wagner and co-workers.
In their treatment, which had been experi- A number of possible gravimetric methods
mentally confirmed only for pressures below were considered. For quantitative measure-
one atmosphere, they suggested that the ments at hyperatmosplheric pressures, the
oxidation rate would vary as some fractional quartz spring balance first used by Leontis
power (1/7 for Cu, 1/6 for NI) of the oxygen and Rhines (Reference 2) for oxidation rate
pressure at the gas/oxide interface. This studies has many advantages. None of the
treatment (References 5 and 6) has been more elaborate techniques consldertd then
reviewed in detail In a number of recent or tried over the past 10 years has proved
publications (Reference 7). better and more trouble free than the simple

quartz spring microbalance.
The surprising lack of data on the oxida-

tion rate of metals at hyperatmospheric
prussures coupled with the inability of any The initial equipment designeu to use this
known oxidation theory to explain the observed technique at pressures to 40 atmospheres
variation of the ignition temperature of is shown in Figure 1 (Reference 8).

*Aeronutronic Division, Philco Corporation.
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The -_ichrome V-wo-,3d V' .• was en- thermocouples in winding, M, are used to

closed in a steel pressure I,. 4el ;.,utpped adjust the power input to the guard rings,
wt,, a variey Of fianges for assembzy, N. On,- of the center thermoncouples controls

access to samples, observation windows, the winding temperature and the other is
and power leads, used exclusively to measure the sample

temperature. This couple is shielded by a
While this unit was successfully used on parabolic Alundum shield so that it effec-

copper to 600 psia 02 at 900°C, a number tively "looks" only at the sample, as shown2 in Figure 3.
of difficulties inherent to the design were

encountered. One of the most troublesome Temperature checks using very fine
of these was the spurious oscillation of the thermocouple wire welded directly to the
quartz spring balance. This became pro- metal samples show the true sample tem-
gressively worse with increased pressure perature to be within *I°C of the measured
and temperature. Experimentally, it was sample temperature at 70000. The thermo-found that this problem could be substan- sml eprtr t70C h hro
tiuniy teat th y problemsg col dmcouple leads, S, through the furnace shell
tially reduced by decreasing the diameter ~are modified No. 18 spark plugs. The center
of the upper furnace section (N of Figure 1, electrode was removed and replaced with
original 1.D. 4 inches) as well as the diameter the appropriate metal or alloy to prevent
of the furnace tube. Locating the quartz spring junction error.
farther from the hot zone also tended to
reduce the magnitude of the oscillations. Thermal insulation becomes a very serious
In addition to the above problem, the massive difficulty at higher pressures (above 300 psi).
nature of the unit made reps.rs difficult and This is apparently due to the increased
time-consuming. thermal conductivity of the oxygen. At pres-

Based on the above observations, the sures above 600 psi, water cooling must beBase on he boveobsevatonsthe used on the exterior shell.
furnace was completely redisigned. The gen-

eral arrangement of the preseure shell, Originally, teflon gaskets were used. Two
weighing components, and furnace element failures occurred. While the reason is not
are shown in Figure 2. The sectional arrange- known, teflon apparently decomposes rapidly
ment of the furnace allows easy replacement to gaseous products at 80° to 100*C inoxygen
of any of the compoant parts. The most at 500 to 600 psi. It should, therefore, be
frequent failures are the heating elements used with extreme caution under these con-
and thermocouples. The heating unitconsists ditions. Garlock c900" gaskets (compressedoditions.nGarlock "900"ugaskets (compresse
of a 1-Inch I.D. Alundum, core (Norton No. asbestos) have been successfully substituted
11756) 23 inches long. The core is wound in all regions where the temperature is above
with three separate windings individually 35°C.
controlled. The temperature of the center
winding is automat4.cally controlled by a Figure 4 is a detailed drawing of the winch
Leeds and Northr. p Speedomax control mechanism and window block.
system which adjusts the power input from
a 15-amp powerstat. The upper and lower This basic design has been used success-
guard rings, N, are controlled manually by fully over the past ten years for a variety
similar powerstats. of quantitative rate measurements at hyper-

The guard ring heating elements, N, o.r- atmosiheric pressires (References 9 through

lap the end sections of M by about 16).

1-1/4 inches. The overlapped section is In 1958, the design was modified slightly
backed off 3/16 inch from the controlled for McKewan to investigate the reduction of
section by short sectors of a similar Alundum
core. This arrangemeat has been found t Fe2 0; at high hydrogen pressures
give a very uniform temperature ove - (Reference 17). This unit was made entirely
4-inch length in the tube. Four thermocouple. . of stainless steel to minilmze corrosion by
T, are used. The upper and lower water vapor formed from the reaction. In
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this modification, allpower and thermocouple functions of reactant and product concen-
leads were transferred to the top of the trations respectively. The particular form
furnace shell to simplify repairs, of the above functions will depend conwhether

the kinetic mechanism Is elementary, corn-

Recently, a number of modifications have plex, or chain (Reference 18).
been developed to extend the range and versa-
tility of this basic unit. The operating con- At conditions not equivalent to AquiL'brium
ditions for the various types shown in one term In Equation 2 will normally pre-
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 are summarized in dominate.
Table 1.

When A F<O, the rate of decomposition of
THE PRESSURE EFFECT the products is generally negligible and the

rate may be written
The variety of environmental conditions

to which metals are being subjected, ranging d(m/A) E No / ( , C 01]) ())
from oxidizing to reducing combustion pro- d8 f
duct gas mixtures and from high pressure
combustion chambers to high altitude flight When the mechanism is first order corn-
paths at temperatures from ambient to metal plex chain (Reference 19!) .qatica 3 may
melting points, has placed emphasis on the be expressed as a function of oxygen con-
necessity for experimental work to determine centration or pressure only
the effect of gas pressure on the reaction
rate of metals. In general, the effect of gas dim/A) kJ (E []) • k, f ( P,,) (4)
pressure on metal-gas reactions should be d t I
considered from several viewpoints:
(1) thermodynamics and kinetics, (2) the
type of reactor used to conduct experiments, When A F>O, kr f([MeaObJ)>kff( (Me),
and (3) the influence of pressure on product (0]) and the consumpton of reactsnt may
phase stability.

proceed only when the reaction pr"•'wcts are

Thermodynamics and Kinetic Considerations continually removed from the reaotion inter-
face.

Consider a simple chemical reaction in
which a metal, (Me), reacts with oxygen, Removal of the gaseous product species
(02), to form one oxide product is generally accomplished by Oiffusion

through a gas boundary layer lyinw between

0. Me + b 02 - Mo b1) the bulk gas region and the reac~ca inter-
. 0 face. It is assumed that no mixing occurs

in this layer and, therefore, a steady state

A general rate equation may be written in concentration gradient can be established.
the form The rate of transport by diffusion across a

boundary layer of thickness, x, is given by

Rate d(m/A) k' f( N.) (References 20 and 21)

k, [MOO f I W Rot2) . (5)

The definition of m is normally in terms
of reactant oxygen consumption (gin). A is where M is the molecular weight of the
the area over which the reaction occurs diffusing product species, D Is Its diffusion

(cm2); t is the time (see); kf and kr are the coefficient (cm 2/sc), ais the stoioh.ometrlc

forward and reverse reaction rateconstants; coefficient of the metal, R is the gas oonstant

and [([Me], (02]), and r(rMeaOl) are (cm 3 atm/molK, T is the tmperaoture at
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the reaction interface, ('K), x is the thick- 1000"K, for example, equilibrium partial
---_ .... 6- 1 It-' X- Ala pressure of methane is 2.8 x 10-" atmos-

the bulk gas pressure (atm), Pb is the par-

tial pressure of the diffusing species in the phere. Thus, -bcan exceed P, and a steady

bulk gas (atm) and Po is the partialpressure state condition is possible in which carbon

of the diffusing species at the reaction intfkr- or graphite redeposits on the original hot

face.If the d rafusingfspeciesa reaction atthe- surface. The situation is additionally com-
face. If the rate of chemical reaction at the plicated in that graphite displays prefer-
interface is rapid relative to the rate of ential crystallographic sites for reaction.
diffusion through the boundary layer, then brhus, the hot surface available for redepo-

PO represents the equilibrium prxtial pres- sition may be different than the surface

sure of the product species at the reaction available for reaction with hydrogen. Another

interface, example of a system exhibiting thin type of
behavior is the Pt-0 system (References 24

It is apparent that this type of reaction and 25).
will be sensitive to the nature of the flow of Pressure experiments, in some circum-
gases around the specimen. Thus, under stances, may permit differentiation between
dynamic flow conditions, the bulk gas is rate Equations 4 and 5 or 6, since in the
characterized by an essentially constant latter case, the effect of pressure on the
temperature and composition due to tur- rate may be in direct proportion to the
bulence - the greater the turbulence , the effect of reactant pressure on product pres-
thinner the boundary region. Boundary layer sure as determined by the equilibrium
thickness can be computed, in general, from expression for Equation 1 (References 24
fluid dynamic considerations (References 20 and 25), whereas in the former case, this

and 22). In an open flow system, the bulk will depend upon the nature of the inter-
gas remains relatively unsaturated with re- mediate species and the type of rate con-

spect to the gaseous product species; that trolling procers.
is, 1P remains quite small compared to P.

If P•° is also quite small compared to P, Type of Process

then Equatioy, 5 simplifies to For phase boundary and diffusion con-
trolled processes, Equation 4 takes the

d(rn/A) NO following forms

dt aRTx R d(mA)
Rate -

dt
In a closed flow system, the bulk gas kCS phase boum~ary) (7)

continues to recirculate and saturate with
respect to the gaseous product species.

Pbthus approaches P0 and the rate of con- d(m/A) (D0 ACa1 p. MOb/sMO•b\
sumption of reactant approaches zero. If Rte: d t " 2

the bulk gas temperature is lower than the
temperature at the reaction interface, Pb I diffusion

may actually exceed P0 if the thermodynamic t in

stability of the gaseous product species in-
creases with decreasing temperature. As an
example, consider the reaction of graphite
at 2100"K with hydrogen at 16.7 atmospheres d(m/A) (D) 1I
to produce methane (Reference 23). The Rats d t_"
equilibrium partial pressure of methane at

the reaction interface is 9.0 x 10-2 atmos- (intefstitial diffusion)
phere, which also !s the upper limit for Pb
at 2100K. At a bulk gas temperature of
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where k is the specific r.e..cti rate coi- of . IS euectiely ^hat of ei-...er .e.•con-
-2 .... centraton of anion vacancies t the oxide-

stant, (sec ), C-(v cm ) ib e intermediatei- metal Inzerface or the concentration of
surface species concentration, Dox is the cation vacancies at the oxide-gas interface.

diffusion coefficient of species diffusion When vacancy formation is preceded by

through the oxide (cm 2/sec),ACox is the oxygen chemisorption on the surface, the

concentration difference of intermediate following expressions for pressure depend-

species existing across the oxide ency result (Reference 16)

phase (g/cm3 ), pox is the oxide density, a. Anion vacancy or unionized cation

MOOb/MeaOb is the molecular % eight ratio vacancy.

of the subscripted quantities, 4nd Di Iund Ci AG orA•C

are the corresponding quantities for inter-
stitial diffusion of oxygen in the metal. The / K iP
prersure dependence on concentration in AC% - I (Vl)
each case will depend on the nature of the \I+KSK1 P
intermediate species controlling the rate
of reaction. b. Singly Ionized cation vacancy

Pressure Dependence un Concentration , ,A K .,N pA 12( )

A~y AC1 14 K)pitThe pressure and temperature rependence MI+KKI(12)
on the intermediate species concentration
is normally obtained by assuming that equl- c Doubly Ionized cation vacancy
librium chemlsorption precedes the rate
determining step. For phase boundary re---
actions, the intermediate species is cheri- AC..( (13)
sorbed oxygen and the expression takes the ACV! +y)
form (Reference 26)

o ( sP0AC, AC' and AC" are conversion factors

C,0  s (10) (gm/cm3 ) and K1 , K and K are the re-

IK kP2 sper-tive equilibrium constants for the re-
actions:

K, K,where K. = exp(AS /R) exp-(AH /RT) is 0. Site....0 = Vh6+MGO or S,1...00 a

the equilibrium constant for the reaction:
1/2 02 + Site - Site'"O. AS, andAHs are S 0

respectively the entropy and enthalpy of b

adsorption, Cs is a conversion factor

(gm/cm 2), and ideality is assumed. c. S~te ... 0 a& 1•' + 20 + MOO

In Equation 8, 'ransport of oxygen or Equations 10 through 13 are characterized
metal across the oxide is by means of an by the fact that the intermediate spW les
anion or a cation vacancy gradient. Since concentration governing the rate of reationthe vacancy concentration at either the oxide- is pressure Insensitive at high pressures

gas or oxide-metal interface is usually and P)w temperatures andpressurc. sensitive
negligible in the above two cases, the value
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at low pressures and high temperatures as This reaches a liiti lue of MVand
indicated In Figure 9. When these transitions mng aRTA
occur, the reaction rate constant and the has an iniial slope of P-0 -from which the
concentration terms in Equations 7, 8, and hroh
9 may often be differentiated and enthalpies value D/x may be calculated (Fig, 1.0).
of adsorption and vacancy formation may be
differentiated from the enthalpy of activation. For AF>O reactions, if tbf p~.,ssure
Pressure dependencies of the type re- dependency is given by Equation 10 for
presented by Equation 10 have been shown example; the pressure of the reactor would
to be exhibited by tantalum (References 10, be determined by the pumping speed, S,
27, 29, and 29), columblum (References 30, 3
31, 34, and 33), and tungsten (References 6
and 19); that of Equation 11 by cobalt
(Reference 15) and tungsten (Reference 19); At 1 P L [ t ! co
and that of Equation 12 by nickel dt VLaM
(Reference 16). Pressure dependencies for
oxides different from the type MeO may be gdetermined by standard methods (15)
(Reference 34). I+ ý PJ

Effect of Pressure on Reaction Class
using Equation 7, with the stoichiometric

Composite effects will arise if more than coefficients a and b, the molecular weight
one reaction occurs, either simultaneously of oxygen, M, the temperature of the gas,
or consecutively. Us', of the piressure vari- T , and the reactor volume, V.
able under theso c.r. -,stances will permit g
separation of these processes if their pres- This yields for the reactor pressure the
sure dependencies are different at constant
temperature (References 19, 27, 33, ar d 35). expressio

Influence of Reactor on Oxidation ") 0 (
Experiments

Equations 4 and 5 should be used under where P0 is the original pressure of the
the assumption that an unlimited supply of reactor.
both metal and reacting gas comprises the
system. Under experimental conditions the The variation of pressure with time is
metal coupon used is generally small; how- shown in Figure 11 together with weight
ever, area corrections to account for speci- gain plots of pressure insensitive (K8 >> 1)
men depletion during reaction are generally and pressure sensitive (Ks<< 1) phase
made so that data is normalized on an extended
area basis, boundary reactions. It is seen that for equiv-

alent reaction times pressure sensitive re-

In a closed rea-tor (volume constant), for actions deviate from linearity, whereas
FO rea ctonsed wenthroume pressuret ore- pressure sensitive reactions remain linearAF>O reactions when the pressure of re- virtually t- exhaustion of oxygen.

actant, P, ,i large, the expression for the
amount of solid reacted with time takes the Effect of Pressure on Phase Stability
form

The effect of pressure on the phase sta-

A/t bility of products of rea.tion is well known.
A rnA: -_ ( I - e ap - - ) (14) It appears worthwhile, however, to point out

aRIA Y that the form of rate equations will depend
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on the number and order of product phases
formed. Copper may be used as an illus- Me+ o2 - e02 (W <0) 417)
trative example. By referring to the P-T
diagram for Cu-O, Figure 12, it will be seen
that in region I the reaction of Cu with 0 will
involve only evaporatlon of copper from the
surface with possible subsequent reaction
to form CuO(V) (Reference 37). In region 1U, Mo0 2 + • 0• - Ne03(,) (A<0) (12)
the growth rate of Cu2 O is parabolic with

a pressure dependence of either Equation 12
(Reference 12) or Equation 13 (Reference 5). -( .. (N.05 )n (wap)

In region III, the overall rate is parabolic (AH)0) (19)
with CuO forming from Cu 2O. The overall

pressure dependence will be different since
although the formation rate of CuO is prob- Reaction (17) is diffusion controlled, re-
ably pressure dependent according to action (18) is phase boundary controlled and
Equations 11 or 12, the Cu 2 0 formation rate reaction (19) is gas boundary layer diffusion

is now pressure insensitive since the defect controlled, whose rates are given by
Equations 8, 7, and 6 respectively. (See

concentration at the Cu2 O-CuO interface Table 2.) Reactions (17) and (18) exhibit

will remain essentially constant. For pur- pressure-insensitive to pressure-sensitive
poses of discussion, the effects of nucle- transitions in rate behavior in the case of W
ation and growth of the CuO from the Cu2O and probably in the case of Mo (Reference 38)

phase have been neglected. Similar consid- according to Equations 10 and9

erations apply for other metals although (Reference 19).

most others are considerably less stable, For reaction (19) the rate of evaporation
i.e., AF << 0 and lowering pressure may
not be expected to change the number of is proportional to the partial pressure P
product phases as i--ly, of (WO3 )nvap, according to Equation 6 and

In summary, the type of rate equations virtually insensitive to the oxygen overpres-

encountered for various metal gas reactions sure, P, as given in Equation 5andis related

are presented in Table 2. The values of the to the enthalpy of evaporation, AlEvap
rate constants and pressure dependencies (Reference 39), by the Claustus-Clapeyron

for those metals which have been worked equation. The temperatures at which this

out are given in the Appendix. process becomes appreciable at atmospheric
pressure, for example, are from 950C to
1100"C in the case of W and above about

Example: 850°C in the case of Mo. It is then that any
weight. measurement will become flow sen-

The oxidadon of molybdenum and tungsten sitive either in a flow reactor or by con-
offers interesting examples wherein all of vective flow in a closed system. The volatility
the foregoing considerations should be taken rate of trioxide does not necessarily affect
into account for a complete analysis. the overall metal reaction rate but failure

to account for the flow sensitivity of tri-
At temperatures below the melting point oxide volatilization has given rise to con-

and at moderate pressures, both metals flicting observations on the reaction rates
oxidize according to the consecutive re- of these two metals (References 22, 40, and
actions 41).
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APPENDIX

Rate Constant Values For Tungsten

Phase - Boundrry Process (WO2 + 1-02 - W0 3 )

3.6 x 1 7 x 101D mg/cm2 hr

AN* % 45.9 kcal /mole

exp (Ss/ R z 2.2 x 10-5

AH* a -21.7 kcal/mole

Diffusion Process ( W+0 2 -0 W02 )

3.6 x 13 jsec- 6ý2 mg.5x2 05mg2/ hr
90• (--.) DO' Pox "2 /wo 2 ACx 7.5 x mgz/cm 4

AN* 68 kcaI/mole

exp ASox/R 14 Z 1.133 x I0-6
4*4t

AHo --27.6 kcol/molo

Rate Constants For Columbium

yOxygen- Diffusion Process (Cb + - 02 -o-- CbOy )

D/2 Ci r : 2.85 x 10-3 gm/cm2 seeI/2

0
AHid x 29.4 kcal/mo~e

Phaseo- oundory Process 2 (Cb Oy + 4_ ) 02 - Cb2 0 5

3.6 ,--'i3 Ing ,2 Co x 6.67 x 10 170 g/cm2 hr
k hr )2 "2

AN H : 56.92 kcol/mole82

sip ( sS9 2 /R) : 5.7 x 10-14

AH$2* x -44.66 kcal/mole

*Use Equation 10.
**Use Eqiation 11.
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Phase-Boundary Process I (CbO (- ) 02 0 .. C,,o)

3.6 x 1 03t--9J 10 mg v C:1 - 9.65 x 10 14mgl/cmI hr

AH* a 59.52 kcal/mole

*xp (Ass /R)*. 4.55 x 10'-2'

SHSI -50. 112 kcal /moale

Rate Constant Values For Tantalum

Oxygen- Diffusion Process (To + -L 0 -ep- ToOy)

Do ½ c r 4 .93 x I e"0 gm/cm2 set.

AHi * 23. I kcal /mole
id

Phase - Boundary Process 2 (Tay o+( 5-1) 02 --- Tao)
3fec 4/ .2 205 2

3.6 x 103(6C 10 3gmg s, 2 CO2  18.41 x IOI mg/cm hr

AH" 3- 70.73 kcal/mole
s2

exp ( AS /q) 1.19 x 10-16

AH 8 * -64.0 kcal /mole

Phase-Boundary Process ToO T + O2 02 Ta20
(.0, ,o ' i/o•(--- 10mg) , o'./cm,, hr

3.6 x 10 ( " . CO exp(AS/R) 1.22 x 2

AN + AHN -Z 18.3 kcal/mole

*Use Equation 10.

**Rate constants not fully separable because of the lack of pressure-insensitive data for this
process.
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Rate Constant Values For Cobalt

Diffusion Process (Co . 02 oo)

3.6 ,o0 (i--) ,oOoD D ox _- 3.85o 109 (,mg2/cmhr

3.v 6g~ o 0 s 0 a 0 /Coo AC*

AH *d 59.6 ( kccl /mole

eap (So /R ) 6.11 x

AH =-17.9 ( kcal/molo)

Rate Constant Values For Nickel

Diffusion Process (NI+ 42 - bo,,.,o ,o. . (NI -+ 02No)
5.6 a ,d h ("g ,06 ('-) DOX AoX Mo/No ACo .. P ( ASo/R)*

'hr
1  gm OR

4.9 x 10"1 (mg2 /cm4 hr)

AHd +AH 50.5 ( koal /mole)
d ox

*Use Equation 11.

**IJse Equation 12.
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P
I-tower section of furnace shell
J -Alundum shield
K-Groin M undumN
L-Furnoce Insulation
M-Thermocouple and power leads

L N-Upper section of furnace
F -Spring balance

4 -Suspension chain'I i-Stainlebs steel drum0
R-Packing gland

-1 S-Packing gland
T-Access opening
U-Pt-20 pct Rh suspension wireL -Access opening U

X-Cathetometer

Y -Observation window
Z-Sampie

Figure 1. High Pressure Oxiddation Furnace
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Figure 2. Kantha A-i Migh -Pre3ssure Oxidation Furnace (M 1I)
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•i'gure 6. Silicon Carbide Tube Furnace
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Figure 8. Split Graphite Resistor Furnace (Shown Without Muffle)
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INITIAL STAGES OF THE OXIDATION
OF TUNGSTEN AND TANTALUM

D. W. Rausch*
K. L. Moa "jd*

INTRODUCTION Previous Work

The gross oxidation behavior of tungsten

The kinetics of the gaseous oxidation of has been reviewed recently (References 3

metals have been studied extensively diuring and 4) and rate laws for the oxidation of

the past several decades. Experimental work tungsten (References 4 and 5) and tantalum

hasn een concerned largely with the ntal r (References 5 and 6) are available. Since
has heen oncerted lawsdesrelybwing grs be- detailed and precisely defined experimental
lishment of rate laws describing gross be- results of the oxidation kinetics of tungsten
havior, whle the theoretical work has at and tantalum in the Initial stages of reaction
tempted to rationalize these results in terms are not available, a brief review of experi-
of reaction mechanisms (Reference 1). Few metlsui daigwhtispoemn

theoiesattmpt o dscrbe te M- ýIsm mental studies dealing with this problem in
tmethe oxidation of other metals may be in order.

for oxide films thinner than about 100 A.
With the development of the electron micro- Much of the experimental work which has
scope came the opportunity to observe and been carried out suffers from (1) a lack of
determine surface structure in much finer p defion of the Initial metallic
detail (Le., to the limit of resolution, about ibstrat '% (2) a difficulty in observing in
20 1). The experimental work which followed
greatly extended the knowledge of epitaxy and ftne-enopo h detail the surface structure and

in a few cases was concerned with the ape- topographiy, (3) an inability to achieve a

ic problem of initial reaction kineticsreacon rate so that the

(Reference 2). This work demonstrated initial stges can ,aly bi studied (for even

beyond doubt the critical role of substrate at oxygen pressurt s as low as 10-6 mm Hg
topography (including crystallogrephy and a monolayer of ga., may be adsorbed in a
local heterogeneit), and contaminailon in the matter of seconds), and (4) the presence of
Initial reaction kinetics and nature of the gases other than oxygen. Easpite these diffi-
reaction product. More recently, the develop- culties and the resulting uncertainty in inter-
ment of the field emission microscope and pratation, a number oi significant obser-
Improved vacuum gauges has been responsi- N -:dons have been made. The kinetics of the
ble for extending the state of knowledge down Initial reaction on copper has been studied
to atomic dimensions. The use of these in some detail (Reference 7). The reaction
instruments has led to a greatly improved, is characterized by three distinct stages:
general understanding of adsorption and Incubation, nucleation, and lateral growth,
atomic mobility processes, and a rather and after Impingement and complete surface
detailed understanding of these processes coverage, bulk growth perpendicular to the
involving oxygon on tungsten. surface. The apparent nuclei exli* on a

more-or-less undefined "film," &nu appear
simultaneously on a given crystallographic

The purpose of the present w sk is to plane. The constancy of nuclei density with
study that region of the reaction between the increasing reaction time and the decrease in
adsorbed state and the thin oxide film state, nuclei density with increased substrate tem-
Ie., the nucleation and growth of oxide in perature (at constant pressure) lead to the
the initial stages concept that each nucleus is surrounded by

* Department of Metallurgical Engineering, The Ohio State University
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a "zone of influence"' in which another first layer is formed without activation and
nucleus is not likely to form. The extent of is generally Immobile. This layer is charac-
such a zone depends upon the rate of surface terized by a variation in coverage (i.e.,
diffusion and oxygen pressure. The kinetics surface density of adsorbed species) and
are markedly depenident upon crystallogra- binding energy with crystallography. The
phy. Other studies on copper, barium, iron, average binding energy of the first layer is
and nickel (References 8, 9, 10, and 11 about 160 iKcal per mole (subject to a
respectively) are generally consistent with 20 percent variation). This layer is stable
this characterization of the oxidation process. under high vacuum to about 1000"C. Each

tungsten atom in the surface is believed to
The role of substrate dislocations in the contact only one oxygen atom, with each

initial oxidation process is not well under- oxygen atom contacting several tungsten
stood (Reference 2). However, it appears that atoms. Such an arrangement permits a
certain impurities may be required in the second, less-tightly bound, chemisorbed
dislocations in order for them to act as pre- layer on planes other than the most densely
ferred nucleation sites, packed (1101 in body-centered cubic. The

second layer is considerably less stable
As opposed to the lack of experimental and is desorbed above 3000C in high vacuum.

work on the kinetics of the initial oxidation
of tungsten and tantalum, oxygen adsorption
and mobility on atomically clean tungsten Additional molecular oxygen may be ac-
have been the subject of numerous investi- commodated in a physisorbed state at low
gations (References 12, 13, 14, and 15). temperatures, but even the complete second
Since these studies have been reviewed chemisorbed layer seems to be formed with
elsewhere (References 4 and 16) only the difficulty at room temperature (i.e., rela-
pertinent expe: mental details and general tively high oxygen pressures are necessary).
results will be mentioned here. Above room temperature undissociated oxy-

gen is believed to be slowly taken up by the
chemisorbed layer in a manner resembling

Primarily two experimental methods of "slow oxidation." Mobility within the chemti-
approach have been used in the euidies of sorbed layer is observed at 130"C and above.
oxygen adsorption on tungsten field emis- Oxidation and descrption apparently take
sion microscopy (electron and ion), and place simultaneously abo, 3 300*C in the
flash filament techniques. All of these ex- ultra-high vacuum environment. Neither
periments have involved the deposition of nucleation In the chemisorbed layers nor
oxygen on the substrate at room temperature nucleation of a second phase has been
or below and the subsequent reaction of the observed. Arguments have been presented
contaminated substrate in ultrL-high vacuum for the existence of oxide microcrystallites

(10-9 mm Hg to several orders of magnitude (References 15 and 17), probably WO 3 , but

lower) at temperatures between 4" and are not without contradiction (Reference 12).
.2000"K. Mobility experiments have gener- A clear differentiation between the adsorbed
ally been carried out below room temper- state and oxidized state has not been revealed.
ature, while desorption experiments involve
higher substrate temperatures, Desorpti!on Tha Present Work
experiments alm to relate desorption tem-
perature with pressure rise in the vacuum As compared to the field emission work
system as the reaction takes place, or with described abov, (namely, oxygen deposition
change in the electronic work function of the at low temperatures and subsequent heoting
various crystallographic planes on the sub- in the absence of gaseous oxygen), the present
strate, work is concerned primarily with the course

of reaction on tungsten and tantalum sub-
It has been determined that two cheml- strates above room temperature with oxygen

sorbed monatomic layers are formed below from the gas phase (i.e., conditions under
room tempforature. About 80 percent of the which appreciable oxidation is expected).
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The field electron emission microscope is The vacuum system used in this work is a
ideally suited to such a study fMr the following general-purpose, all Pyrex, ultra-high vac-
reasons: uuin system several liters in volume larger

than the diffusion pump. It contains in series
a. Electron emission, a result of quantum- a mechanical forepump, three-stage oil dif-
mechanical tunneling of electrons through the fusion pump, zeolite trap, two Bayard-Alpert
field deformed potential bazi>,er at the ionization gauges, two liquid nitrogen traps,
surface, is dependent upon crystallography and a two-filament gettering bulb containing
and is extremely sensitive to surface a tantalum-titanium and a molybdenum getter.
contamination. For this work the system is operated as a

dynamic system (i.e., it is open to the
b. Atomically clean and reproducible sur- atmosphere through the forepump) in order
faces can be achieved on tungsten and to rapidly pump out the large amounts of
tantalum emitter-substrates by heating to oxygen required for the substrate reaction.
temperatures between 2000" and 2600'C. Baking, outgassing, gettering, and ionization

gauge pumping routinely produce vacua in
c. All major crystallographic planes are -9
present on the approximately hemispherical the low 10 mm Hg range.
emitter-substrate.

The field emission tube, Figure 1, isd. High magnification and resolution are constructed of a 250 ml Pyrex flask (F)

readily achieved. The inherent resolution contauctng on t ins m e ataspa(en
in he ept dipenionis ne tomclaer containing on the inside a transparent

in the depth dirension is one atomic layer electrically conductive coating (C) furnished
and about 20 A in the ",ateral dimensions. with an external lead (E), This coating, which

serves as the anode, is covered by a calcium
e. Observations can easily be made during tungstate fluorescent screen (S). The emitter-
the course of the reaction since the reaction tip (T) Is welded to a tungsten loop (L) which
takes place in the microscope, serves as the resistive heating circuitfor the

The major disadvantage imposed by the tip through the two external leads in the
use of the microscope is that the size of four-lead graded glass seal (G). The re-
most crystallographic planes on the substrate maining two leads in this seal are used
is relatimely small, for potential leads (PL) in moasuring the

The results and experimental techniques temperature of the tip.

described in this paper represent the initial The emitter-tip itself consists of a short
efforts in an experimental program aimed length of 5-mU diameter commercial grade
at elucidating the role of substrate temper- tungsten or tantalum wire which is electro-
ature, topography, and cxygen pressure In lytically polished to a fine smooth point
the kinetics of oxidation in the Wnitial stages. sufficiently small that it cannot be resolved

at 500X (I.e., several thousand k in dtimeter).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE After assembling the emission tube, joining

Tt to the vacuum system, and attaining ultra-The field electron emission microscope high vacuum, d~rect current from storage

is essentially an ultra-high vacuum device batteries is passed through the heating

because the field emitter-tip (i.e., the bircuit in order to out-gas the tip-loop

metallic substrate or specimen) is relatively assembly and anneal the tip.

fragile and it is easily destroyed by ion

bo-ntuaardment. In the presence of relatively Temperature is mereured by continuously
high pressure, this destruction may result recording the potential drop across the
from the high electric field required for section of the heating loop contained between
emission. A number of excellent reviews the potential leads. This potential drop is
of field emission and ultra-high vacuum obtained "• a function of temperature by
techniques arc available (References 16, 18, potentiometrically measuring the resistance
19, and 20) so a brief description will of the section of the heating loop over a
suffice here. range of temperatures measured optically
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M
and by assigning temperatures to additional the subscript s referring to the reaction
resistance values measured below the optical using the silver bead, and K is the correction
pyrometer range on the basis of the well- factor. Such a factor must be determined for
established variation in the resistance of each pressure level at which the silver bead p
tungsten with temperature. Temperatures is employed. The values of K determined in a
reported In this work are estimated to be 2 a 1accurate within *20"C. this work ranged between 102 and 10 . The

accuracy of pressures corrected in this

manner is estimated at plus or minus a factor
Two methods of providing oxygen for the of three.

reaction are used. For pressures under High voltage is supplied by a 0 to 30 yc

10- mm Hg, a silver bead (B) supersatu- filtered DC power supply with external line
rated with oxygen and contained on a platinum regulation. Applied voltages are measured
loop (P) in a side arm (A) Is heated resist- by a calibreted panel meter est!mated to c
Ively to release oxygen. A polyethylene- be acmurate within +2 percent full scale. e
asbestos jacket is placed around the sidearm A General Radio Company 1230-A electrome- p
and, prior to heating, is filled with liquid ter measures emission currents between the p
nitrogen. Since the silver bead cannot see anode lead and ground. The accuracy of this C
the tip (i.e., substrate), all oxygen evolved meter is better than ±1 percent. a
must strike the cold walls of the sidearm The experimental sequence is as follows:
prior to entering the emission tube, and is
thus purified. For oxygen pressures of a. Clean tip by heating to temperatures above t

10-5 mm Hg and above, commercial grade 20C0°C,
oxygen is leaked into the vacuum system t

from a reservoir at about 10-1 mm Hg b. Cool to room temperature and apply field, t
through the diffusion pump, zeolite trap, two I
liquid nitrogen traps, and gettering region. c. Repeat "a." and "b." until clean pattern r

Is observed, C
Pressures were measured with Bayard-

Alpert ionization gauges. Due to the geometry d. c hotograph emission pattern (a Polaroid

of the system, a correction was applied to camera with close-up lens was used in this
such measurements when the silver bead work with! 3000 speed film),

technique was used in order to account for field
the much greater flux of oxygen at the off, and
emitter-tip than at the Ionization gauge. The o
correction factor was determined by ob- f
serving the length of time required for the f. Heat tip to reaction temperature and
emission pattern to change from the clean activate oxygen flow.
pattern to some arbitrary state of contamina- After the desired reaction time, the oxygen
tion under two conditions: reaction with a flow is stopped, the tip cooled to room temper- I
relatively high and stable residual oxygen ature, and the above sequence with ext'-tion t
pressure (achieved by incomplete removal of step "a." is repeated. It Is necessary not
of oxygen admitted from the reservoir), to apply the high field to a heated emitter-tip
and reaction with oxygen from the silver during the course of reaction as drastic I
bead at constant flux. Assuming, then, that rearrangement on the surface of the substrate
the total number of molecules which have is noted. I
impinged on the surface is the same in both
cases The extent of contamination by rfoidual

gases may be estimated from the Idnetic
PAt = KP, At$ I theory of gases by

J |1mK) Imolecule•" cm'e sec l (2)1
where P and t are respectively ionization J a P(2rmKT)
gauge pressure and time of reactdon, with
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where J, P, and m are respectively lux, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
pressure, and mass of the gaseous species,
and k and T have the usual meaning. Assuming Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (b) are field elec-
the residual gases to be oxygen at tron emission patterns from clean tungsten

P = 10-9 mm Hg and T = 300K, a mu iolayer and tantslum emitter-tips respectively. The

would be formed in about 15 minutes for a shape of these tips is essentially conical with

sticking coefficient of 0.1 (independent oi a smooth hemispherical end. Since the radius

coverage) on a step-free, smooth surface. ofthis heqitsphere is on the order of several

Since about one minute is required at room thousand A, the tip is usually a single crystal.

temperature between consecutive reactions One of the unique features of such a shape on

in the experimental sequence outlined above, a single crystal of this size is that all major

contamination by residual gases is not very crystallographic planes are present. The

extensive. However, this reaction is checked low-index l1l10, J2111, and 11001 planes in

periodically, independent of the measured body-centered cubic crystals are the mostpressure of the system, by permittng a densely packed and exist as flat facets on

cleaned tip to react with the residual gases the surface. The regions surrounding these
and observing the rate of reaction as mani- planes as well as other low-index planes are

fested by changes in the emission parn. comprised of steplike terraces of low-index
plane edges, with each terrace becoming

Recovery of ultra-high vczuum is essen- narrower as the distance from the pole of the
tially instantaneous after the activation of the low-index plane increases. High-li lexplanes
silver bead due to the small volume ratio of on the surface are made up of the edges
the emission tube to the entire system, and of low-index plane terraces and are oonse-
the large pressure gradient (indicated by the quently quite rough. Regions of transition
large values of K). After oxygen from the from terraces of one plane to terraces of
reservoir has been admitted (producing the another often consist of rows of atoms pro-
characteristic large pressure rises thr)ugh- truding above their surroundings and con-
out the entire system), it is necessaary to tacting fewer neighbors than other surface
activate the getters to reduce the oxygen atoms.

pressure rapidly to the 10-8 mm Hg range. Since the electronic work function (4

Image magnification is determined either varies from plane to plane as a result of

by direct measurement c 'he emitter-tip the different coordinations, electron emission

radius in the conventional electron micro- Is a function of crystallography and per-

scope or by assuming a value of the average mits the indexing of the major crystallo-

electronic work function of the clean substrate graphic regions in the emission pattern.

(these values are fairly well established as Recognition of the twofold and threefold

4.5 ev and 4.1 ev respectively for tungsten poles in each of the patterns in Figure 2

and tantalum) and calculating the radius from leads to the indexing of all other positions.

the Fowler-Nordheim equation (Refer- These are the usual patterns obtained -from

ence 21). In either case the magnification Is dr&wn tungsten and tantalum wires which

determined after crystallographic poles have exhibit marked 1101 texture. A ste reoramdetemind atercrytalogrphi poes ave of the low-indel. poles in the cubic •110•
been determined in the emission pattern by oic
calculating the ratio of chordlengths between projection is given in Figure 2 (c). The
poles on the pattern and on the emitter-tip. central, low-Intenslty, high • region of thepole on the p at ern and on he mit er -ip , pattern to denoted as the J1101 region and
In the present work. magnification is given contains ths foat 11101 plane at its center.
in terms of 9  , the chord length or dis- The flt 1101 plane at its cetr.'oo,1 The ourfol1100 oo nes arealo chaise
tance between the easily identified 1100 1 poles terized by low-inteA-ity electron emission,
which lie on a plane intersecting the points of but the 1 100i regions are highly emissive.
emergence of these poles on the surface of The less densely packed 1111 planes mani-
the tip and parallel to the plane of the photo- fest their correspondingly louver 40 by high
graph (i.e., the central fllO plane). These intensity emission. Three low-intensityJ 2d 4

distances are estimated to be accurate within planes appear around the threefold 1ll0
*20 pere-ent. pole In the tungsten pattern but are not
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discernible in the tantalum pattern. Since the as a result of evaporation of tantalum from
group VI metals tungsten and molybdenum the substrate. Since the position of the grain
exhibit identical clean patterns as do the boundary did not change significantly after
group V metals tantalum and niobium, the further evaporation, the surface of the grain
differences in the two types of patterns may boundary is parallel to the axis of the emitter-
be rationalized in terms of the effect of the tip at the emitting end of the wire. The
d-electrons (Reference 22). appearance of the clean tantalum pattern is

verified by such evaporation patterns. The
The adsorption of residuad gases at values given for 1 100 apply to the distance

8 x 10-9 mm Hg on a tungsten substrate ji00o poles on the same grain.
room temperature is shown in the seque:
of Figure 3. The applied voltage and accum Figure 4 (d) demonstrates 'he effect of
lative reaction time are given for eakh residual gas adsorption on the substrate
photograph in the sequence. Several obser- of Figure 4 (c). Figure 4o(d) resulted from

vations are noteworthy. First, relative

emission intensity in the various regions an eight-hour exposure to the residual gases

of the pattern is not preserved as adsorption at a pressure of 1 x 1)-8 mm Hg. There
takes place (this corresponds to a dispro- are several similarities between the patterns
portionate change in 0 of the various regions), obtained from tunsten, Figure 3, and tantalum,
Second, emission intensity changes gradually Figure 4 (d). Gradual changes in emission
or continuously from one region to another, intensity from region to region on a particu-
And finally, adsorption takes place quite lar grain are observed in both cases. Like-
slowly after !nitial coverage has been wise an increase in the average accompanies
achieved. Based on the flux calculation made adsorption in both cases. This is deduced
for oxygen, Figure 3 (c) represents a coverage from the h I g h e r voltage required by
of about one layer. In view of the known Figure 4(d) relative to 4(c) to achieve
difficulty with which multiple adsorbed layers only a fraction of the emission current
are formed on tungsten at room temperature of 4 (c). (The emission current of 4 (c) could
and above and at low pressures, Figure 3 (d) not be obtained in 4 (d) due to a voltage leak
and (e) could not represent more than several in the emission tube.) In Figure 3 the
layers on the most heavily covered planes. increase in 0 is manifested by a decrease
At higher pressures, substantial amounts in emission at constant voltage.
of adsorbate are observed on tungsten
(Ref3rences 13 and 14) in the undissociated A dissimilarity between the adsorption
physisorbed state. The existence of pre- patterns of tungsten and tantalum is also
ferred sites for such adsorption is apparently noted. Fig-ire 4 (d) exhibits the highly 10-
responsible for a small degree of highly calized changes in emission intensity
localized variation of emission intensity over mentioned before but not present in Figure 3.
large regions of the pattern. It should be This is indicative of the physisorbed state.
noted that no such variation is apparent in
Figure 3. Since the grain boundary of Figure 4

Tantalum Rcnactions presented a rather unusual opportunity to
study its effect on oxidation, this tip was

The emission patterns obtained in a series subsequently reacted with oxygen as shown

of isothermal reactions at-260G*, 8300, and In Figure 5. The reaction was carried out

1130oC are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6, with oxygen at 10-5 mm Hg and the substrate
respectively, heated to 830oC. Figure 5 (a) represents the

clean substrate after cleaning at -2400*C
The patterns of Figure 4 were obtained at the beginning of the reaction. Figure 5 (b)

during an attempt to clean the substrate by exhibits eight, randomly located, small,
heating -. 2600"C. Patterns (a), (b), and (c) more or less circular and highly emissive
show the emergence and subsequent location regions, after two minutes of exposure to
of a grain boundary which revealed itself oxygen. As o p p o s a d to the adsorption
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patterns, a discontinuous change in emission enthalpy, volume, etc.). Accordingly, elec-
intensity is apparent between the bright spots tronic properties generally exhibit a discon-
and the adjacent regions on the substrate. tinuity accompanying the transformation, and
Figure 5 (c) and Figure 5 (d) show the subse- on this basis a discontinuity in electronic
quent growth of the bright spots upon continued work function is expected. Whether or not
exposure to oxygen. These results may be such a discontinuity can be observed in the
interpreted In terms of the "field en- emission pattern depends upon the size, the
hancemenm" effect which is discussed in the shape, and the position of the volume under-
following paragraph on the important matter going transformation. In general, a region
of differentiating between the adsorbed state of dimensions smaller than the resolution
and a crystalline second phase. limit will not be defined in the pattern.

However, If the shape of the transformed
Adsorption from the gas phase onto a clean volume Is such that protrusion above the

substrate is envisioned as a process com- surrounding surface exists, increased magni-
prised of (chronologically) we&k physisorp- fication resulting from field enhancement
tion, diffusion to either desorption or trap may permit the observation of such adiscon-
sites, and either desorption or chemisorption; tinuity. The net effect, then, is a result of
the chemisorption step being preceded by the work function discontinuity and field
dissociation in the case of a polyatomic gas. enhancement, with the latter usually pre-
Trap sites are usuaD.y considered to be sites dominating.
of local heterogeneity such as surface vacan-
cies and ledges. While certain regions on the On Figure 5 the bright spots exhibiting
emitter-substrate do possess a greater sharp aiidssion discontirduity at their per-
density of such sites (e.g., the rough high- iphery are interpreted as being the result
index planes and areas of transition from of the formation of a distinct crystalline
one crystallographic region to another), second-phase, i.e., oxide nuclei or micro-
generally speaking, these sites are dis- crystallites. One of the interesting features
tributed more or less randomly over the of this sequence is that the variation In
substrate. Since. the resolution of the ml- emission over the surface of the substrate
croscope is normally about 20 A in the plane Is rather continuous (except at the periphery
of the substrate, the process of chemlsorp- of the nuclei). This is indicative of relatively
tion Is characterized In the emission pattern low oxygen coverage in the aisorbed state
by gradual changes in emission intensity after nucleation hap occurred. The size of
with respect to both time and position on the bright spots in Figure 5 (b) corresponds
the substrate. to several hundred A in diameter, but cannot

be interpreted as the size of the nuclei if
Physically adsorbed molecules, being less field enhancement exists. The existence of

tightly bound, often ltnd themselves pro- field enhancement is established in this case
truding above the surface to a greater by the observation that the relative size of
degree than chemisorbed atom-. Such a the bright spots on a particular pattern is
protrusion'on the surface may give rise to not Independent of applied voltage. (While
local field enhancement (by virtue of its this effect ir nct shown in the photographs
relatively small radius of curvature) and of Figure 5, It will be shown in a subsequent
resulting Increase in localized emission and reaction.) On the other hand, field enhance-
magnification. The slight variation in local- ment does not affect the measurement of
Ized emission in Figure 5 (d) is probably the distances between nucleating centArs. This
result of this effect, distance appears, to be on the order of

several thousand A.
Transformation from the adsorbed state

to a crystalline second phase, however) At higher substrate temperatures the psn-
being s. flre-order phase transformation, is eral features of the reaction change only
accompate•d by a decrease in the Gibbs slightly. However, higher pressures are
free energy of the system as well as discon- required to achieve nucleation of the oxide
tinuities in the first and higher order deriva- in a reasonable period of time. This may
tiles of the free energy (i.e., ent-ropy, imply that a critical degree of surface
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coverage is required (Reference 23) and visually, with other less highly emitting
that, as the rate of desorption from the spots in Its proximity. Upon decreasing
surface increases at nigher temperatures, the voltage of Figure 6 (c), the intensity of
the length of time to reach the critical all spots diminishes until no emission is
coverage alto increases. Figure 6 shows the visible at 15 kv. After further growth
reaction at a substrate temperature of (Figure 6 (d)), the spot becomes much more

1130"C with oxygen pressure at 10- 4 mm Hg. Intense at constant voltfige and remains

Again crystallites are observed to grow and correspondingly more intense, as the voltage

t increase vheir number with continued is decreased to 12 kv (Figure. S (e)).

exposure. The pattern of 6 (b) is not easily The sharply defined circular bright spots
interpreted at this stage of the experimental are sharply the reul t sio ts
program, but It strongly resembles desorp- are most likely the result of emission from
tion patterns obtained by heating a tip, which a protrusion in the shape of a surface om
has been saturated at low temperatures In revolution. For such a protrusion composed
ultra-high vacuum (i.e., in the absence of of the substrate phase and approximatedan appreciable amount of oxygen In th by a spherical segment, a calculation of the
gan apphecl) amounmprtue o oxygen 7i0n C t local field shows that enhancement shouldgas phase) to temperatures above 700*C ces sterdu fteporso
(Reference 24). WIth respect to the distinct increase as the radius of the protrusion

second phase observed later In the reaction, increaseradius),6then decreaseaupon f
Figure 6 (b) represents a state of the surface g t1000 A radius), then decrease upon further
during an Incubation period. growth (Reference 25). Interpretation of the

present observations, however, must account

Unfortunately, emission currents became for the discontinuity in electronic properties

dangerously high when the voltage 3' 6 (c) due to the existence of a second phase as well

and 6 (d) was increased in an attempt to as the size and shape effect. The observation

increase the emission from the substrate. that some regions exhibit continued increase
Further evaluation of the role of the grain in field enhancement with further exposure

boundary was, therefore, not possible. to oxygen may be partially explained by a

Despite the appearance of Figure 6 (d), it Is relatively greater growth rate in a direction

not certain whether- oxide grew across the perpendicular to the substrate than parallel
grain boundary or not. At tower voltages to it (i.e., whiskerlike growth). Such growth
many of the irregularly shaped oxide regions could also explfdn why some nuclei appar-
of Figure 6 (d) appeared to divide themselves entvy disappear with increasing exposure
Into approximately circular regions. %ich time (Figur!, 6 (c) and 6 (d)). The large
an effect would be obtained If field enhance- stresses imposed by the high field might
ment (and Increased magnification) existed easily tear a fragile microcrystallite from
at two protrusions located close together. The the surface.
apparent absence of preferential oxidation
at the grain boundary is most likely the While the random occurrencvL of nuclei
result of a local surface deficlen-ly oi is sometimes assumed to h r,-lated to the
oxygen arising from diffusion into the grain random nccurronce of d!&. -. ations on the
boundary. substrate, the presence of dislocations on

Another interesting feature of the rucle- the substrate surface in the present ex-
ation and growt!. process on tantalum is periment (Reference 26) is unlikely due to
observed in Flgdres 6 (c) and 6 (d), i.e., an the high annealing temperature employed.
Increase in field enhancement with in- If the dislocation density of the annealed

creasing •growth. "This phenomenon is re- single crystal Is taken as 10 5to 106 per
vealed by the beiiavior of the second largest 2
bright region !n Figure 6 (c) as it grows and cm (Reference 27) and the surface area
becomes the brightest region in Figure 6 (d). of the observable portion of the emitter-
The appearance of this region In the photo- tip is taken as 10 cm (calculated from
graphs of Figures 6 (c), 6 (d), and 6 (e) is a the known tip radius), it Is v4.Varent that
bit misleading in that a sharply defined the probability of findir. ' dislocation on
high-intensity circular spot is observed the substrate surface is v.iy low.
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Future nxperimental work utilizing the the complete second layer is formed at
conventional electron microscope may reveal room temperature and low pressure, the
the true shape of the protrusions, and with saturated state in this case represents be-
tt~e aid of electron diffraction it may be tween one and two layers. The existence of
possible to identify the second phase. highly preferred sites for adsorption is

manifested by (1) the rapid decrease of
Th6 above description of tantalum reactions intensity In `,he atomically rough 12111 re-

is characteristic of the high pressure experi- gions and (2) the alight variation in emission
-5 intensity on a highly localized scale. The

ments (i.e.8 pressures above 10 mm Hg). latter effect is also noticed in Figure 8 (f),

In the pressure range of 10 to 10 mm Hg, which represents the "end point" of the
the description which follows for tungsten is reaction at 400"C at an oxygen pressure of
generally valid for tantalum La well. 10-5 mm Hg. This pattern differs only in
Tungsten Reactions its clear definition and low intensity of

low-index planes from the corresponding
The tungsten-oxygen reactloz. ias been pattern (not shown) obtained at room temper-

o -5 ature. In these cases, however, the variation
studied over the pressure rage of 10- in emission intensity on a localized scale
10-8 mm Hg with the substrate at temper- Is the result of physisorption.

atures between 30" and 1200C. Each photo-
graphic sequence contains emission patlerns Tlhe reaction on substrates at higher tern-
obtained at constant current. However, peratures is characterized by a completely
slightly different current levels have been different series of events. In the first place,
used in the various sequences In order to a physically adsorbed state is not apparent.
optimize the appearance of subtle changes in E•-en the course of chemisorption is changed
the patterns, and is more difficult to analyze due to the

increased rate of all thermally activated
Characteristic of the reaction on sub- processes such as diffusion and desorption.

strates below 400*C are the sequences given
in Figures 7 and 8 (at room temperature and Figures 9 &nd 10 correspond to the
400*C respectively), With the exception of reaction of oxygen at pressures between
Figure 8 (f), the reactions were carried out 10-5 aid 10-7 mm Hg on the tungsten

at an oxygen pressure of 7 x 10-8 mm Hg. substrate at 750"C. Figure 9, with oxygen
Significant differences between the two reac- at 10-7 mm Hg, shows that the reaction
tions are not apparent In both cases te begins In a manner similar to the low tern-
average S of the entire surface increases Perature reactions. This similarity is Dot
with time. And in both cases an "end point" long lasting. Figure D(f) represents an
in the reaction appears (Figures 7 (e), 7 (f). "end point" under these conditions, as the
8 (d), and 8 (e)), after which changes take p~tta" and voltage-current charactsris, Los
place very slowly (if at all) at this pressure. do not undergo further change upon o u-
Assuming a constant sticking coefficient of do t u ergo f he che upon o md0.1, five to ten minutes should be required tinuing the reaction. While the tightly boi md

layer is known to be stable in this temper-
for the tightly bound layer to form at room ature range, the extent and nature of
temperature (Figure 7 (c) and 7 (d). The additional adsorption from the gas phase
existence of an "end point" signals the is unknown. Figure 9 (c) can be identified
attainment of a saturated state, I.e., a as the pattern corresponding to approxi-
metutable equilibrium between adsorption, mately one layer on the basis of the de-
desorption, and diffusion Into the lattice.The longer time required to reach th tg sorption work described in Reference 15.
TheoFgure 7ime (c) d 7 o re)at h the istage man Assuming a constant sticking coefficientof Figure 7 (c) and 7 (d) at 400"C in a mani- and calcutlating the flux by Equation 2, a
festatlon of the smaller sticking coefficient at
and increased rates of the thermally acti- value of 102 for the average sticking coef-
vated processes giving rise to the %qui- ficient is obtained. Even if the sticking
librium. In view of the difficulty with which (, -_.fflcient remains unchanged after the first
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layer is formed, not more than several The oxidized state shown in Figure 12 (d)
layers could be present on the tip may also be achieved by heating (in the
(Figure 9 (e)). The most outstanding feature absence of oxygen In the gas phase) a tip
of the patterns in Figure 9 is the absence which has been oxidized at lower temper-
of emission discontinuity on a localized abures. Figure 13, typical of such a trans-
scale, formation, shows a sequence of pattern

changes which resulted from the heating
of the oxidized tip of Figure 10 (f) at 750"C,Figure 10 corresponds to the reaction at then 1000*C in the ultra-high vacuum.

the same temperature with the oxygen pres- Figure 13 (a) is the pattern after heating

sure increased to 10 mm Hg. the tip of Figure 10 (f) for 23 minutes at
750C. Figure 13 (b), 13 (c), and 13 (d) resulted

At these higher pressures, the reaction from additional treatment at 1000*C of atotal
apparently passes through the adsorbed of 1, 5, and 95 minutes respectively.
stages of Figure 9 initially, passes thr.jugh Figure 13 (c) is quite similar to Figure 12 (d).
the "end point" of Figure 9 (f), and on to the While Figure 13 (d) could result from desorp-
stages shown in Figure 10(c), 10(d), 10(e), and tion and evaporation, the effect of residual
10 (f). The localized emission discontinuities gases over such a long period of time is
in the {1111 regions of these patterns must difficult to evaluate and, hence, does not allow
be interpreted as being the result of the an unambiguous interpretation.
field enhancement effect at protrusions which To rationalize the occurrence of oxide in
are very closely spaced, i.e., oxide nuclei different crystallographic regions of the sub-
c: microcrystallites. Nucleation apparently strate as a function of temperature, further
takes place simultaneously at many sites: experimental work is required. The Interpre-
the centers of which seem to be spacr tation of such work must take cognizance
about 100 A apart. While growth from or. of the variety of oxides which are known to
crystallographic region into another is not exist in the tungsten-oxygen system (Refer-
in evidence, nucleation in the {110) region ence 3) and, particularly, the well-established
is observed after a longer incubation period transformations in W0Os
than in the {1111 regions. In Figure 10 (f)
most of the current is drawn from the At higher oxygen pressures (i.e., above
protrusion giving rise to the bright circular -6
spot, thus permitting relatively less current 10 mm Hg), results such as those shownin
to come from the crystallites in the t111} Figure 6 for tantalum are also obtained for
region. The crystallites in the {110} region tungsten. At present It is not possible to
exhibit some of the same growth character- fully interpret th-se results because under
istics as were noted in the tantalum oxidation, the present experimental conditions the
i.e., an increasing field enhancement effect, reaction is occurring too rapidly to observe
an increase in number, and the disappearance the initial staged. These results are probably
of some crystallites; thus indicating that some the consequence of preferential growth of
nuclei apparently prefer to grow away from oxide crystallites normal to the surface after
the surface, the surface is well oxidized.

A similar course of events is noticed in CONCLUSIONS
Figures 11 and 12 for oxygen pressures of This work has demonstrated that the field

10-7 and 10-6 mm Hg respectively and a electron emission microscope is extremely
substrate temperature of 1000"C. Figure 11 well suited for studies of nucleation and
is characterized by an "end point" and the growthIn the initalastages of oxidation because
absence of highly localized emission discon- of its inherent high resolution, its ability to
tinuity. The reaction at the higher pressure define atomically the cleanliness of the
(Figure 12) apparently passes through these surface prior to oxidation, its extreme sensi-
initial stages, reachis a critical coverage, tivity to contaminants on the surface, and its
then nucleates oxide at highly preferred sites definition of all crystallographic planes and
in the (100) as well as the {111) region. regions on the substrate. While the present
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work doee not permit a complete and detailed of preferential nucleation at agrain boundary
description of the intlal oxidation kinetics, a Is probably the result of a local deficiency
number of distinguishing features of the of oxygen on the surface caused by diffusion
process have been observed, and these into tbe grain boundary.
features allow the following qualitative de-
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(a) 20.4 kv; T 2500C for 1 min.; (b) 18.6 kv; T > 2600*C for 0.3 min.
11 0 0 =7 x 103

(c) 18.0 kv; T > 2600"C for 1 min.; (d) 22.8 kv; after emitter-substrate of (c)

O 9 x 103 , had reacted with residual gases at
100 1 x 10-8 mm Hg for 8 hr;, 1

1 0 0 = 9 x 103

Figure 4. Tantalum Evaporation at High Temperatures and Reaction With Residual Gais
at Room Temperature
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(a) 19.8 kv;t-0 (b) 22.2 kv; t 2 min.

(c) 23.o kv- t -6 m1 (4 23.0 kv; t 21 nmn.

Figure 5. Isothermal Tantalum-Oxygen Reaction Sequence for Substrate Temperature

of 830"C and Oxygen Pressure of 10-5 M Hg (1 0 0  9 x 103 A)
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(a) 5.5 kv; t 0 (b) 7.3 kv; t -7.5 min.

(a) 7.6 kv't-10 m" (d) 8.3 kv;'t15 min.

- -- _ _ _ _ ____

Figure 12. Isothermal Tungsten-Oxygen Reaction for Substrate Temperature of 1000'. and

Oxygen Pressure ofO 106 m mHg (9 1 0 0 4 x 10 3 A
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(a) 8.1 icy; after additionail 23 min (b) 7.7 IcY; after additional 3. rain.
at 7500O at 10004C

(c) 764 icy; after additional 8 min. (ci) 6.4 icy; after additional 165 mia.
at 1OOO0'C at 10000C

Figure 1S. Substrate of Figure 10 (f) Heated In fte Absence of Appreciable Oxygen in the Gas
Phase; Resdu- IGas Pressu-7x109 mm Hg ( 1 0 0 4x 10 )
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INTRODUCTION TO THE AFTERNOON SESSION

I. Perinutter

This morning Mr. Paul Faust discussed d. Obviously, we will, at some stage, want
some of the reasons why studies of the to intensify our study of the kinetics and
oxidation of refractory metals are impor- mechanisms of oxidation of typical coating
tant to one of mankind's most challenging systems relative to work on the pure metals.
frontiers, the overall area of Aerospace I take it as self-evident that a background
Technology. This afternoon we will continue of studies on the pure metals had to be
to have an opportunit4 for discussion after accomplished before we could start to under-
each paper, In addition, time has !.een set stand these more complex systems. However,

Saside for an overall discussion period in can we draw even vague inferences relative
which I would like us to attempt to turn our to the coating problem from the work on the
attention from the specifics of individual simple metals? The press of many of our
papers to the broader aspects of the im- development problems is such that some
plicatioris of this work and what we should fundamentally grounded inferences, however
be doing in the future. In particular, I don't speculative, are better than a completely
think it impertinent for me to suggest that empirical approach.
we extend our thinking beyond what wouldconstitute additional good science to a con- With this as an introduction, let us proceed

sideratlon of what are the practical impli- with this afternoon's program:
cations of our current knowledge and the
work now going on, and what additional Where should we be going in the future
fundamental work might be most likely to and what inferences might be drawn from
"yield practical implications in the future, this work, or even of work that. might be done
I ask that we prepare ourselves to consider in the future? I think that a group such as
and discuss questions such as the following: our symposium group is exceptionally well

qualified to accept this challenge, and to
a. Where do we stand with respect to our have the background and imagination to
overall understanding of the mechanisma of speculate about the reduction to practice
oxidation of these refractory substances? possibilities before a relatively compl'ete
Is intensive further work likely to yield elucidation of the fundamentals has made
information of practical significance? Are them self-evident as well as to speculate
there any major gaps in our knowledge? is about which additional fundamental inves-
there any need to study oxidation by atomic tigations might prove to have the greatest
or ionized species? practical implications. Don't misunderstand

me. I well recognize the danger of such
b. From our current knowledge of oxida- speculation, and realize that efforts to ex-
tion mechanisms can we draw any inferences plore such ideas should supplement rather
of possible routes to follow toward the than replace a logical, thorough and steady
development of oxidation resistant alloys development of the ovirall underlying
or Is this a forlorn hope pre-doomed to science. I submit, though, that progress in
failure? Must we accept high oxidation rates science as well as in technology would be
even at moderate fractions of the melting slow indeed If it relied only on a methodical
point? approach. What, therefore, should be the

work which the Air Force and other agencies
c. Does our developing knowledge about support to make the most rapid progress in
high temperature oxidation of pure meta-s both a scientific and technological sense.
yield any information of direct value to the I
problem of developing oxidation resistant I should like to offer some ideas of mycoatings? own, and I do this In the full expectation
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that you will consider them as clay pigeons When considering oxidation resistant alloys
to be shot down, if you will. I will also pose or coatings we are naturally interested In
some further questions, the formation or deposition of an oxide.

It might be well to undertake studies of

I think some work on the oxidation mecha- various types of oxide structures, similar

nisms of pure metals should continue with to the molybdates or niobates, which might
emphasis being purmet sd u ondeteinig withe be of importance here. Whenever we consider
emphasis being placed upon determining the the formation of such oxides or their inter-
kinetics and mechatAsms under temperature, action with high temperature oxidizing en-
pressure, flow rate, and time conditions vironments which may include other reactive
such as indicated earlier by Mr. Faust. components such as water, we are brought

face-to-face with the general lack of hiO,
I also believe that the time has come to temperature thermodynamic and kinetic data.

start studying the kinetics and mechanisms This overall lack has been well recognized
of oxidation of alloys of these refractory for some years and large amounts of effort
metals. Such work will, of course, benefit have gone into increasing the background
from the knowledge we have gained from of information here. However, the difficulty
the pure metals. Studies of aloys might of obtaining such data, and the extent of data
give us ideas for oxidation resistant alloys which might be useful if acquired, presents
or components of coating systems. However, us with an almost bottomless pit situation,
which are the most significant systems to and I ask you to suggest which specific
study from either a fundamental or eventu- kinetic and thermodynamic data might be of
ally, from a practical viewpoint? most significance.
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FOUR TYPES OF OXIDATION PROCESSES IN THE
OXIDATION OF TUNGSTEN

E. A. Gulbransen"
K. F. Andrew*
F. A. Brassart*

INTRODUCTION change method and an oxygen consumption
method.

A number of studies have been made on
the oxidation of tungsten below 1200°C. A Microbalance
review of these studies was made by personnel
of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories Since large weight chwiges were occurring
and published in 1960 (I'eference 1). during oxidation a gold plated Invar beam

balance of low sensitivity was used. The
Langmuir (Reference 2) was the first to beam of the balance was 14.5 cm long and

study the reaction of tungsten with oxygen weighed 46 gin. Calibration of the balance
at temperatures above 1200°C. Tungsten gave a sensitivity of 60 micrograms for a
filaments were heated electrically in iow 0.001 cm deflection at 7.25 cm using a
pressures of oxygen and the reaction followed weight of 0.83 gin. The specimens were
by observation of the pressure. Filament suspended using a 2 mil nickel-chromium
temperatures between 1070° and 2770"Kwere alloy wir- in the cold zone and an 8 mil
used. Langmuir's results showed an increase section of platinum wire in the hot zone of
in reaction rate up to the highest tempera- the furnace tube.
ture. The rate of reaction was found to be a
linear function of pressure below a pressure Pressure Measuring System

of 10-3 Torr.
Oxygen consumed in the reaction is de-

Perkins and Crooks (Reference 3) used termined by measuring the rate at which
a modified Langmuir method to study the the pressure of a calibrated 150 cc reser-
oxidation of tungsten. Direct electrical heat- voir decreases as oxygen is leaked into the
ing was used with the rate of oxidation being reaction system to make up for the oxygen
determined by direct measure of the surface used by the reaction. The leak valve was
recession. One feature of this work was the purchased from the Granville-Phillip
finding of a decrease in rate of surface Company of Pullman, Washington. The pres-
recession above 1900"C. This inversion in sure change of a reservoir is measured
the rate of surface recession was related directly in mnm of Hg (Torr) and the weight
to thermal dissociation of tungsten trioxide. of oxygen used is calculated from the gas

laws.
Our study is directed toward an under-

standing of the mechanism of oxidation of The major difficulty with this method is
tungsten from 1150* to 1615'C over a wide that no distinction can be made between
pressure range. oxygen consumed to form an oxide film,

oxygen consumed to form the volatile oxide,
EXPERIMENTAL or oxygen absorbed by the furnace tube.

A combination of weight change and oxygen

Kinetic studies of the oxidation of pure consumption methods enables one to com-
tungsten were made using a senaitive weight pletely doscribe the reaction.

*Westinghouse Research Laboratories
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Furnace Tubeq between 400' and 1200'C. Temperatures above
12001C were determined by extrapolation of

The furnace tubes, having an outside di- the calibration curve.
ameter of one inch, were of high purity
vacuum tight alumina and were purchased When the balance was used, it was im-
from McDanel Porcelain Company of Beaver possible to measure the sample temperature
Falls, Pennsylvania. The tubes were closed directly. The temperature was measured by
at one end and attached to the vacuum system a thermocouple placed inside the cerami
by means of a flange and a rubber O-ring. tube near the sample. When the oxygen con
The balance housing and furnace tube details sumption method was used, the thermo-
are shown in Figure 1. couple was mounted directly onto the speci-

men. Comparison was made between the
One major difficulty was found in using temperatures on the specimen and at a

ceramic furnace tubes for tungsten oxidation point in the furnace tube near the specimen.
studies. Alumina was found to react with All temperatures were corrected to the
tungsten trioxide vapor as shown by dis- temperature at the specimen. The thermo-
coloration of the tube and subsequent crack- couple arrangement is shown in Figure 1.
ing. At 1600* the furnace tubes crack after
exposure to tungsten trioxide vapors for Specimens and Analyses
10 to 15 minutes. As a result only
1 or 2 experiments can be made on a given Specimens were machined from pure tung-
ceramic tube. At lower temperatures the sten rod. They weigh about 0.825 gm and
tubes have a longer life but cracking occurs have a suace aa of 0.680 cm 2

at al tmpeatues sedin hiswor. hve sufac ara o 0.80 m ,Theseat all temperatures used in this work. specimens have a dumbbell shape with hemi-

Kanthal-Super Furnace for 1600"C spherical ends. Sharp edges were avoided.
A loop of platinum wire around smaller
diameter of the dumbbell-shaped specimens

With the development of Kanthal-Supor, waseued o t the specimens

furnaces can be built to operate at 1600"C

for long periods of time. Kanthal-Super is A spectrographic analysis of the tungsten
chiefly molybdenum disilicide with a binder showed the following In parts per million:
and is produced according to powder metal- Si, 1; Ti, <100; Mn, <4; Sb, <10; Fe, 8; Pb,
lurgical processes in the form of rods of <4; Mg, <1; Al, 1; Ni, 4; Be, <1; Sn, <4; Cu,
circular cross section. When heated the rods 1; Ag, <1; Zn, <10; Co, <10; Cr, <4; Ca, 1;
can be formed into suitable hairpin-shaped B, <4; Nb, <100; Mo, <100; V, <100; Cd, <4.
heating elements. An unreacted specimen is shown in Figure 2A.

The specific resistance of Kanthal-Super Specimen Preparation and Pretreatment
is low and increases rapidly with tempera-
ture. For elemento of a 6 mm diameter a The pure tungsten samples were machined
current of 125 to 130 amperes is required from rods that had previously been center-
for an operating temperature of 16000C. less ground. After the samples were
Since the material is brittle and of low impact machined, they were polished through
strength below 1100C, it is necessary to 4/0 polishing paper and washed in petroleum
keep the furnace above 1000 or at one-half ether and pure ethyl alcohol When only
of Its operating voltage. The furnace is pressure device measurements were made,
10-1/2 inches square and 13 inches high. the samples were suspended from a glass
The hot space is 2 inches square and 6 inches hook in the top of the balance chamber.
long.

Between successive experiments it was
Temperature Measurement necessary to bake the ceramic tube for about

twenty minutes at or slightly above the tem-
Temperatures were measured using perature of the next planned experiment.

Pt/Pt +10% Rh thermocouples. The thermo- This was necessary to avoid reaction between
couples were calibrated at seven points the clean tungsten sample and oxygen
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released from the tube during the heat-up systematized. Four basic types of oxidation
of the specimen. Absorbed W0 3 vapor was phenomena occur: (1) Below 500*C oxidttion

results in the formation of an oxide ailm oralso expelled from the tube walls during scale which adheres to the metal, There is
this tube pretreatment. no evaporation of tungsten trionide. (2) Be-

tween 600" and 900"C oxide scales form.
Performance of Furnace Tubes and Vacuum twe crck ape ID th oxide edge
System Large cracks appear in the oxide. Edge

type of reaction is prevalent. Evaporation
eof furnace tubes at tern- of tungsten trioxide is negligible. (3) Be-

The performance of furnace earlier tween 950" and 125')'C oxide scale is formed
peratures up to a175C was discussed earlier with large cracks. Evaporation of tungsten
by Gucbransen and Andrew (Reference 4)p trioxide also o-curs which makos an analysis
Two criteria were used: (1) the actual pres- of the oxidation data difficult. (4) Above
sure achieved a given temperature after 1250*C oxidation occurs without formation
pumping for a definite period of time, (2) the of an appreciable oxide film or scale.
apparent leak rate of gases Into the closed Evaporation of tungsten trioxide occurs as

3 -1
reaction system in units of cm sec STP. rapidly as it is formed.

Table 1 shows the performance of atypical This study is concerned largely with Type 4
alumina furnace tube for temperatures be- oxidation. It is essential to first consider the
tween room temperature and 1600*C. If the basic facts differentiating typos 3 and 4.
gas accumulating in the reaction system
volume of 2.6 liters was considered to be Type 3 Oxidation
20 percent by volume of oxygen, an estimate
can be made of the oxygen gas building up Figure 3 shows a typical oxidation curve
in the system. These calculations are shown for tungetei -t 1150"C and 19 Torr oxygen
in Table 1. pressure. Curve A shows the weight gain

measurements using the balance while
Method curve B shows the oxygen consumption meas-

urements. Both measurements are plotted
Experiments were run uting the Invar in mg/6m2 versus time in minutes. Using

microbalance in combination with the pres- curves A and B the actual oxygen In the
sure measuring device. For runs in which oxidesca and the tungst en ln thethe weight changes went beyond the limits of oxide scale and the tungsten lost by evapo-
the weightchange s went p e yondrhe ap ats one ration can be estimated. Curve C shows the
the balance, the pressure apparatus alone calculated oxygen in the oxide scale; 90 per-
was used. cent of the oxygbn reacting remains as oxide

After the specimen was brought to tem- scale on the metal.

perature, pure oxygen was admitted to the To relate the weight gain In mgm/cm2 to
system from a precharged reservoir to the oxide thickness in Angstroms, a fr/cor of
desired pressure. Weight changes were ob- 67,500 was used. This factor was calculated
served with a micrometer microscope as a assuming a density of 7.16 for tungsten
function of time. Pressure changes in the trioaide and a surface roughness rtito of
reservoir were also noted as a function of unity. These calculations have three limita-
time by means of a Wallace and Tiernan tions: (1) the surface area changes, (2) crack-
pressure gauge. A leak valve was used to Ing in the oxide may occur, and (3) lower
maintain the pressure in the reaction system, oxides may form. Calculations on Figure 3

RESULTS show a thickness of 6.75 x 10 6X or 0.675 mm.

Classification of Oxidation Phenomena Fi-ure 2B shows a photograph of a speol-
men oxidized at 1150*C and 5 Torr oxygen

The results of this and earlier studies on pressure,, Although rounded cylindrical
tungsten may be confusing unless the various specimens were used, large cracks developed
phenomena associated with oxidation are in thLe oxide scale.
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Curve B of Figure 3 can be used to cal- was not the rate controlling mechanism for
oulate the weight of tungsten reacting and this temperature range.
the surface recession rate. Surface reces-
sion is defined as the decrease in the dimen- The agreement of the experimental weight
sion of the metal as reaction proceeds. The loss curves with values calculated from
weight of tungsten reacting is calculated by oxygen consumption measurements estab-
multiplying the weight of oxygen used by the lishes the following basic facts about the
factor 3.83. This assumes the oxide is tung- oxidation mechanism above 1250*C: (1) tung-
sten trioxide. The surface recession in sten troxide is formed directly in the re-
angstroms is related to the oxygen reacted actilon, and (2) tungsten trioxide evaporates

in mg/cm2 by the factor 19,840. as fast as it is formed.

Another interesting calculation is to com- The transition between Type 3 and Type 4
pare the actual value of tungsten trioxide oxidation was not sharp and was a function
evaporating with the theoretical value for a of temperature and pressure. The transition
vacuum. Vapor pressure studies of tungsten conditions must be established before weight
trioxide (Reference 5) were used to calculate loss curves could be calculated from oxygen
the theoretical value. Table 2 shows a corn- consumption data.
parison of the actual weight loss to the
theoretical value. The result is given as a Effect of Temperature
percentage of the theoretical value. A pr-
centage of 1.8 was calculated. Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the effect of

temperature on the oxidation of tungsten for
Type 4 Oxidation four pressures, 5, 19, 38, and 100 Torr oxy-

Figure 4 shows both oxygen consumption gen pressure. The measurements cover the
Fidtuguren 4shwsiboth ox convesumton th temperature range of 1150* to 1615*C. Due

and tungsten weight loss curves for the to the rapid r.•action rates observed the

reaction at 1250*C and 38 Torr oxygen longest reaction time was 70 minutes. The

pressure. Figure 4 also includes the results curves show the rate of oxidation in terms

of the calculated weight losses of tungsten of weight loss of tungsten. Excopt for the

based on the oxygen consumption curves, veryefast rons at then highet temper
The agreement of the calculated values with very fast reactions at the highest tempera-
the aeigrelo ement s oftecsuae aueports withe re, the data were taken with both the Invar
the weight loss measurements supports the beam balance and the oxygen consumption

direct use of the oxygen consumption meas- appalance and the oxygen onsyton

urements to calculate surface recession apparatus, For the fast reactions, only oxy-

rates. The type of calculations made for gen consumption was measured. The tungsten
Figure 3 can be applied directly to Figure 4. weight loss curves were calculated. All data

were calculated on the basis of the original

areas of the specimen. The decrease in
Figure 5 shows an oxygen consumption reaction rate observed with time in curve B

curve for the reaction at 1615'C and 19 Torr of Figure 9 at 1615'•C was directly related

oxygen pressure. Figure 5 also includes a to the change in surface areaofthe speclmen.

weight loss curve calculated from the oxygen

consumption curve. Since the surface area
of the cylindrical specimen is changing Figure 2A, B, C, and D show photographs
rapidly, calculations on the surface recession of the unreacted and oxidized tungsten speci-
are more complicated but they can be made. mens. The photographs show the Type 4
These are not presented here. oxidation phenomena.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the theo- Figure 6 shows the effect of temperature
retical weight loss values with the experi- for a pressure of 5 Torr. Linear weight
mental values found 'or the 1250' and 1615"C loss curves were found at all temperatures
experiments. At I 15TC the percentage of between 1150. and 1615"C. The maximum
theoretical was 0.0026. This analysis amount of tungsten lost in these experiments
suggests that vaporization of tungsten trioxide was 19 percent of the original sample weight.
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Figures 7, 8, and 9 sh~ow the effect of An empirical equation similar to that used
temperature at 19, 38, and 100 Torr oxygen by Perkins and Crooks (Reference 3) was
pressures, respectively. Curves A, B, and used to interpret the results:
C of Figure 7 were tal:en with the balance
while curves D and E were calculated from dW Kpn e -AH/RT
the oxygen consumption measurements. A dT e
maximum reaction of 27.6 percent was found
for the 1615*C experiment. Ctuve A shows dw
a different time course for the reaction than Here - is the initial rate of tungsten weight
curves Bs C, D, and E. This behavior was dt -2 -1noted for all of the experiments at 1250*C loss in units of gm cm sec ;AH is theotpred empirical heat of activation in cal per mole;
at pressures above 5 Torro A basic change P is the pressure in Torr; T is the absolute
in the reaction mechanism occurs above teprue;RithgacosnadK
1250*C for oxygen pressures greater than temperature; R Is the gas constant, and K
5 Torr. and n are constants. To determine n it is

necessary to consider the effect of pressure

on the oxidation reaction.
In Figure 8 curves A and B were taken

using the balance while curves C and D Effect of Pressure
were calculated from oxygen consumption
data. Curves C and D show an inversion in The effect of pressure on the rate of
the rate of reaction with the 1465°C run oxidation is shown in Figures 11 through 15
being faster than the 1615"C runs. This is for temperatures of 11500 to 1615*C. All
ascribed to the small temperature coeffi- weight loss values were calculated on the
cient for the reaction and to the difficulty basis of t5e initial surface area of the sample.
of obtaining reproducible results, Due to Figure 11 shows the results at 1150*C for
the rapid rate of reaction, only two measure- pressures of 2 to 49 Torr° Pressure has a
ments were made at 100 Torr oxygen pres- major influence on the rate of oxidation.
sure as shown in Figure 9. Forty-four For temperatures of 1150°C and higher,
percent of the sample reacted with oxygen pressure is the major factor in determining
at 1365"C in 3 ndnutes. the kinetics of oxidation. Thus, in Figure 11

a weight gain was observed for the higher

Table 3 shows a summary of the initial oxygen pressures and a weight loss for the

rates of tungsten weight loss taken from lower pressures. Curves D and E are of

large scale plots of the data. Figure 10 Type 3 oxidation since tungsten trioxide is

shows an Arrhenlus plot of the data. The evaporating from the oxidized sample.

rate data are scattered for the high tempera- Figure 12 shows the results at 1250"C. All

ture runs due to the high heat rates associ- experiments show a weight loss, with the

ated with the reaction. The inversion seen rate of weight loss increasing with oxygen
in k igure 8 does not change the implications pressure. The oxygen atmosphere was not
uf Figure 10 which shows the rate of reaction inhibiting the reaction although the evapo-

increases with temperature at allpressures. ration of WO3 was probably slowed down.

This effect is discussed later.
The data of Figure 10 were ,ised to esti-

mate a heat of activation of 14,300 cal per Zigures 13 and 14 show the results at
mole. Curves B and D were drawn with the 1365' and 1465*. Nearly linear weight loss
same slopes as A and C. It is noted that the curves were observed. Again, the strong
data at 1250*C above 5 Torr oxygen pressure effect of pressure was found. Figure 15
are not consistent with the higher tempera- shows the results at 1615*C. The decrease
ture data. This suggests a change in the in rate of weight loss with time can be re-
mechanism of oxidation near 1250C. lated directly to the surface area of the
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specimen. The trend of the curves in 14,300 cal per mole was found, while the
Figure 15 nsowts ihe 2 and 5 Turr runs uui irequamy fawr Z hdam thW Ur...Ui %81 ISAga

of line with the general trend of the results. of tungsten reacting per square centimeter
This is due to a lack of reproducibility in of area per second.
temperature of the sample or in the flow of
gases in the furnace tube. No change in The effect of pressure on the oxidation
mechanism should be deduced from these of tungsten was studied between 1150" and
two curves. 16150 C. The results could be fitted to the

Figure 16 shows the effect of pressure equation K = ap1.1 where K is the rate con-
dw stant, p is the pressure in Torr, and a is aon the initial reaction rate-d"t- versus log co sat Th vlu p1. sg ets htte

pressure plot. Four temperatures were con- constnt T ealu a linear that th
sidered in Figure 16: 13650, 14650, 15450, reaction was nearly a linear function of
and 1615°C. The following equation was de- pressure.
rived from the data of Figures 10 and 16: Combining the temperature and pressure

14,300 rate laws, we have the final empirical rate
dW = 1.9 X 10- 1 P'1 e RT equation
dt tdW -3 14,300

This equation fits the results for the tern- dt 1.9 X ;0 p e RT

perature range of 13650 to 1615°C and for
pressures o 5to3 ort aot p cet Hre d~W is the initial rate of reaction in

prsursof 5 to 38 Torr toa•bout 10 percent He dW

accuracy. d t 2
grams per sec per cm . In terms of atoms

DISCUSSION of tungsten reacting we have the equation

Summary of Kinetic Work 14,300
d..W = 6.2 X 10 Is p" 1.• RT

In our earlier studies (References 1, 5, dte
and -) the primary chemical reaction of
pure tungsten was studied using thin cylin-
drical specimens. Above 12500C and at This equation predicts a r9te of reaction
pressures up to 38 Torr of oxygen theweight at 1615°C and 76 Torr of 1.6 x 10 atoms
change curves showed no evidence of an -2 -1
initial pickup of oxygen to form an oxide cm sec
film. This does not eliminate the possibilitythatan dsored xyge laer i fomed Any proposed mechanism must account
that an adsorbed oxygen layer is formed for the following experimental facts, (1) asince the weight change associated with an ne ry l ea d p n e ce o th te f r -
adsorbed oxygen monolayer would not be nearly linear dependence of the rate of re-meas ired using our present methods. The action on pressure, (2) a linear time depend-
obser-ved weight loss curves were nearly ence during the initial stages of reaction,obsear with time. For a short period l (3) a very low temperature dependence abovereaction the. data could be fitted to the 1250*C, asid (4) the very high absolute valuesreac~on he ata oul be ittd tothe for -ýhe rate of reaction.
equation W = Kt, where W is the weight loss

till F'r, longerK is a constant, and t is the A surface reaction may be separated intoarea Fof longer periods of Lie, surface at least five distinct processes, the slowestra changes occurred which decreased the of which determines the rate of reaction:
(1) Transport of the reacting gas to the cur-

The initial rate constant K could be fitted face, (2) Chemisorption of the gas, (3) Chem-
to an exponential function of temperature, ical reaction at the surface, (4) DesorptionSan/RT euof the reaction products, and (5) Transport

i.e., K = Ze-I/RT. A heat of activation of of the reaction products into the bulk phase.
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In general, procesz.,- 1 and 5 are dif- We can now calculate the net heat re-
fusion mechanisms sn" If these are rate- leased at the sample as 2.4 cal per sec.
controlling, the temperature dependence of Using the value of heat capacity given by
the reaction rate may be expected to vary Kubaschewsld and Evans (Reference 8) for

with T1/2 where T is the absolute tempera- tungsten as 3.81 x 10-2 cal/*C/gm we cal-
ture. Further, surface reactions usually culate a temperature rise of 63"C/sec with-
have activation energies of > 30 Kcal per out radiation losses.
mole while gas diffusion processes have
much lower values (Reference 6). To evaluate the temperature rise we need

to know the heat losses. At 1400"C the major

The low temperature dependence of the heat loss is due to radiation. Estimates from

rate of owkiation, the linear time dependence data given by McAdam (Reference 9) shows

and the pressure dependence suggests that that natural convection plays a very mtnor

for temperatures above 1250*C the oxidation role at 1400C.

of tungsten is limited by transport of oxygen Radiation losses can be evaluated using
gas through the boundary layer of reaction -4Tat ).
products to the reacting interface. Planck's equation hr = Cr r (T - T-1

Kiere hr is the heat rate in cal cm sec ,

Temperature Rise of Sample E is the emissivity, C = 1.354 x 10-12
-a m 2 -eg 4 s e -1 , Tr s t e s m l e

Because of the rapid oxidation reaction cal cm deg sec , T is the sample tem-

the specimen temperature will increase above perature, and Ta is the furnace tube wall

the ambient temperature. This can be estr- temperature.
mated as follows. Consider a tungsten sample
weighing 0.81 gm and having a surface area Since the emissivity of the sample and

of 0.68 cm 2 reacting with oxygen at 49 Torr walls differ we use the following relation

pressure at 1465°C. The experiment shows to calculate an average emissivityc

a weight loss of tungsten of 2.87 x 10-3 A
-1 -3Igrnsec". Thsis equal to 4.22 x 10 1 + "V2 / 2

gm of W cm-2 sec-1 or 2.30 x 10-5 moles
of W cm-2 sec-1 A"os Here- is the ratio of diameters of speci-

The heat of formation of W 3 ,AHfw 3 men 2and tube, C2 is the emissivity of the

at 1700*K is -194.75 Kcal per mole of WO 3  ceramic wall, and 1 is the emissivity of
A,

(Reference 7). From the same report we the sample. If C2 is nearly 1 and if A2is
note the heat of sublimation, AH at 2

'WO 3  small, the second term becor1es small com-

1500*K is 121 Koal per mole of W30 9 or pared to the term --. For this case

40.3 Kcal per mole of WO 3. If we make a 1

heat balance of the formation and evaporation We will calculate the temperature rise
processes we have AH WO for two values of the emissivity, i.e., C

3 3 1.0 and 0.50. The first case is when the

-154.7 Kcal per mole. tungsten sample has a thin film of oxide on
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the surface, and the second case refers to WO 3 change with increasing temperature
a brighter surface. Using F 1 of 1.00 and to give more WO 3 which would provide a
T = 1738K we calculate aAT of 113°Ca more effective barrier for oxygen to diffuse
while using a value of C1 of 0.50 we cal- to the reacting interface.

culate aAT for the sample of 2070C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experiments vith the thermocouple
mounted on the specimen showed temperature The reactions of tungsten with oxygen asincr'eases of 15' to 2000, much less th~an a function of temperature and pressure vary
those calculated above. The reason for this greatly. Four types of behavior were noted:

thoe clcuate abve.Thereaon or his (1) formation of a protective oxide film,
dincrepancy was not clear. Experim3ntally (2) formation of a nonprotective oxide scale,
it was difficult to mount the thermcoouple (3) simaneon ormationp ofean oxide scale
so that the specimen temperature was actu- (3) simultaneous formation of an oxide scale
ally measured. On the other hand, no burnup and vaporization o ,f tungsten trioxide, and
was observed, which suggests that the tem- (4) formation of tungsten trioxide gas without
perature coefficient of the reaction was scale.small or that the calculated temperature

rises were not taking place. The effect of
temperature on the rate of oxidation between Types 3 and 4 oxidation curves were
1400° and 160000 was small which limits studied il detail by both the weight change
the reaction and prevents burnup. method nd oxygen consumption measure-

ments. .oth measurements are required
Decrease in Surface Recession for type 3 oxidation curves to determine
Rat'es Above 18000C the course of the reaction. Above 1250°C,

all of the oxidation rate curves followed
Perkins and Crooks (Reference 3) have Type 4 behavior. E:qeriments on Type 4

reported that the rate of weight loss of oxidation curves showed that surface re-
tungsten in air at 1 to 15 Torr oxygen pres- cession values could be obtained directly
sure decreases above 1800°C. These experi- from weight change measurements or by
mnents utilize observations on the diameter calculation from oxygen consumption meas-
of rods undergoing reaction. Perkins and urements.
Crooks relate this inversion to a thermal
dissociation of tungsten trioxide. Two facts
suggest that these results must be accepted The effect of temperature on the oxidation
only with reservations. First, thcrmochem- of tungsten was studied for four pressur0sover the temperature range of 1250° to
ical calculations based on the dýAa of King 16150C. The initial rate of weight loss
et al. (Reierence 10) show thac all the tung- values followed an exponential function of
sten oxides are stable. Second, Langmulr temperatu. e. A heat of activation of
studied the oxidation reaction for pressures
in the micron range where th.' effect of 14,300 cal per mole was estimated.
oxide dissociation would be mc.;-', readily
observed. Using a pressure chabge method, A study of the effect of pressure also
Langmuir's results show no indication of was made. The following rate law was found
an inversion in the rate of reaction at fa ap.1
18000C. It would appear that the direct meas- to fit the data, K =

urement method should be investigated and The following empirical rate law equation
thb results compared to oxygen consumption was determined for the data:
.i weight loss measurements. One expla-
nation for the decrease in 1 ate of re&ction 14 300
observed byPerkinsandCrooks(Reference3) dW 9 X 10" p. R
Is that the boundary layer resistance to dt- " . e RT

diffuslon changes with temperaturi, It is
possible that the molecular species W3 0 9 ,
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An analysis was made of the ldnetc data heat was removed by radiation, a tempera-
and the several possible rate limiting pro- ture rise of 113"C must result if the tungsten
cesses. It was proposed that for tempora- surface was assumed to have an emissivity
tures above 1250"C and for oxygen pressures of one. The high heat rates associated with
above 5 Torr thAt the rate-limiting process the rapid oxidation reaction may account
is the transport of oxygen through a boundary for the scattering in the experimental re-
layer of gaseous reaction products, suits.
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TABLE 1

PERFORMANCE OF ALU)GNA FURNACE TUBE AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE

Temp. Initial Apparent Leak Rate Oxygen Eqiivalent it
6C Press. (Torr) cm 3 sec-1 STP 20% of gas gm sec

R. T. 1 x 10-6 1.487 x 10-7 0. 385 x 10-10

1400 1 x 10- 5  'i. 18 x 10- 7  1.86 x 10-10

1500 1 x 10-5 14.87 x 10-7 3.85 x 10-10

1600 8 x 10- 5  9.84 x 10-6 2.55 x 10-9

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL TUNGSTIC OXIDE LOST'WITH
THEORETICAL VALUE IN VACUUM

Experimental Weight Loss of W03 Percentage of
Conditions in Time t Theoretical

Temp. Pressure Time t Exptl. Theor.

Torr Seconds gm/cm2  gm/cm2

1150 19 3900 0.044 2.4 1.8

1250 38 720 0.150 6.5 2.1

1615 19 480 0. 340 12900 0. 000,

TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF OXIDATION KINETICS

1 te m/,m 2 /sec x 104) of Weight Chaznge
Temp. _x 104 Rate ____- at Pressure (Torr)
"C 1/" K 2 5 9.5 15 19 38 49 100

1150 7.027 -0.17 -0.19 --- --- +0.21 +0.39 0.37 ---
1250 6.566 -0.54 -0.89 -1.08 . - 1.33 -2.1 -1.1 -3.4
1300 5.357 --- --- -2.2 . - 2.8 ... ......
1365 6,105 -0.53 -1.3 -2.6 --- -6.1 -10.7 -15.0 -42.5
1400 5.978 --- --- -3.6 --- -5.0 ... ......
1465 5.753 -0.70 -1.6 -2.7 -3.8 -7.7 -19.0 -27.0
1520 5.577 --- ---......... .....
1545 5.500 --- -2.0 --- --- -9.0 ---
1615 5.296 -4.2 -2.6 , -10.0 ... -10.8 -18.9 ......
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THE REACTIONS OF GASEOUS SYSTEMS WITH

TUNGSTEN AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE

George R. St. Pierre*

and
Rudolph Speiser*

I, INTRODUCTION expected to develop oxide scales. Further-
more, tungsten upecimens suspended on a

The destruction of tungsten in gaseous balance arrangement exhibited rapid weight
environments at ,levated temperature has loss in this range. Surprisingly, it was found
been studied extensively (Reference 1). In that the tungsten specimens did not lose
an eixller paper of this report, ** the authors wel" t until a sufficiently high C0 2 -CO ratio
review high-temperature techniques useful in was achieved. At a critical ratio the weight
studying refractory metal systems. In this loss became quite large. In every case it
paper, experimental data is presented to was possible to stop the loss of weight by
demonstrate the processes of oxidelon and reducing the C02-CO ratio to a point below
vaporization of tungsten operative in the the line shown on Figure 2. The line between
W-O-H and W-0-C systems. W and the gas fieldt should not be interpreted

as an equilibrium effect. In all probability
Fortunately, the thermodynamic proporties the line drawn represents only the condition

j of the condensed phases of the tungsten- at which the kinetic rate of formation of a
oxygen system are well known (Reference 2). complex W-O-C gas species rapidly in-
Figure 1 shows the tungsten-oxygen phase croases. Clearer examples of this behavior
equilibria at low temperature. Although will be shown for the W-O-H system. Un-
"W30" has net been isolated as a stable fortunately, the composition and structure of
phase at an atmospheric pressure of one the W-O-C gas molecule remain undeter-
(Figure 4), it is shown in another paper in mined. Certainly it is not the cah'bonyl,
this symposium. On Figure 2 aro shown the W(CO)6 , at such a high temperature. Only
C02-CO ratios for stabilities of the tungsten careful molecular mass determinations can
oxides at higher temperature. The WC field resolve the uncertainties here.
is outlined for comparison. The lines bounding
the WC field are calculated from the heat SCALE FORMATION ON TUNGSTEN
of formation determined by Huff, Squitieri,
and Synder (Reference 4). The recent work The solubility of oxygen in tungsten Is
of Gleiser and Chipman (Reference 5) on the known to be extremely low. In fact it is
free energy of formation of WC is in agree- impossible to detect any changes in the
ment with the lines. The line of W-W0 2  measurable properties of tungsten associ-
coexistence has been determined with ated with oxygen saturation. Therefore, the
CO-CO2 gas mixtures up to about 1225"C oxidation of tungsten can be considered to
(Reference 2). Above 1225"C, Ebihara (Ref- begin with condensed oxide scale iormation
erence 10) found that it was impossible to and/or complex gas species formation. The
equilibrate W and WO2 with CO-CO2 gas studies of Webb, Norton. and Wagner (Ref-
mixtures. From 1225? to 1450"C, it was erence 6), GulbransenancAAndrew(Referonce
found that tungsten metal remained bright 7). Meuli and Spretnak (Referen'ce 8), and
in C0 2-CO atmospheres that would be Perkins and Crooks (Reference 9) have
*George R. St. Pierre, Junior Member AIME. and Rudolph Spelser, Member AIME, are

Associate Professor and Professor, vespectively, in the Department of Metallurgical Engi-
neering, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

**See "Methods for Studying High Temperature Oxidation Reactions," Figure 4.
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demonstrated many of the rate character- r + 4
istics at moderate to very high temperature K D (2)
and moderate, .001 atmosphere, to high PO
oxygen pressure. Figure 3 presents data at
very low effective oxygen pressures obtained
at Ohio State University by W. T. Ebihara Equation 2 is based on the following assump-
(Reference 10). The upper four curves are tions: (1) the composition of the oxide does
for C0 2 -CO ratios in the W1 80 4 9 range. not deviate greatly from stoichiometric W0 2 ;
The lower two curves were obtained under (2) the oxygen pressure is low enough for
conditions for which only W02 can form. ideal gas behavior to be assumed; and (3) the
The curves shown in Figure 3 and data activity behavior of t3+ and 0 e follow
obtaied at other temperatures and pressures Henry's Law within the homogeneity range
establish the protective behavior of W0 2. of interest. All of these assumptions are
The rate of growth of the coherent W0 2 layer quite reasonable. Equation 2 may be reduced
on tungsten under these conditions can be further by noting that
given in terms of a parabolic rate constant.
On the other hand the W1 80 4 9 which forms coo 7 4CrC3 .
on W0 2 in these cases is nonprotective.
The W1 80 4 9 forms whiskers wlhch afford From which,
no barrier to continued penetration of oxygen
to the W02 -W1 8 0 4 9 interfaces. For the K x 4 C3 + / Pt
conversion, W0 2 -W1 80 4 9 , a linear rate con-
stant can be presented. Long oxidation runs
established that the transport of tungsten
through the W0 2 lattice is much greater The concentration of cation holes may be
than that of oxygen. Following the classical given by
procedure developed by Wagner, a defect
model of the W0 2 lattice is determined. The K I P (3)
model is that W0 2 is a tungsten-deficit, C3 + 0 o
cation-hole structure. With each cation va-
cancy (missing W4+ ion) there are associated
four single electron holes to maintain elec- The unidirectional flux of tuaLgsten through
trical neutrality, i.e., the defect structure the W0 2 layer may be written as a first
mu be considered to consist of missing order equation In the cation hole concentration
W Ions and W5+ ions in the ratio of one in accordance with the representations of
to fou'. With this model, a mass action Fiek's First Law:
expression can be derived for the dependence
of the cation hole concentration on oxygen ac+(
pressure. Consider the reaction: w a K

Sw4 + +o0  )" Cw 4 + + 400 _ + W02  (1) In Equation 4, concentration is expressed In
numljer of vacancies per upit volume, x is
the distance measured in the direction of the

where Ow4+ represents a cation vacancy and unidirectional flux, Dit the phenomenological
0 .e- represents a W5+ Ion. For reaction diffusion coefficient defined by Equation 4,

(1), an equilibrium constant may be written* and JW is the unidirectional flux of tungsten

*The standard states chosen are the following: For W4+, stoichiometric WO at 1 atm
total pressure; For 02, diatomic oxygen at unit fugacity; For 0 +p the infiniiely dilute
solution of cation vacancies in stoichiometric W0 2 at 1 atm total pressure; For 0 * the
infinitely dilute solution of W5+ Ions in stoichiometric w0 2 at 1 atm; For W02, stolchlo-
metric W0 2 at 1 atm pressure.
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through the oxide. if d designates the thick- Equation 9 can be combined with Equation 3
aess of the W0 2 layer Pt any time, then to eliminate vacancy concentrations.

dC ) = -- +) (5) C 2? Po)(PO 1 /5 P 1/5) , (10)

Wdt - fw) - X-- C,,= 502 02

where CW is the concpntration of tungsten 1O*2 and P0r2 .- e the oxygen pressure at

in the oxide expressed in atoms per unit the W0 2 oxidizing interface and the equilib-
volume. The distance x in Equations 4 and rimn oxygen pressure for coexistence of
5 is measured from thk metal-metal oxide W and W0 2 , respectively. A "parabolic rate
interface. Equatin 5 simplifies when it is constant" can be defined
recognized that JW can be taken as constant
through the oxide. Furthermore, the variation 2K' D
of D with C[+ can be neglected. From the 2K- ( )((p--) 0 ) (II/

foregoing statements it follows that t C2 02

ex For a fixed oxidizing atmosphere, oxygen
pressure, and temperature, the growth of the

is constant within the oxide and oxide scale is predicted to be parabolic.
Furthermore, Equation 11 predicts that the

C t defined constant, kp, increases linearnly0+ 1 C'1-CO+e (6) with the difference, (P!J 1/5 - 0 1/5
X2 02 2

Becatue the scale thickness is a linear
where C°O3+ and ciO+ are the vacancy con- function of the gain in specimen mass per
centrations at the oxidizing interface and at unit area attributed to the W0 2 layer, a
the metal interface, respectively. Equations constant in terms of specimer mass, klp,
5 and 6 can be combined to yield the dif- has the same properties as k. Figure 4
ferential equation for parabolic behavior, shows the variation of the parabolic rate con-

stant for WC2 growth in terms of the oxygen
pressure emjployed. It Is clear thW, the model

D C 1t0+ described '9 consistent with the observed
cw d CO+ (7) kinetics. Unfortunately, the oxidation ratesC at the low oxygen pressures employed are

very low and it is impossible to eliminate
and scatter in the data. Nevertheless, the fit

is quite satisfactory. The temperature de-
pendence of the parabolic conitant is corn-

cd -- + -C(O + plicated indeed. An examination of tue terms
Cw in Equation 11 immediately establishes that

the Arrhenius equation could not be expected
to describe the varlatimo of kp with tern-

and forC = Oat t = 0 perature except when P! 1/5 P1 1/5
0 >> 002

C 0 D+ - c'134A linear rate constant for the conversion
Cw (9) of WO 2 to W1 809 has also ibeen calcuclated

from the data and plotted ia Figure 5. The

relationship of the datE, obtained in thte
system to that obtained at much LUgher
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oxygen pressures is indicated. It should be Often a distinct change in slope of the vapor
pOnted out that the high oxygen pressure loss curve is observed at the equilibrium
studies Involved scales of W20 0 5 8 and W0 3. point; however, the vapor loss rate does

not increase greatly above the equilibrium

VAPOR PHASE REACTIONS point. The curve for 8.0 inches Hg on Fig-
ure 7 does not exhibit a discontinuity at

The volatile character of tungsten and its the W-WOe equilibrium point but does exhibit

oxides has been re tsr' ,n for many years an irregularity at the W0 2 - W1 8 0 49 point.
(Reference 11). The - recent literature (Again arrows have been added for demar-

has included opera, -ri s which suggest a cation.) The effects of temperature and water
marked 'ft of water vapor on the stbiity vapor pressure on the vaptor loss are strongly

indicated by the curves of Figures 7 and 8.
of the coiensed tungsten oxide phabes (Ref- The vapor loss rates of oxide compacts have
erences 6, 12, and 13). The outstanding efforts beer studied by Bishop and Battles. These
of Blackburn et al. (Rete reaces 14 and 15) and correlate very well with the vapor loss rates
Berkowitz, Chupka, and Inghram (Reference of tungstenundergoingsimultaneousoxidation
16) have ielped to obtain the species dis- and vaporization. The data on Dattles shown
tribuw.on and thermochenical properties of in Figures 9. 10, and 11 have been marked
the tungsten-oxygen iaolecu ls: W3 0 9 1 on Figure 8, The short horizontal dashes by
W4 0 1 2; and W5 0 1 5 . The thesis research the curves at Ph o/Pi2=on 1.9 are the cor-
of Bishop, Pool, and Battles (References 17, H2 OR 2
18, and 19) has been directed at determining rected vapor loss rates observed on the
the quantitative nature of the reactions which oxide compacts. In this range the tungsten
occur between tungetkin and its oxides and is losing mass as rapidly as the WO2 can
water vapor. Fi ,oure 6 displays typical re- be vaporized.
acted tungsten samples obs6rved by Battles.
The samples were exposed to H2 0-H 2 atmo- The rationalization of these observations
spheres of oxygen potential just slightly and those of the other contributors mentioned
above that required for equilibrium co- is made difficult because of tite lack of
existence of W and W0 2 . The samples lost information regarding the composition and
mass rapidly because the oxldti formed on structure of the vapor species forming.
the surface was converted to vapor species. Although the vapor loss rate is observed to
It is particularly interesting to note the vary linearly with the water vapor pressure
appeararce of the macroia'opir. oxide on the over the range of conditionr studied, it is
surface. Clearly, preferred ragions exist not valid to infir that a simple first order
for oxide gi-'owth. However, the prosence of mechanism can account for the behavior.
macroscopic oxide on the tungsten surface Many complex reaction sequences can be
is not xecessary for tungsten to show marked proposed which approximate to such iinearity
vapo." loss. Figure 7 shown that the vapor over narrow ranges of reaction variables.
loss is very high at oxygen pressures well For example, consider that the first step
below those required for stability of con- in the vaporization reaction Is the adsorption
dewsed W0 2 . F.gures 7 and 8 display curves of H2 0 on the oxide surface:
of constant temperature and water vapor
pressure, In going from left to rlght onthe 0 (V H P20(d) (12)
graphs, hydroget is replaced with argon
to vary the effective oxygen pressure In the
gas stream passed over the particular tung- The classical Lanim ur kreatmant for mono-
sten specimen. The specimens, suspended layer adsorption can be applied to estimate
on a balance airangament, were weighed the fraction of r valiable adsorption sites
semicontinuously to obtain the linear rate occupied, f. for a given PHO:
constants plotted in the figures. The rate 2

of vapor loss rises rapidly as the effective d
oxygen pressure Is increreed toward the " : k (I-f)P) H-k2 f -k3"

equilibrium value fo;, %k-WOý- coexic:•nce.
(The arrows at PH20/PH2 W 1.1 on Figur3 7.)
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Equation 13 adsumes that the adsorbed H2 0 J.E. Battles. Their contributions as dedicated
reacts slowly with the substrate to form the graduate research students formed the basis
volatile species. Therefore, the adsorbed of this effort. Furthermore, the research
1120 comes to the equilibrium with the vapor could not have been undertaken without the
and major finitucial assistance of the United

States Air Force. The patient guidance of
Mr. Paul L. Faust, Project Engineer, AF

PH 2 O Materials Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
S(14) Force Base, Ohio, is sincerely appreciated.

PH2C,+(
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Donald 0. Crooks*

INTRODUCTION 1300" to 3400VC (2370V to 6150"F) as a func-
tion of oxygen pressure and gas dynamics

Serious consideration is being given to and to obtain an improved understanding of

the use of tungsten in high temperature reaction kinetics that will be of theoretical

applications above the limits of available a well as practical utility.

protective coating systems. Components ca-
pable of operating at temperatures to 3000VC
(5430VF) are being desiped, manufactured, REACTION KINETICS AT HIGH
and teated today. Although oxidation-resist- TEMPERATURE
ant ocatings are ne-"ed for extended use at
high temperatures in air, absolute protection There have been only a few investigations
from oxidation it not mandatory for a num- of the oxidation of tungsten at temperatures
ber of applicattons. Coatings may not be re- above 13OVC (23707) and pressures below
quired where high-temperature exposure one atmosphere. Past interest in this subject
occurs at a low partlz pressure of oxygen has been for the use of tungsten a-i filaments
for a relatively short time. For example, I lai•ps ani 61•oa hae. Limited data
unmoated tungsten is used successfully at have been obtained for fine-wire and ribbon

temperaturea approaching Its melting point filaments at tmnedrature. to 2500rC (45 0'F)

in the nozzles of solid propellant rocket

engines. Although products of combustion in oxygen atpressures of l07 to10- 2 mm Hg.
contain oxidizing gases, exposure time 2s Oxidation data usually are reported in terms
a.proximately 1 to 2 minutes and loss by of collision efficiency (E) which is defined as
oxidation Is negligible. Leading edges and the ratio of the rate of removal of oxygn
heat shields of hypersonic re-entry vehicles molecules from the surface as W0 3 to the
will operate at temperatures of 1200V t rate of the surface
3000"C (2190W to 5430WF). Heaing occursr arrival of oxen atRte sr
static and high velocity air at pressures of (3.5 x 10  (32T)_1/). Rates are ex-

10" to 20 mm Hg for peeods of 10 to 1CO pressed as mtolecules/cm /geo with P 0 In
minutes (Ref ernce 1 i.tI suface recession mm Hg. These data can be oonvertsd to raiss
by oxidation under these condiuons is small, of tungsten 'los (Rw) by the fo ing re-
it can be tolerated by proper desipn. i some laton
oases, refractory oxide coating maybe used
to restrict the access of air and to reduoe
the oxygen pressure at the metal-oxide Inter- R = 4.275 E P Im/cm2/Min
face. /mh 0I

2
The successful application of thi approach This assumes that the arrival rate of oxygen

to the use of tungsten at ultra-high tempera- is a function of p sure adth tenpeatav
tures demands a precise knowledge of oxida- of th. reaction vessrel (T - 30M. Lts gmulr
tion behavior under the anticipated environ- (Reference 2) has shown thAt It) pressures
mental conditions. The purpose of this in- -2
vestigation (conducted as part of the Lockheed below 10 mm Hg, the arrival rats of o)W
indapendent research pro•ram) was to obtain at the surface Is not perceptibly Inflmbood
ras data for the oxidation of tungsten from by the filament temperature.

* Materials Sciences Laboratory, Lookheed Missiles and Spaoe Company.
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Lanzmuir (Refere.ae 21 ... n.u.t.dthm. ft !g were mlar1 t te oranut an
high-temperature, low-preesure oxidation Eiinger. The collision efficiency was found
study in 1913. The rati of clean-up of oxygen to increase, pass through a maximum, and
in a sealed bulb was n.ensured by a pressure- then decrease with increasing temperature.
drop technique. The rate of oxidation was This behavior was attributed to changes in
found to be a linear function of pressure and the sticking probability and heat of desorption
an exponential function of temperature. The of oxygen on tungsten as a function of tern-
collision efficiency increased with tempera- perature. Oxygen was described as adsorbing
ture in the manner of an Arrhenius relation in two distinct states or layers. For the first
as follows: layer, the sticking probability (S) was con-

stant at 0.14 with an energy of desorption
of 106,000 calories. In the second layer,

E 57.54 x 10 S - 0.04 with an energy of desorption of
53,000 calories. Two rate equations were

This expression in terms of the rate of derli'ed from theoretical considerations and
tmupter, loss expressed in the units of the experimental data. In the range from 927r to
present work is given by 1327*C (1700' to 2420"F), the first layer was

filled and the second layer coverage de-
exp(-272001RT)gm/cm/2min (3) creased to zero as temperature increased.

R 0 2 The collision efficiency is given by

Above 9276C (17006F) the oxide vulatilized -(
without dissociation, leaving the surface E : 60 10 T
clean and bright. At temperatures above
t"r06C (270TF), the measured rates were which converted to the units of this work
less than those predicted by the Arrheniua becomes
equation.

In 1959, Elsinger (Reference 3) reported R0:256 P0 e~p(-2-40O/RT) gm/cm2/min
on t' a oxidation of tungsten from 9270 to
2127-C (1700V to 3860"F) in oxygen at pres- The rate equation is very close to that of

sures of 10-5 to 10"7 mm Hg. Collision Langmulr's which was obtained by a fit of
efficiency was deoermined by measuring the expertrmental data to an Arrhenius equation.
pumping action of high purity single crystal From 1727* to 2127'C (3140" to 3860F) the
ribbons. Curves of reaction probability vs first layer is partially filled and the coverage
temperature could be described by the Arr- deorarses to zero with increasing tempera-
hentus equation at low temperatures but ture. The rate equation becomes
reached a mximum and then decreased with
increasing temperature. This behavior was +6060
attributed to a deoreas.e in eftckingprobabil- E : 0. 1 P 0 . 5 1O0 Y (6)
ity of oxygen on tungsten resulting in re-
duced probability of oxide formation at high which can be converted to
temperature. The low-temperature data
agree with those of Langmulr, giving an
apparent heat of activation of25,OOOcalimol. :0.47 p eGp(+T2700/IT;. gm/cm /min (7)
Un)ke Langmuir's results, collision effi-
ciency was found to be pressure dpen(ent,
and the pressure dependency of rate of oxi- Thus, at high temperatures rates are pre-
dation wasl not linear. dioted to increase with P 1 . 5 but to decrease

Becker, Becerg and Brandas reported on with temperature. Becker et al. also showed

similar studies In 1961 (Referewoe 4). Results that carbon as an impurity In tungsten could
of test u from 9d7i to 2es7*C (1700"to4040*F) accelerate ihe rate of oxidationby increasing

of tes fthe oonoentration of adsorbed oxygen on the

in oygen at pressures from 10" to 10" mm surface.
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phenomenon was conducted by Anderson according to an Arrhenius relation with acti-
(Reference 5) in 1962. Oxidation behavior in vation energy of 21,000 cal/mol. The mecha-
the region of the rate maximum was studied nism was assumed to be that postulpted by
from 1677* to 2327°C (30500 to 4220°F) in Langmuir at low pressure; however, the

oxygen at pressures of 7,6 x 10-4 to 7-6 x observed rates are considerably less than

-6 those which would be predicted by Equations
10 mm Hg. The results were similar to 3 or 5.
those found by previous investigators. ID the By considering the oxidation of tungsten
temperature range from 1877" to 2327"C as a series of consecutive reactions, Ong
(3410. to 4220"F), reote of tungsten loss was (Reference 8) derived from kinetic theory

observed to increase with P2 1.26 and and experimental data the following rate

to decrease with increasing temperature, equation:

Rates were found to depend on the oxygen -- 5.19x 106 P 0.5 *p(-_12170/T)tnq/cm 2?hr (9)
atom concentration on the surface and varied V 02 xp
with pressure to the 1.0 to 1.5 power de-
pending cn surface coverage. Heats of acti- which in termr of this work becomes
vation were negative and decreased from
-14,000 to -20,000 calories as pressure de- 0.5 2
creased. RI-: 3 56f • xp(- 240/AT) gmA/m /min (10)

11MM"2(N!!)

Only two direct studies of oxidation be-havlo above 1300.C (2370.F)at higher pres- This equation adequately reproduced rate
ureshabove been re(2rted.0Perkins an Crooks- data from three independent investigations

sures have been retxjrted. Perkins and Crooks at pressures from 1 mm to 15,800 mm Hg
(Reference 6) studied the uxidatlon of tungsten and temperatures from 700* to 1300C (1290
from 1300* to 3000°C (2370" to 6430F) in airat 1 to 15 mm Hg pressure using a surface to 2370"F). Although the ternierature-de-.
reesio techique.g Fressurom using a suace pendent term is similar to that of Equations
recession technique. From 1300a to 1700bC 3 and 5, the pressure-dependent term and
(2370b to 3090yF) rates could be described constant are sigificantly different. The rates
by would be considerably lowar man those pre-

0.62 c 2/mi (8) dicted by other equations. The validity of
14.5 P02 exp(-31500/!lT) qm/cm2 n 8 Equation 9, however, has not been checked

"2 at higher temperatures and lower pressures.
Oxidation rates reached a maximum at about Similarly, it is not known if Equations 3 and
Oxidatio a t5 will adequately express rates at pres-
1750.C (3180°F) and then decreased with

increasing temperature. Although the curves sures above 10-2 mrn.
resemble those obtained at very low pres- One of the objectives of the present work,
sures, the rates are considerably less than therefore, is to determine whether a change
would be predicted from equations that have in mechanism occurs as a function of pros-
been cited. As will be shown, oxygen depletion sure. The similarity of rate behavior at
in the reaction chamber is responsible for -2
the observed behavior and the nmeasured rates pressures above 1 mm and below 10 mm
are characteristic of the system, rather than in terms of temperature dependency sugssts
of the material. a common behavior over a wide pressure

range,, Discrepancies In pressure depend-
Blackburn et al. (Reference 7) in 1961 re- ency, however, need to be clarified and re-

ported on the oxidation of tungsten in flowing solved. Also, the existence of a maximum in
21 percent oxygen, 79 percent argm at one rate vs temperature at pressures above
atmosphere from 800" to 1700C (1470" to 10-2 must be oonfirmed. A pressure range
3090.F). Rates were determined by oxygon A
consumption techniques. At temperatures of 10 to 5 mm Hg was selected for ths
above 1350C (2460"F) the oxide was found study to provide a logical extension of prior
to evaporate as fast as It formed. Oxidation work at reduced pressures.
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-X-rKUMEN f &L All measurements were made in a plane
at the approximate center of the specimen.

Materials For most tests, a uniform hot zone 1 to
2 inches long existed in the central sectionThe tungsten used in this investigation was of the rod. Temperature was measured with

commercial ground seel rod procured from a micro-optical pyrometer compensated for
the General Electric COmpany. This material, emissivity and sight glass effects (Figure 2).
desipated as Grade MXI, is - fine-grained The pyrometer calibration curve was checked
partially doped tungsten whi, aB 99.9+ per- by measuring the apparent melting points of
cent pure. Principal impurit -. clude 0.002, six pure metals fastened to the surface of
0.00)5, and 0.002 percent, -espectively, of the rod. Further checks were obtained by
carbon, oxygen, and molybdenum. All other measuring evaporation rates of tungsten in
Impurities are less than 0.001 percent each. vacuum which were compared with published
The rods were 0.1 Inch in diameter by evaporation rate data. The apparent tern-
7 inches long and were centerless ground perature at which the rods melted also was
with a surface finish of 6 to 8. A few tests determined for a calibration point. Rod
were made with Grade 218 ground seal rod diameters could be measured continuously
which is a fully doped material that Is, with a fllar micrometer eyepiece attached
after heating at high temperature, coarse to a 4X telescope with an accuracy of
grained compared with Grade MXK. *0.0005 Inch,

Medical Grade tank oxygen 99.96+ percent Pressure in the reaction vessel was
pure was used in most of the tests. A num- measured continuously With a Decker Cor-
her of tests were made with Linde Company poration Model 311 Absolute Pressure Meter.
Research Grade oxygen which is 99.99+ per- The instrument Is calibrated from 0.01 to
cent pure. No effect3 from the impurities 30 mmm In six ranges. Calibration of the
in the gas on rates of oxidation were detected. gauge was checked weekly against a Wallace
Tests in air were made with-Dormal atmos- and Tiernan Model FA 160 Absolute Pres-
phere passed through a molecular-sieve sure Meter. This in turn was calibrated
column. Changes in relative humidity of the every two months against a secondary stand-
air had no discernible effect on rates. ard.

Equipment Procedure

All tests were conducted tn a surface re- Tests were conducted in air and oxygen

cession rate apparatus designed and built by under three different conditions: static, tur-

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company bulent, and Impinging. For static tests, the

(Figure 1). Specimens were heated by diect gas was admitted through a diffuser located

resistance using alternating current at 100 to In the main vacuum line. The system was

300 amperes and 5 to 15 vo'ts. The rods pumped continuously and the gas leak rate

were positioned vertically in watter-cooled was balanced against the pumping rate by

electrodes with slip-fit exanslin jointo to micrometer leak valves to achieve any de-

reventr buckling during heating. A water- sired chamber pressure. This maybe viewed
prerent wught-coppering eatin. A wates am a quasi-static condition in which nocooled wrought-copper T-secbyo 1 inches measurable degree of turbvlence or flow IsIn diameter by 14 Inches high was used for created in the reaction chamber. Tests in
the reaction vessel. Total volume of the treate atiospheres were onute by
system including pipes and ballast chamber admitting the gar leak directly into the
was about 17 liters. Two sight ports we reaction chamber while o rctinuouslypumping

provided for measuremtmt of temperature
and red diameter. A 1397 B Welch pump and the system. The gas was Introduced from a

an MCF-300 diffusion pump were used In the ring manifold concentric with the upper
vacuum systm adision pultimateressure of th electrode with jets directed to the chambervacuum system and an ultimate pressure of walls. In high velocity flow (impinging} tests,
10-5 mm Hg with a leak rate of less than gas was admitted from a ring manifold
1 micron/min was achieved, concentric with the specimen near the center
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--. ~. %w,., 7 j At 04%VU , L&C UC .poPkUIS CrvEw W obudtan a mean or aerage rate.
of a wheol were trained directly on the However, it was found that surfaoe recession
specimen surface at a distance of about one- was perfectly linear with time so that the
half inch. Gas leak and pumping rates were measurement of initial and final diameter
adjusted to provide sonic velocity (1140 fps) was sufficient to establish an accurate rate.
at the exit plane of each jet The dynamic Total time of testing varied from 2 to
pressure vs static chamber pressure was 60 minutes depending on temperature and
measured to determine gas velocity at the pressure.
surface of the specimen. This varied from
200 to 200 fps depending on static chamber
pressure. For all impinging tests, the pres- RESULTS
sure reporteKA is the stagnation (total) pres-
sure of oxygen at the surface. Rate Reproducibility

The normal test procedure was to evacuate
h -4 mEarly in the experimental program It wam

the system to less than 10 mm Hg and heat discovered that oxidation rates varied mark-
the rod for 10 minutes at 2000"C (3u8stF). edly with crystallographicocrientation (Figure
This conditioning treatment was used to de 3). Originally smooth surfaces developed
gas the system and to provide a uniform wel-defined crystal facets after a few-
metallurg.cal condition from spucten to minutes exposure to air or oxygn at highspecimen. A new speelmen" was ufsed for tempeatue. The extent of faceting was

each test. After conditioning, the tempera- temperature. The t ex tern .o fa c ou mw

ture was adjusted to the 7un temperature less pronounced on p. macro scale at higher

and the gas admitted. Approximately 15 sec- tespratures. At temperature above 2800t C

onds were required to adjust pressure and (t070"F) surfaces having a mirror finish

temperature to the set values. Zero time was were o ftced h evirg a h i sh

taken at the point when pressure reached maweefcatio enr thdese surfaces werefound

about one-habl the set value. This usually to be fia from smooth (Figure f). Cylindrical

occurred within five seconds after admitting to be far fqur) e cross

the gas. At the end of test, the gas leak and sectios and developed well-defnedpyramcdo

power were turned off simultaneously. Flzinon the surface during oxidation at low epres-

time was taken at the point when pressure sure.

had dropped to one-half the set value.

Surface recession at the sigot point Is one- As sho.n in Figure 4, this behavior had
half the difference between initial and final an effect on the ability to measure rates in
diameters as measured by micrometers. an accurate and reproducible manner. The
Rates were calculated by the following re- rate of surface recession in gmn/cp m/minIs
lation: indicated on the figure. For single-crystal

rods, rates varied from 0.023M across the
(Do - Df,) OsquarW faOes to 0.0310 across the diago-

49 h-__ nal.9 For polyorystaillne material the re-
R: = gm/cm 2/mln (11) suits were a roughened surface and uneven

Srecasin. It became particularly difficult
to measure reoession in ooerso-gralned

where D and Df are initial and final dia- tungsten due to the orientation affeot. The

meters in inches and t is total time in ate for Grade 218 tungtem as shown in

minutes. This relation also assumes a plane Figure 3 varied from 0.0302 to 0.0324 de-
surface and does not take surface roughness pending ani the point of diameter measure-surfaccound doesnot ataes are rou ess mernt. In fine-Vralued material Grade MK,
Into account. All rates are expressed a the effect was averaged and specimens re-

gm/cm /min and can be converted to surface tained a fairly cylindrioal cross sectilo with
recession in inches/min by dividing by 49. minimum surface roug~es. It It for this
Initially. diameter was measured oUntinumt- reasw that the type MK flne-pained rod
ly by optical telescope and plotted as rate was selected for all test work.

129
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The reproducibility of rate measurements replenished by diffusion or mass transport
in three different ranges of temperature and from the air irlet port. If the system volunme
1 ,.esaure for tungsten in turbulent oxygen is Is small and the inlet port Is remote from
shown in Table 1. The two major sources of the chamber, rves of oxidation can be
err-)r were in control of specimen tempera- limited by transpc, t of oxygen to the reaction
tue and In measurement of pi essure. The chamber. Evidence that this, in effect, does
temperature can be measured to within *5°C occur under quasi-static conditions was pro-
but is difficult to control due to changes in vided by noting that rate curves were not
cross section of the rod with tirre, It is con- linear with time for tests bayond 20 to
trolled by adjusting the current and tends to 30 minutes. As shown in Figure 5, the slope
drift in an unpredictable manner. This will of the rate curve in static air increased with
cause rate variations in consecutive tests time. The rate after 60 minutes of test was
ta well as in tests conducted at later dates. alr.st double that for the initial 10 minutes
The effect will be most pronouned in regions of test.
where rates are very sensitive to tempera-
ture changes. Thus, at 1627C (2960°F) and Samples of the atmosphere in the reactiin
0.22 ram, most of the variation was due to vessel were taken at various time intervals
errors in temperature. Pressure on the to determine if changing concebtration of
other hand is easy to control within close oxygen was responsible for changes in rate.
limits but the absolute vaml'e for any gauge A gas sample of about 100 ml was drawn
reading may vary due to drift. in gauge call- into an evacuated bulb and analyzed on a mass
bration. Experience revealed that significant spectrometer to determine the ratio of oxygen
drifts in calibration could occur within the to nitrogen. These ratios are expressed as
course of several days. At least weekly call- percent 02 in the mixture. Samples were
bration checks were required togive repro- taken from near the surface -f the specimen
ducible data. Consecutive tests proved quite and near the wall of the chamber during test.
reproducile and errors appeared mostly on
a day to day basis. At 19600C (3660"F) and Analysis of the air before tet gave 02 values
0.92 mm, five consecutive runs were repv.- of 19 ti 21percent. As shown in Figure 5, the
ducible to within *1.4 percent. The daytoday 0trr near the surface of the rod after five
variation, most likely due to pressure shifts, minutes of test contained 11.9 percent 02.
resulted in a ±5 percent reproducibility. On 0rygen concentration at the chamber wal
the average, most rate data were reproducible wti slightly greater buat still below normal,
to :10 percent and were within calculated indicating that a general depletion of oxygen
2-sigma limits. The greatest variabilltey was in the system had occurred. After 30 minutes,
found at low temperatures where rates a the concentration knoreased to 14.9 percenthigh temperature dependency, and at the ent l one hour It iad reached

Reactions In Air 16.3 percent. Thuu, the increase of rate with
time is shon to be due to an increase in

In order to obtain rate data that could be oxygen concentration with tin.e.
applied directly to oxidation problems in
aerospace structures, initial tests were con- The oxygr" content of the atmosphere is
ducted in static and moving ilr at low pres- governed b- a balance between the rate at
sure. '"he preliminary re; ults of this work governed bpaci e ween the ratea
which were published in 1961 (Reference 6) which the specimen will consume oxygen

indicated that rates In static air reached a and the rate at which oxygen can be suppiled,

m~umatabout 1750T (31807F) and then If the rate of consumption at a given tempera-ma~ximumn aabut 15" 38"~n hn ture ezceeds the rate of transport in the
decreased with increasing temperature. This sysee, the rate ohamser in the

behavior has been studied in more detail at system, the gai In ute chamber Is rapidly

a pressure of 5 mm Hg and found to be the depleted of or- ,qn. The rate of consumption

result of oxygen depletion which ooccrs under then drops un,.., a balance is Ahieved. Nor-
static or mildly turbulent "':ions. emally, a steady-state condt, 3n where con-sumption rate equals transport rate should

At the start of oxidation, the tungsten be , eached at son- j reduced oxygen preso ire.
rapidly consumes oxygen which must be 4owever, in this type of teot the total surface

1 3C
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area and the average temperature of the of oxidation behavior with increasing tern-
specimen decrease with time. Constant tern- perature:
perature is maintained only at one point on
the surface. The total rate of oxygen con- 1. From 1300° to 1760*C (2370° to 3200.F),
sumption at any pressure, therefore, will rate increased with temperature by an Arr-
decrease with time, causing a shift in the henius relation witIh an apparent activation
balance point to bhgher oxyger pressures, energy of 43,900 cal/mol.
The net effect is an increase in the rate of
oxidation at the point of measurement where 2. From 1760° to 2630°C (3200' to 4770°F),
temperature Is held constant, rate increased with temperature by an Arr-

henlus relation with an apparent activation
If this analysis is correct, then the oxygen energy of 24,500 cal/mol.

concentration in t0 gas should deerzase
with increasing sp;,,aen temperature. To 3. Above 26300C (4470F), rate increased
verify this, samples of the atmosphere were to a maximum at 27100C (49100F) and then
taken for analysis after four minutes of decreased with increasing temperature. The
testing at temperatures from 1350° to 3000*C apparent heat of activation decreased to zero
(2460° to 5430'F). As shown in Figure 6, and became negative with increasing tern-
oxygen concentration decreased from a high peratureo
of 19 percent at 137rC (2610°F) to a low of
2.4 percent at 2590"C (46900F). Reactions in Oxygen

These data are semi-quantitative and are To further explore the role of gas trans-
not an absolute measure of oxygen concen- port on oxidation behavior and to establish
tration at the surface. They clearly show, the validity of rates in impinging air, tests
however, that the rate maximum and the were made in static, turbulent, and impinging
decrease in rate with increasing temperature oxygen at a pressure of 1.1 mm Hg. These
in static air Is due to oxygen depletion of the data are compared with those from tests in
atmosphere. Such rate data are characteris- Impinging air at 5 mm Hg (P 0 2 -1.05 mm) in
tic only of the system and do not reflect Figuxe 6. At an oxygen pressure of 1.05 to
the true oxidation behavior of tungsten. For F.e 6. at af xygen prof 1.05ttest Inair ItIs ecesaryto n~rasethe 1.1 mm Hg. bhe rates of oxidation from 1300'
tests in air, It is necessary to increase the to 2350"C (2370' to 4260'F) as measured
rate of transport of oxygen in the system under four different conditions, static, turbu-
until it is not rate-limiting over the tem- lent Impinging oxygen, and impinging air,
perature range of interest. are identical. Gas velocity trp to 900 fps had

no measurable effect on kii etics. The dataIncreased rates of gas transport w,-'e show that under these con ltitons gaseous

achieved by admitting air directly to the trowsport of re s and procs Isnot
reaction ohamber to create turbulence, and transport of reactants and ?roducts is not
reaction hamber ton cathe turlencThe, ands rate-limiting. Data obtained. in oxygen can
by impetging air on the sample. The results be used directly to predict rates in movingof tests at 5 mm Hg are given in Figures 5 air at velocities approaching Mach 1. Oxygen

and 6. The rate of oxidation Is significantly pressure and rdamic c ms be

increased when turbulence is created; huw- pressure under dynamic cpationd must be

ever, depletion of oxygen near the surface taken at the total or tagnatiton preiure of

still occurs. This is shown by nonlinearity oxygen at the surface. Although it is believ•d

of the rate curve and by comparison with that no effect of velocity will be found at the

impingng air data. Rates in impinging air higher flow rates characteristic of atmsc-

were linear with time and were higher than pheric re-entry, extrapolations of the data

those in turbulent air. At 2400'C (43507F), should be used with a desre of caution.

the impinging air rate was 20 times the At oxygen pressure of 1.05 to 1.1 mm Hg
static rate and 3 times t' turbulent ratn. and temperaturee above 23WC (41706F), a

m-sked Jependency of rates on gas velocity
The rate data in impinging air at was indicated. In static oxygn the rate

5 mm Hg reveal three dIfferent regims reached a maximum at 246C (447C'F) and
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In Impnging oxygen at 230 fps, the rate oxygen pressure to the 0.59 power. At 1627*C
maximum was reached at 2710C (4910CF) (2960F) in turbulent oxygen. pressure de-
followed by a similar drop with temperature. pendency deviated from 0.59 at about 2 to
Although it Is possible that the position of 3 mm Hg and became smaller with increasing
the rate maximum will be shifted to still pressure. Under impinging conditions, itwas
higher temperatures with increased flow, conr Iant at 0.59 with increasing pressure to
the data suggest that a limiting condition Is 10 mm Hg. This behavior suggests that trans-
being approached. The rate maximum for port of reactants or products can be a prob-
impinging air (v - 900 fps) occurred at the lem in oxygen atmospheres at pressures
same temperature as that for impinging above 2 to 3 mm Hg. At 1627*C (2960*F) and
oxygen (v - 230 fps) at equ'valent oxygen a pressure of 0.2 mm Hg, the rate transition
pressures (Figure 6). The fourfold Incregae point Is crossed and pressure dependency at
in velocity had little effect and actually re- lower pressures increased to the value cor-
suited in lowered values of oddaiion rate. responding to that of the second region.

Pressure Dependency In the second (low activation energy) region,
pressure dependency at 1960C (3560.F) was

The pressure dependency of the reaction constant at 0.82 from 0.1 to 10 mm Hg. The
of tungsten and oxygen was studied from same value was found in turbulent and im-
0.11 to 3.0 mm Hg at 13C '3350"C (2370* pinging oxygen. At about 8 mm Hg pressure,
to 6060F), and from 0.. 21 rnm Hg at the rate transition point is crossed and
two selected temperatur,. As shown in pressure dependency at bigher pressures will
Figure 7, the curves of log rate vs 1/T have drop to a value of 0.59 which Is characteris-
identical form at pressures from 0.11 to tic of the first region. Thus, it can be seen
3,0 mm Hg. The curves as drawn represent that at constant temperature the dependency
an average fit of all the data, and good of rate on pressure will change whenever
agreement of data points wieth lines of uni- the point of rate transition is crossed. This
form slope at each pressure Is shown. The must be taken into account when data are to
apparent heats of activation are the same "s be extrapolated to higher or lower preseures
those reported for tests in impinging air: from any given point.
43,900 cal/mol below the rate transition and
24,600 above. The apparent heats of activation The pressure dependency at a temperature
at temperatures above the maximum rate beyond that of the rate maximum was not
range form -21,100 to -13,800 cal/mol, the constant with pressure under turbulent con-
slope decreasing with reduced pressure. ditions. At 2984"C (5400"F), the value of N

approached 1 at pressures below 0.10 mm

Since the slopes In the linear region and approached 0.8 at apressureof 1mm Hg.

are parallel for all pressures, the pres- In impinging oxygen, the value of N was

sure dependency of reaction rate is constant close to 1.0, indicating a linear dependency

over the tempeiature range of constant on pressure in this region.
slope. The position of the CIsve shows
that the pressure dependency Is higher at
tenperatures above the rute transition point DISCUSSION
than at those below, Similarly, pressure
dependency beyond the point of maxdmum There are many similarities between the
rate Ia higher t .'an that below, results of this investigation and those of

others conducted at much lower pressures.
P edependency has been measured We used Eisinger's and Anderson's data to

Prehsure three his asen hownure compare the effect of temperature on oxida-
for each of these three regions an shown in

Figure 8. A plot of log rate vs log preqsure tion rate at oxygen pressures from 10-6 to
should be liuear with a slope, N, equal to the 3.0 mm Hg (Figure 9). The low-temperature
pressure dependency of the reaction. In the portion of Elsinger's data fit an Arrheniun
low temperature (high activation euergy) rate equation with an apparent activation
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energy oi about 25,000 cal/mol. Tme elope The temperature at which the rate maxi-
of the second region from our work mum will occur Is plotted vs the oxygen
(24,500 cal/mol) Is in excellent agreement pressure in Figure 1I. It can be seen again
with that value. Similar values were re- that an excellent correlation exists betwoen
ported by Langmulr and Becker. None of the the results of three different investigations.
other Investigat ons at low pressure detected The values from this investigation in turbu-
the rate transition to a high activation energy lent oxygen deviate from the linear relation-
region at lower temperatures. However, if ship at pressures above 0.11 mm Hg. With
the temperiture for rate transltion as deter- impingement of oxygen, the point of maxi-
mined in this investigation is extrapolated mum rate shifted to higher temperature and
to lower pressures, it can be seen that the approached the linear relation. The rclalion
other investigations were not conducted at between temperature and pressure for the
sufficiently low temperatures to detect the point of maximum rate can be expreesed as
break. follows:

One possible exception Is the work of 7
Langmuir which was conducted at lowenough 0 2.537x 10 ep(-I04,000/RT) (13)
temperatures but In which no break was 2
found. Direct comparison with Langmuir's Further correlation of the resuits of the
data may not be valid, however, since the three investigations was obtained by the corn-

pressure was changing from 5 x 10-2 to parison of calculated and experimental rates.

2 x 10-4 mm Hg during his test. All the By using an empirical equation fitted to th.e

other studlies were made at pressures which experlmeu~al results of this investigation
were constant or varied over a small range. (PO2 - 0.11 to 3.0 mm 'Hg. the rate of oxida-

In order to develop a complete picture of U was calculated for a point on the linear

oxidation behavior It will be necessary to n of the log rate vs 1/T curves for five

study reactions at pressures below .mt pressures from 1.2 x 10 6to

10-1 mm g in the temperature range where nm Hg. The results together with values

a rate transition would be expected. The B dculated from the equation derived by

existence or absence of such a break will Becker from theoretical considerations are

have an important bearingon any inechanistic presented in Table 2. An excellent correlation
between measured rates and those calculated

interpretation of results, from the equation derived from our data is

The position and shape of the curves in shown. Calculatec. and experimental rates
Figure 9 suggests a common behavior pattern agree with *20 percent over a three million-
over the entire range of pressures. If this Is fold range of pressure and a 950*C range of
true, then It should be possible to correlate temperature. The magnitude of rates which
the rates and the position of the maximum are accurately predicted varies by a factor
rate with pressure and temperature. The rate of almost ten million. Values calculated
of oxidation at the point of maximum rate for from Becker's equation give fair agreement
these three independent investigations is cor- at low pressure but deviate from measured
related with oxygen pressure in Figure 10. rates at higher pressure. They are too high
The agreement is surprisingly good, con- by a factor of 10 at pressures of 0.1 to
sidering the very wide range of pressures 3.0 mm Hg although this Is reasonable agree-
and rates and the differences in experimental ment considering the range of values.
procedure. This correlation shown that the Langmulr's equation similarly yields in-
maximum rate of oxidation Is close to a linear creasingly poor fit with measured rates at

function of oxygen pressure from 10- 6 to increased pressure.

I mm Hg. The maximum rate can be predicted
by the following simple relation: The foregoing comparisons clearly sugget

1.08 2that a common mechanism eadsts in oxidation
Rmax 0. 2 9 5 0 gm/cmr/min (12) of tungsten over an extremely wide range of

temperature and pressure. Becker has pro-
posed a mechanismn based on the fractional
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coverag•e of adsorbed oxygen atnT,,m Atnr. .. . he rnt ih 40-,. c.t, ^--o-=

are envisioned as chemisorbing in two dis- tation; however, the magnPude of dependence
tanct layers with the energies of adsorption decreases with increased temperature.
or desorption being lower in the second layer
than in ihe first. Similarly, the energy of The overall problem of developing an
formation and desorpdon of the oxide is adequate mechanistic explanation of observed
er-timated to be lower In the second layer. rate data is complicated by micro and macro
The transition from two layers to one layer faceting of the surface due to orientation
is postulated to occur in the region of the rate effects. Three sources of error result in a
n, ixrmum. The theory predicts that the significant difference between measured and
rate should decrea-3e with increasing tem- true rates of the reaction. The surface alter
perature (energy of -27500 cal/mol) at low a few-minutes test resembles a mountain
coverage (8< 1) and increase with pressure range (Figure 3). Peaks and valleys are
to the 1.5 power. At high coverage (9**1), the formed as each crystal orientation exposed to
rate should increase with temperature the gas assurnes its own characteristic rate
(energy of +25300 cal/mol) and be a linear of recession. On close inspection, it can be
function of pressure. The relation of pres-, seen that the surface consists of a multitude
sure and temperature for a monolayer cover- of small plane areas that intersect at well-
age (9=1) as derived by Becker is shown in defined crystallographic angles. Since the
Figure 11. Goc.' agreement with thr- curve amount of metal removed is measured at
for the points of maximum rate is indicated, the peaks, the weight loss is less than the
The slope of 106,000 cal,'mol is defined by true value by the amoumt of material which
Becker as the heat of adsorption of oxygen has been removed from the valleys. If the
on tungsten when the oxygen atom coverage grain size is small and the surface recession
is a monolayer or less. large, this difference becomes negligible.

/ more serious error results from the fact
Although Becker's theory predicts the our- that the measured rate is based on recession

rect dependence of rate on temperature in the of the peaks rather than on recession of the
vicinity of the rate maximum, it cannot be plane faces where the reaction occurs. A
accepted as a valid description of reaction geometrical analysis will show that the peak
mechanism without additional proof. Any of a pyramid which is growing shorter by
mechanistic explanation of the experimental recession of its four plane faces will be
data must be consistent with all aspects of receding at a faster -ate than each face.
the observed behavior over the entire range Thus the measured , ate of recession is
of pressure. Specifically, theory must account higher than the truae rate of the reaction.
for the following observations: The major error results, however, when the

rate per unit area is based on an assumed
1. The rate of oxidation is a fractional plane surface area which is much smaller

rather than linear order of oxygen pressure, than the true surface area exposed to the
This fact most likely accounts for the in- gas.
ability of previously derived rate equations
to accurately predict rates over a wide range The considerations given above imply that
of pressure, when marked faceting of the surface occurs,

2. The temperature and pressure de- the measured rate of reaction is significantly

pendency of rate at temperatures below the larger than the true rate of reaction. Since

maximum pointfchangeas the temperature the degree of faceting decreases with in-
is decreasedp creasing temperature, significant changes

in slope and measured valuer. of aotivation

3. The maximum rate occurs at 'moma- energy and pressure dependency can occur.
lously low temperatures at high pressures This problem has no bearing on the value of
and its position is influenced by gas velocity, the data for engineering plupor.zs. However,
(In this case, velocity per se may not be the if the data are to be used in developing a
factor responsible for the change since in- mechanistic explanation, a serious question
creased velocity is accompanied by decreased as to the validity of calculations can be
gas teml:•rature.) raised, A study of rate as a function of
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orientation and trtw surface area would be are from tests where the gas and metal are
helpful in resolving the questions that have at the same temperature. If the rate is deter-
been raised. In addition, continuing work on mined by a reaction on the surface rather
adsorption and desorption, effects of gas than by the impact of gas molecules with th.
temperature and velocity, and identilication surface, then the effect of gas temperature
of oxide vapor species is needed to develop usually will be negligible. Langmuir found
a completely adequate theory, that reactiott rate was determined by the

temperature of the metal and was not affected
The results of this investigation are pre-, by variations ia gas temperature over a

sented in summary form in Figure 12 and 300°K range. Additional work is needed, how-
fill a primary need for engineering data for ever, to prove conclusively the independence
many potential uses of tungaten. They are of rate on gas temperature.
expressed as equations which define (1) the The effect of dissociation of the gas before
bo, ndaries where changea in rate behavior striking the surface is unknown and is a
occur and (2) the rates of oxidation within factor that should be investigated, If the heat
each region of uniform behavior as a function of adsorption of oxygen is a factor in determ-
of pressure and temperati're. A low temper- Ing rates as proposed by Becker, then disso-
ature boundary that describes the limits for iate l a sed byfecth
formation of a visible oxide film on tunpten ciarion would have a significant effect.
also is presented. Due to a large change in
emissivity, it was possible to determine the CONCLUSIONS
maximum temperature for any pressure at
which solid oxide exists as a visible film or 1. The rate of oxidation of tungsten from
scale on tungsten. The oxide has been tenta- 1300. to 3350.C (2370' to 6060fF) in air or
tively identified as W1 80 4 9 by its charac- oxygen at pressures below 5 mm Hg is equal

teristic red-violet color. This is an impor- for the same partial pressure of oxyen. Rate
tant boundary for applications in radiatively is a function of metal temperature, oxygen
cooled structures since a major change in pressure, and crystal orientation.
emissivity occurs. The defining equation is 2. Ir static or slowly moving air at all
in terms of oxygen pressure; however, in pressures and in oxygen at pressures above
air, the boundary is a function of the total 3.0 mm Hg. rates maybe limited by transport
pressure. It is not known whether a change of oxygen to the surface. High velocity flow
in temperature dependency of rate will occur is needed to provide a known and oonstant
on crossing this boundary, pressure of oxygen. When a constant oxygen

pressure is maintained at the metal surface,

The applicability of laboratory test data to gas velocity up to Mach 1 has no effect an
performance in operational environments is the rate of reaction.
always an important consideration where 3. At temperatures above a boundary
marked differences are apparent. The data defined by
presented encompass the effects of pressure.
temperature, and flow. The range of applica- 14
bility and limitations of the data have beon P^= 1.165 10 exp (- 93500/RT)
cited. Two important factors in atmospheric 2
re-entry applications, however, have not been a visible oxide scale &,es not form cc
incorporated in this work. These are the tungsten in oxygen at low prssere. In air#
gas temperature and molecular dissociation. the boundary is defined by the total pressure.
The gas which strikes the surface of a re-
entry structurm has been heated to very high 4. At temperatures above the oxide-scale
temperatures in pastsing through the shook boundary, rate of metal loss it described by
wave, and the oxygen probably is dissociated, the relation
The laboratory studies are based on the re-
action of a heated surface with a molecular : 2U5 P 0.5 e1 axp(-43WlKT)gri9cMzlmi"
gas that Is close to room temperature at low 0 2
pressure. Practically all other oxidation data
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5. A transition in rate behavior occurs vary by a factor of up to 10 million in this
at a boandary defined by pressure range.

2 I010
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TABLE 1

REPRODUCIBILITY OF OXIDATION RATES

TURBULENT OXYGEN

1627 C- 0.22 MM HG

DATE - 5/17/62 5/21/62 7/31/62

0.00717 0.00882 0.00874
0.00980 0.00923

AVG.- 0.00875 1 18% 2r-20%

19609C- 0.92 MM HG

DATE - 7/30M62 9/14/62 9/18/62

0.0756 0.0716 0.0737
0.0777 0.0733
0.0763
0.0767
0.0765

AVG. - 0,0752 ±5% 2 or- 5.2%

2755°C - 3.0 MM HG

DATE - 6/20/62 9/11/62 9/18/62

0.465 0.402 0.420
0.409

AVG.- 0.424 t 9.7 % 2ur- 11.6%
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FIGURE 1. Oxidation Rate Apparatus
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OXIDATION BEHAVIOR OF TANTALUM AND
NIOBIUM AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

Per Kofitad*

INTRODUCTION Figure 1 which gives results of gravirnetric

A maor hortomig oftanalumandni- oxidation rate measurements in 1 atm of 02

oblum as hih-temperature materials is their at 5000 th 7* Rfrne br Teparawaboli-
pronounced reactivity with oxygen and other d4nuatlon beoesio shorte ithe brceakaway ten-
gases at elevated temperatures. In con- peature Atcomnd ahorter withe incrasiongtm
sidering sppications of tantalum and niobium peaue At an bv 0 teIcbto
and their alloys as constructional materials peio bec meaooshoremoent bs. redi
at high temperatures a detailed cnowledge th rveilmaseen.
and understar-ding of the oxidation behavior
of these metals Is required, Oxidation during Incubation

The ox~idation behavior. of niobium and During the Incubation period oxidation
tantalum have many features in common. involves oxygen dissolution in the metal and
Both exhibit a complex oxidation behavior formation of the metallic oxide phases of
which involves oxygen dissolution in the tantalum (suboxiddes) TaO yand TaO z(Ref-
metal and formation of various oxide phases erences 4 and 5). TaO has only been observed
which Include those of metallic and higher y
oxides. The relative importance of the various after oxidation at and below 500*C. During
part-processes which constitute the total the early stages of the incubation period no
oxidation reaction Is dependent on temper- Ta2 05 has been detected on the metal surface.
ature , oxygen pressure,, and time of oxidation. The inta oxidation of tantalum may thus be

Studies at this laboratory on the oxidation described by the following equations:
of tantalum and niobium are described aLid
discussed in this paper. Tantalum is con- 1/ (9) chemiborptim 0 (1)
sidered first because in the author's opinion 02 chemlsorbed ()
the oxidation behavior of this metal Is
somewhat better understood at present.
Niobium in consid~red toi loes detail since diffusion Osldcc 2
many of the more general conclusions and Ochemn+T d0soi c' 2
interpretations for tantalum also apply to
niobium. More detailed reports on various an
aspects of the oxidation behavior of these
metals have been published elsewhere
(References 1ito 8). To-Osol.sol'n--s"TaO -9-TaO(3

Y
OXIDATION OF TANTALUM

Oxidation of Tantalum at 500', to 600 The metallic oxide phases grow as oxide
plaftlets and wedges extending Into the metal

Oxidation of tantalum below 600*C initially from the srface. TaO, grows as Platelets
approximates a parabolic stage. This Is fol- parallel to the 320 sets of plans of the
lowed by a breakaway oxidation which be metal (Rleferences 7 and 9). An example of

comes linear. Thane features are shown In TaO. formation Is shown In Figure 2, which

5Central Institute for Industrial Research (Blindern. Oslo, Norway).
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refers to a tantalum mecima-n iO!!d'" fni. _ r-~25 "''1300 minutes at 6000d and 0.01 Torr 0 2 detected un the sarface. Thus the high Oxygen
(Reference 7) concentration: probably pertain~ to An *Wul-

Mlcrohardness traverses on oxidismed spec librismo agai solid t oluiot wath Ta 3
linens have shown that the oxygen penetration ThsainnfrtatazIn eatm.
Into the metal agrees with calculated values It should ale* bes noted that supersaturatlons
(Reference 10) using the diffusion coefficient of oxygen In tantalum are necessary to
of oxygen In tantalum. 0 -0.01 sap (- 2 7100/ IT), initiate oxide nucleation. During later stages
as determined from Internal frition meas- of the remotion and as large amounts of
uremnents. Furthermore,, lattice parameter TaO105 are foirmad on the surface,, the Oxygen

measremntsdirctl on xidzedonloss concentration at the metal surface decreases(References 4 and 5) have Indicated that and probsbly approaches the solubility char-
during the Incubation period the oxygen con- atrsi fT- oi ouin neulbcentration at the metal surface reachs acteis wthco Ta-O. soliesoutincs I nd qu).b
5 to 7 atomic weight percent. iimwt a0 Rfrne n )

In terms of the above mechanism It is of Breakaway Oxidation
interest to compare theoretically estimated The first traces of T&2 0, are formed
weight gains due to oxygen dissolution &Ione
with the experimentally mnaaured values. during the later staoes of the Incubation
The amount of dissolved oxygen~ may be em- period and occur in spots and local areas
tiinated from the equation (Reference 11) on the sueface. Breakaway oxidation is an--

sociated with heavy Ta2 O. formation.
nz I.12184V/ii (cS- (4) Furthermore. electron micrographs and

optical examination have revealed numierous
where c* repres~ents the oxygen conce'itration cracks and blisters indicating that the oxide

a has little or no protective properties (Ref-
at the metal surface =~d c 0 the oxygen ferenose 4). If the surface oxide is removod

ImpuityconentIn he mtal Byusig a the characteristic pattern of TaO zIs re-
value of 6 atomic weight percent for the vealedl, as shown In Figure 2. These studies
oxygen concentration at the metal surface, also indicate that Tao, 5 In fo.L med on the
the calculated weight gain due to oxygen Ta pltes(Rerne7.hsoxd
dissolution at 500*C to givon by the broken Tazpltes(Rfrne7.Tioxd
line in Figure 1. The estimated and measured growth results In separatb TaO, nuclei and
weight gains show agreement,, thus confirming It Is concluded that this to tlx cause, of the
the proposed mechanism. The weight gain discontinuou and porous 'ra2 0 scale under
above that of the oxygen dissolution is these conditions.
furthermore concluded to reflect the for-
mation of TaO yand TaO, z. Oxidation at 8006 to 10OOC

It should be noted that oxygen conoen- Above 800M i change in the kinetics
tratlon of 5 to 7 atomic weight percent exceeds takes place; lr~ltial oxidatlo-i again becomes
the equilibrium solubility of oxygen in tanta- parabolic,, and Is followeta by an approxi-
lum at theme temperatures. Vaughan et aL. mately linear oxidation (Reference 8), The
(Reference 12) found an oxygen solubility of initial parabolic oxidation at various oxygen
2.5 atomic weight percent at 5004C. However, pressures at 900*C Is shown In Figure 3.
this lafttr solubility refers to tantalum-
oxygen solid solutions in equilibrium with cnunywt th ch get a
&T32O5' 71e presently observed concentration parabolic-linear oxidation above 8006C tonre
(5 to 7) has been found either when only Is a change In the reaction soheme. Alliugh
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TaOz is ths Intormediate reaction product The change in oxygen pressure dependence

below 800"C, X-ray diffraction measurements is Tably relatmed to the defect structure

indlcatb that TaO gradually becomes the of Ta 2 O0 (I~eference 13). This oxide has

Intermediate reaction product above this been found to be a p-conductor at oxygen
temperature. However, TaO is only present pressures close to 1 atm 02 and an n-
In trace or small amounts at the metal- conductor at lower oxygen pressures. It has
oxide interface (Reference 8). been proposed that Ta 2 0s has an anti-Frenkel

defect structure involvingoxygen interstitials
At theme temperatures (above 8000C) X-ray (p-type) and oxygen vacancies (n-type). At

diffraction measurements of the tantalum 9000 and 1000*C the p-n transitions take place
lattice paranmeter Indicate that the oxygen at 0.8 and 3.5 Torr 02. respectively, and the
concentration at the metal surface is approxi- transition pressures are Indicated by the
mately equal to the solubility limit for Ta-0 stippled vertical lines in Figure 4. Th
solid solutions In equilibrium with Ta2 03 . results suggest that the change in oxygen

On this basis calculated weight gains due to pressure dependence of the parabolic rate
oxygen dissolution alone have been estimated constant occurs at oxygen pressures corre-
by the use of Equation 4. The values are sponding to those of the p-n transitions, and
Indicated by the broken line in Figure 3. The the results are thus in general agreement
weight gain due to oxygen dissolution is of with Wagner's oxidation theory. On the basis
minor Importance compared to the total of this model, the defect struotuze of the
weight gain except at the very Initial stage Ta20 5 in the scale predominantly involves
of the reaction. However, the importance Of oxygen vacancies at prefsures lower than
oxygen dissolution Increases with decreasing those of the p-n transition, while above this
oxygen pressure. pressure an outer layer of the scale also

consists of T&2 05 predominantly involving

Initial Parabolic Oxidation Abi)ve 800C Interstitial oxygen.

During the parabolic stgoe above 800"C The parabolic rate constants both abo7e
Ta2 05 te the main reaction product, and it and below the p-n transitions have an acti-

is concluded that the initial parabolic oxi vation energy of 45 koal/mole (Reference 8).
iconaboved 8t0C togoverinital byaratolic e- It i1 concluded that this activation energy
daton above 800C is govrnd by a rate- corresponds to that of oxygen vacancy
determining transport of oxygen Ions through diffusion.
the Ta2 O5 scale according to a Wagner-type

mechanism. Breakaway Oxidation Above 800*C

The transition from parabolic to linear
oxidation above 800*C exhibits a breakaway

The parabolic rate constants for Ta•O3  type of behavior at the higher oxygen

formation at 900' and 10006C are dependent pressures. This may be smen in Figure 5
on oxygen pressure, as shown in Figure 4. which shows the results of the gravimetric
At 900"C the parabolic rate constant Is pro- oxidation rate measurements at various

pron oxygen pressures at 1000"C. On t1W basi
i aW above 1 Torr 02. of those measurements it is oonoluded that

From 1 to 0.1 Torr 02 there Is a relatively the transl"ton Is a result of a breakdown of

large drop in the value of the parabolic rat the protect ve scale through cracking dou
lotargo andro at~o 0.1e tof0.01 0 the pa rt to stresses In the oxide scales, Metallo-

contatan at0. t 001 or 0 ~ grapic zintln of oxide scales ca
parabolic rate constant Is essentially Inde- specimons oxidised wll Into the liea
pendent of oxygen pressure. At 10006C a region also suggest a porous soale. At tOw
similar change In oxygen pressure depend- metal-oxide Interface traoes of an oxide
*nce takes place between 10 mid 1 Torr O. apparently dlflerent from the bulk oxide
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were aSio observed, and by comparisor with rate-determining formation of Ta2O5 which Is
the X-ray diffraction measurements it It proposed to be governed by nticlesktion and
concluded tha~t these reflect the presence of growth of Ta.20, nuclei. The duration of thie

T&O. Incubation period dificUssed above In con-
Oxygen Prossure Dependence and Mechanism cluded to be the restlt of the time I~g fir-
of Linear Oxiddation at 500' to IOOO*C soclated with the nucleation and growth of

An Arrhenlus plot of the linear rate constant Ta 2Q05 ule Rfrec )
In the temperature rang. 500' to 1000"C is According to Equations 5 and 6 the linear
shown In Figure 8. At one atm 02 a reversal rate of oxidation Is giver, by
In the temperature dependence takes place ok Kp 1/2
at about 700* to 750*C. At 100 Torr 02 the k Ii_ 2(7
oxidation rate is approximately Independent (RT) 11 +KP 1 1
of temperature, and at 10 Torr 02 and below, 0 2
no reversal occurs. At all pressures th where a io the number of available chemi-
linear rate constant increases rapidly with nor, Jon sites.
temperature above 800T.

A plot of the linear rate constwit at In the limiting casees Equation 7 reduces to
500' to 1000'C as a function of oxygen ak KP / 2
pressure is shown in Figure 7. The linear ~ 02 1/2 1/
rate shown 2 varying deper4ence on the k ift: 1/2 -when(RT) >»KP (8)
oxygen pressure and a comparison of (RT) "
Figures 6 and 7 shows that the reversal in
temperature dependence may be considered and to
to arise from differences in the oxygen
pressure dependence above 10 Torr 02- i * hnK 112 > R)1/2(9

A consideration of temperatures below 0
S00C, where TaO2 Ist the Intermediate re-
action product, reveals that the ' near rate Thus at high temperatures arid low oxygen
constant tends to become Independent of pressures the rate of Ta 2O05 formation will
oxygen p re ssure at low temperaturet, beoeapoimtl/rprtoaop 2.
(e.g., 500*C) and high oxygen pressuresmaelroorioa t p
but is proportionall to the square root of the but at low temperatui-as and high oxygen
oxygen pressure at high temperatures (700*C) pressures Ta205 formation will be approxi-
and low oxygen pressures. This oxidation 2ael 5needn foye rsuebehavior is interpreted In terms of an oxygen mtl needn foye rsue
chsmlsorptlon equilibrium prior to the rate- The experimental results below NOTC
determining formation of TYO from TaO2 . give the values (Reference 4) for K and
This may be wrte ak as follows:

$its + 1209 * -ie(5) K -I.2.0 5 e(~ 0 and ai-I.TXIO'T expFT1 ý1 )

or

0-e+TO- k-o To 05  (6) (when expressing p02 In atmosphere* and
R In liter- atn/*C,/mole *C). Calculated values

Equation 5 involves ohemisorption of oxygen of ký, (Equation 7) are given by the dotted
on TaO zand Equation 6 denotes the lines In Figure 7. A good agreement is
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obtained between the experimental results When Ta2 0 is formed via TaOz according
and the ae•muned model. to Equation 7 it has been assumed that the

rate of formation of TaO Is much fasterThe above value of K gives a heat of z

chemisorptton of U:.ygen of than that of Ta2 O5 , I.e., that the surface

AH 128.8 kcal/mole under all conditions Is "saturated" with
Chem TaOz. However, if the thermal stability

From Equations 7-9 we see that the lin,.ar of TaOz decreases with Increasing temper-
oxidation has an activation energy of ature, the situation may arise when the
71.1 kcal/mole when 'l n is independent of concentration of TaO begins to affect and

oxygen pressure (Equation 9) and an apparent limit the oxidation. TaO is formed from
activation energy of 6.7 kcal/mole when zs

1/2 Ta-O solid solutions and Is also simultane-
'lin C" P02 (Equation 8). Between these ously consumed through Ta 2 0 5 formation.
limiting conditions the activation energy con- The concentration of TaO ma thus be
tinually changes from 71.1 to 6.7 kcal/mole described by z
(Figure 6).

At ard above 600"C the oxygen pressure. d(ToOz) - 1/2 (10)

dependence of the linear rate constant 'is d' 0- 0
interpreted in terms of a sim!lar model.
The only differeme irom the above treatment In which k denotes the rate of formation,
is thait TaO is .he intermediate reaction i.e., the rate of nucleation and growth of
product above 80. The oxygen pressureTa- solid oluton, and
dependence n y thus be described by an z
equation which is equal to Equation 7 but k denotes the rate of depletion of TaO
which contidna different values for a, k, and K. through TaO. formation; at 700*C k Is

-- W 1/20
For the results at 800* to 1000C it is not proportioral to P02"

equally easy to estimate values of the parame-
ters 'n Equation 7. Furthermore, Figure 10
shows that the apparent activation energy If the thermal stability of TaO decreases
Increases from 8oO0 tc 1000C. This Is z
Interpreted as reflecting a gradual transition with Increasing temperature, kU will, ac-
in the •xldation mechanism from TaO toz cording to the general theory of nucleation
TaO as an intermediate reaction product. In and growth of nuclei, have an activation
terms of Equation 7 this means that the energy which decreases with temperature.
number of chomisorptlon sites (TaO sites) Thus as temperature Is increased, kn will
also graoualty increases with temperaturf, become of the same order of magnitude as

that of k0 . The occurrence of a reversal

The Reversal in Temperature Dependence will be dependent on the oxygen pressure

because of the term k p"I . At high oxygen
In the above discussion the reversal In1 02Osn pressures, the value of k pIll is relatively

temperature dependence at 1 atm 0 and o0Oa6

750*C has already been Interpreted as a large and may therefore cause a reversal;

result of the change In the oxygen pressure at low oxygen pressures thetermk 0 p02 will
dependence associated with the transition bo of minor Importance, will not apprwsd&Uy
In reaction rr %chanism. An additional inter- arrest the concentration of TaO5 . and will
pretation may also be made in terms of a
decreaied thermal stabilty of TaO with cause no reversal In the temperakire de-
Increasing temperature. pendence as observed In the kI~tUo sbudes.
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Comparison with Previous Investigations at 0.5 atm 02 is shown as a stippled curve

xidaton of tantalum under condits in Figure 8. Ong's treatment predicts a
similar to t of thetpresent studytos cusp or a reversal in the temperature de-
previously boon studied by other Investigators pendence at all oxygen pressures and main-
(References 14 to 16)v tains that the reversal takes place at

decreasing temperature as the oxygen

Peterson, Fassel, and Wadsworth (Ref- pressure decreases.

erence 14) found tantalum to oxidize linearly
at 500" to 1000*C at oxygen pressures from Ong's treatment does not give a satisfactory
1/2 to 40.8 atm. The oxkdation was interpreted description of the present experimental
as involving an equilibrium adsorption results. In the author's opinion one of Ong's
process prior to the rate-determining step. fundamental assumptions also appears quee-
The oxygen pressure dependence was fitted tionable. This refers to the assumption that
to a Langmuir Type I adsorption isotherm. the concentration of interstitial oxygen in the

Albrecht, Ilopp, Koehl, and Jaffee (Ref- mital is related to the oxygen pressure
arence 15) found that the reaction In one through an oxygen adsorption equilibrium at

eatmce 15) fous at thear racti in onetem - oxygen pressures around one atm. Thus by
atm 02 follows a linear rate in the temper- extrapolating Pemaler's results (Refer-

ature ranp 500* to 1250"C. At 10000C the ence 18) on the thermodynam.Etsa of the inter-
reaction followed a square root of pressure action of tantalum with oxygen, the partial
dependence. pressure of oxygen over tantalum containing

2 atorn. c weight percent of oxyq--en Is approxi-
A comparison between the present results mately 10- 2 2 to 10- 2 4 atm at 700 0C. Thermo-

and those of Peterson et al. and Albrectet Al. dynamically, tantalum shoud thus be satu-
is shown in Figure 8. There is fair agreement r ate%, with oxygen at ano oxygen pressure
between the results of the three studies, The w22
results of Peterson et al. and Albrecht at al. above 1022 at 7006C. Although kinetic con-
also suggest reversals in the temperature siderations are very 'mportant in this
dependence. connection, there appears to be no reason

why the tantalum metal at the metal-oxide
Ong (Reference 17) has presented a theo- interface should be anythIng but saturated

retical discussion of the oxidation behavior with oxygen at pressures of about one atm 02.
of tantalum. In this treatment the oxide scale
is considered nonprotective and the Inter-
mediate species Involved in the rate- OXIDATION OF NIOBIUM
determining step is assumed to be interstitial
atomic oxygen in the metal In the Immediate
region of the metal-o;dde interface. It is Oxidation at 400" to 60C
furthermore assumed that the concentration
of Interstitial oxygen is related to the oxygen
pressure through an adsorption -quIlibriurn The oxidation behavior of niobium In many
en the surface. Dilute solution of oxygen in ways closely resembles that of tantalum.
tantalum are also considered non-ideal by Thus oxidation of niobium below 500*C in-
ossuming that attractive interactions exist volves an initial incubation period followed
between intorstitial oxygen atoms, by a breakaway approdmating linear oxi-

dation. Hurlen has shown by continuous
X-ray diffraction measurements directly on

By estimating and assuming values for the reacting specimens (Refrenoes 1 and 2) that
enthalpy of adsorption of oxygen, the entropy the oxidation during the initial stage con-
and enthalpy of solution of oxygen in tantalum, stitutes oxygen dissolution in the metal. In
and the interaction energy between interstitial addition the formation of two metallic oxide
oxygen atoms. Ong has calculated values for phao (suhoxides) of niobium. NbO and
the linear rate constant as a function of p
temperature and oxygen pressure. The value NbO z, also occurs (References 1, 2, and 7).
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The latter phase Is isomorphous with porous Nb 20 5scale. It Is probable that N~bO
T&O0Z (Reference 6). The oxidation during and NbO 2 also are formed as interme~tlate
the initial incubation period may thus be reacition productci. Electron micrographsa Sd4
wrttten optical examination show that the scale

(9) contains large numbers of crackr'. and vol-
1/20 2 0 chmIobd ) car~ollke blieters (References 1 to 3)~ which

2 chosuggests that the scale has little or no pro-,

and tecVtve properties. At 550-6000C "b oxide
also spalled turiing oxidation (Reference 3).

0 chmN ilsMNb-QsoI.so1'n--Nb0O*PNbO. (12) Oxidation at 8000 to 800*C

Hurln rpors tht NbO ouldonl be At temperatures above 600*C there is a
Hule rprt ta NO~col olyb change in the kinetics and wider thtioe con-

found or. specimens oxidized at temperatures ditions the Initial oxidation exhibibts (As de-
up to 400*C. NbO~ in easily observed on scribed before) a protective parabiollcliics

z behavior, which io followed by an almostspecimens ox idi ze d at reduced oxygen linear oxidationi. This is shown In Figure 10
pressures at 400* to 500*C and ts formed which gives results of oxidation rate meas-
as oxide platelets extending into the metal uxrement~s on niobium at 7000C (Reference 3).
from the metal's surface. One example of NbO Is no longer observed at the metal-oxide
the NbO Z formation is shown In Figure 9 Z

(Reference 7). Both the metallographic ex- inefc athseemrtus(Re-
amination and X-ray diffraction mende ences 1 to 8); rather, on specimens oxidized
ments suggest that the (100) plane of NboZ at reduced oxygen pressur, we find NbO

Z and Nb0 2 as intermediate reaction products
Is parallel to one of the (M0) planes of the (References 1 to 3). Thus It is concluded that
metal lattice (Reference 6). This Is different at these temperatures the reaction scheme
from the metal-suboxide platelet oxidation cagsfo
relationship for the corresponding tantalum cagsfo
system. NbO z has not been found on speci- NOsl o -- bi1-b-%N0-- 0 (3
mens oxidized above 600C. Nb 5o~o~-NO-'b

Lattice parameter determinations on to
specimtens oxidized during the Incubation
period indicate that the cubic lattice param- Nb-O sol.so1'n--*NbO---'NbO --*'Nb0 (4
eter of niobiumn at the sarfazo maj reach 2 2 05  (4
values as high as 3.328 to 3.340 A(Ref-
erences 1 and 3). These results compared Lattice parameter measurements on the
with Seybolt's (Reference 19) values of the metal ourface of specimens oxidixed at re--
lattice parameter as a function of oxyvgen duced oxygen pressures at 7006C have gi vep
conoentration indicate that large apparent a lattice parameter v-lue of about 3.314 A
supersaturations, of oxygen in niobium occur (Reference 3). Thus the oxygen concentration
during the incubation period. It Is proposed at the metal surfaoe Is smaller compared to
that these large oxygen solubilties reflect lower temperatures. Behavior equivalent to
niobium-oxygen solid uolutioisa in "equi- that discussed above was PAlao observed for
librium" with NbOx and NbOz rathsr than tantalum. This decrease in the oxygen con-
with NbO. x oentration to due to an absence of NbO Z

The ranstio to reaawayoxiatio is under these conditions axhd2 an a remlt, `.be5
The cltransitio tbo b oreaawayn oIin spot oxygen concentration at the metal surftoe

asocatd it N 2 5 fomto nsos now approaches Owe value characteristic of
on the surface, while the breakaway oxidation Nb-O solid solution in equilibrium wtiQ MO.
Involves the formation of a heavy and An estimate of the relative lmportanos of thii
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oxygen dissolution Is shown as a broken curve A plot of the linear rate constant as a
In Figure 10. The values have been estimated function of oxygen pressure is shown in

assuming D - 2,12.10-2 oxp (-26,900/RT) Figure 12 (Reference 3). The reversal may,

(Reference 27) and c. W 0.7 atomic as In the case of tantalum, be considered to
) s be due to a change In the oxygen pressure

pe .cent o. oxygrn (Reference 21). The esti- dependence at the higher oxygen pressures.
mates indicate that oxygen dissolution It of
minc r lmportance compared to the total Below 6004C the oxygen pressure depend-
we.ght gain under these conditions. ence of the linear oxidation also closely re-

sembles that of the oxidation of tantalum.
At the higher oxygen pressures Nb205 is As suggested by the results in Figure 12 and

the main reaction oroduct under these con- as demonstrated by Hurlen (Reference 1 and 2)

ditions and it is believed that the protective the lineprr rate constant becomes approxi-

oxidation reflects a rate -determningi n s mately independet of oxygen pressure at

port of oxygen through the y-Nb2 05 scale, low temperatures and high oxygen pressures
a 5 and is proporticnal to p1 2 at low oxygenUnforttnately the defect structure of y-Nb,2 05 0

it not known, but ttiss oxide is Ieomorphous pressures. Thus the oxygen pressure de-

with )-Ta2O, and It would not be unreasonable pendence and the oxidation mechanism may
be described by an equation equivalent to

to assume that the two oxides also have the EquatIon 7. The only difference between
same defect structure. The same inter- niobium and tantalum Is that the oxygen
pretation would thus apply to the Initial para- 1/2
bolic oidation of niobium at 600* to 800"C as pressure dependence is higher than p 0
It would for tantsaum at 800" to 1000"Cc above 100 Torr 02 at 600"C In the case of

The llWmar oxidation follo••ing the ;.=0-1ti*J n Ioium. hiS nexUdXCte•Iy large oxygen
parabolic stage exhibits at the higher oxygen pressure dependence is not fully understood,
prossures a breakaway type of behavior. This but It is believed to be associated with the
is also evident from Figure 10. It Is thus cha.ge In reaction scheme and mechanism
concluded, as !n the case of tantalum, that (from Equation 13 to 14) at this temperature.
the parabolic-linsar transition reflects a
brea.down of the prot6ctive scale. The re- At 700 to 8006C the same gradual change
sulting linecr oxidation .3 furthermore inter- occurred in oxygen pressure dependence as
preted to be governed by the rate of nucleation It did for tantalum at 800"t* 1000*C. The oxi-
and growth of Nb 205 at the metal-oxide dation mechanism isolnterpretedinequlvalent

interlaoe beneath the oracks in the oxide terms. The reversal in tamperatur depend-
scale. ence Is furthermore concluded to be a

result of the change in oxygen pressure
Oxygen Pres•'re DepaN.erce and Mechanism dependerce associated with the change in
of Linear Oxidation at • to 800"C the reaction scheme at about 6006C. As for

As shown by many inve t-gators the linear tantalum, an additional Interpretation may
exhibits be made In terms of leecribed thermel

oxidition of niobium at one atm 02 exhibits stability of NbOs and, on oxidation, reaction

a reversal in the temperature dependence governed by nucle•tion and growth of oxide
at about S00C (References 3. 22 to 24). An nuclei. A more detailed dgscusoton of such
Arrhenlus plot of the linear rate constant a mechanism has been given elsewhere
at 500" to 8000C at 1 atm 02 Is shown in Referenoe 26).

Figure 11 (Reference 3). At 76 Tarr
Gulbransen and Andrew (Reference 25) found SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
the ogidation to be approxiviately independent
of temperature at about 600"C, and at lower
oxygen pressures such reversals are abrent The oxidation behavior of niobim And
(Riference 3). tantalum below 1000*C are closely slmi••ro
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The initial oxidation at low temperatures rate oxygen diffusion in the metals. Only after
(<5000 to 600'C) involves oxygen dissolution achieving this should such alloying additions
in the metal and the lormation of metallic be conaidered as will favor the formation of
oxide phases. The initial stage is followed protective filns on the surface.
by a breakaway oxidation which is associated
with pentoxide formation on the metallic
oxide phases. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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Figure 2. High-Vacuum Annealed Tantalum Oxidized at 0.01 Torr 02 and 600"C
for 1300 Min. (250X) (Surface polished and etched after oxidation.
Platelets of TaO5 with surface exide of Ta2O5 . (Reference 7)
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Fire 3. ParawJolc Plot of ndtial Oxidation of Tantalum at 909C (Reference 8)
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Figure 4. Parabolc Rate Cuastant for U1O5 Formatioa at 9W to 1OQO*T As
a Fuzacton of OxgMW Pnswrmv (BdReOoe0 5)
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BASIC FACTORS IN THE DESIGN OF
PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR TUNGSTEN

M. 0. Nklchla
C.D0. DickIrmon
A. L. ProncIs"

INTRODUCTION in addition to the tschoologioal difficul-
ties, such as the developrzent of techniques

A number of formidable problems have for the appl.1cation of adhe?,ent, pore-free
to be overcome before the full potential of coafting come of the present lacok of suc-
tungsten and tungsten-base alloys as cess may be the poor definition of the
structural materials cea be realizel. On a phenomena that are of primary importance

strngt-toweihtbasis, they look partlo- in determining the behavior of ooating at
ularly promising at temperatures above high temperatures. An azayels of the per-

150T ad ae pssily he nlymetallic formanoe of high-tetaperature coating sys-
materials which have reasonable strength temns being conducted for the Aeronautical
at 2000T and 9bove. Howevor, manypotential Systema Division (Reference 4) suuamts
applications call for long services Lives In that Wehis Ith~e caaet and an atbmpt has

'. oxidizing environments (Reference 1) and beew mde to tdeftne the rei.,ant phanomena.-
114 therefore their poor high-temperature oxida- From a practical viewpoint, however. it is

4tion resistance, is a severe limitation, not sufficient merely to identify the phe-
nomena; their relative Importance must alaso

Although a nu!mber of studies of the in- be *=nsdered. An ittempt. will be made toL fluence of alloying on the oxidation resistance do this,, and the potential of some exsting
of tUngten have been made, the volatility coating systecia will be ovaluated and the
of the tungsten oxides negates the possibility types of coatings which milght be developed
of producing a satisfactory dilute alloy with in the future will be discussed.
good high-temperature oxidation resistance
by the ap~plication of Wagner-Hauffe prin- REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH-
ciples in order to modify the defect structure TEMPERATUR~E COATINGS

W of the tungsten oxides (Refeience 3). Con-
siderable attention is being paid at present. An ideal coating Is one that forms a solid
therefore, to the development of protective (or extrenel visaoo) inert and nimperme-
coaftin for very highi temperature use, able barrier between Ow oxidizing environ-
Some of baose already developed by baslo- mkent and the protected aubstrate. Although
&.1a1y empircal programu can confer protection this is easy to states tls combination of
for otý.sfderable period. at temperatures of properties needed to achieve this ideal are
up to 1800C (RtWerenoa 2),, but so Wa none exceedingy complex Many types of coaftigs
are able to withstand temperatures In exoess have been Investigated (Reference 1),, but one
of 200(9 C for reasonable times (Reference 1). class has been found to be more successful

L *Gen~eral Telephone&~ Electronics Laboratories,, Inc.

r*Lawreno Radiation Laboratories, University of California.

***CoW~per Products Development Association.
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than the others for most environmental with the environment and the substrate. A
conditions, metal coatings, particularly Inter - WSI2 conti•g on tuqpten, for example, de-
metallic compounds, diffusion-bonded to the generates from a two-layer to a five-layer
protected subetrate. These compounds are system. Moving in from the external f-face,
usually composed of metals of widely sife- these are:
fering roactivitles, protection being oot-
ferred through the oxidation characteristic 1. An outer layer of oxide which, if formed
of the most reactive metal. This will be at high temperature, Is mainly S12
the only type to be considered. 20

The success of this type of coating has 2. A layer of W Si3 formedfromthe.original
been achieved even though it is not inert WS. ocatg by the preferential ondation
Upon exposure to air, any metal sulFace 2
is oovered by oxide, and possibly nitride, of silicon.
layers; furthermore, reactions occur be-
tween the ooating and the substrate and, 3. The residue of the original WSi 2 coating.
indeed, are a necessity if good adherence
is to be obtained. It is highly desirable, 4o A layer of Ws formed fromteoriginal
therefore, that the products of these re- 5S' 3
actions as well as the initial coating should WSi 2 coating, due to the diffusion of silicon
be solids or extremely viscous liquids. at Into the tugten substrate.
operational temperatures.

As well as chemical reactions, purely 6, The tungten substrate which is now

physical processes may proceed at sigal- alloyed with silloon.

ficantly rapid rates at high temperatures
and therefore must be considered, the most Both the oxide scale and the zones ad-
important ol these being diffusion and vapori- jacent tc the scale and the protected sub-
zation. One factor which oontrols the rate strate thicken with time and6 eventually,
of oxidation through a protecti -e oxide flIm the initial coating reservoir will be con-
is diffusion eithar of cations or anions sumed entirely. In effect, a coating is pro-
through the oxide. At low or intermediate tective no longer once this occurs, since
temperatures, the rate becomes small after oxygen diffusing through the external oxide
a film of reasonable thickness Is formed. will come Into contact with either the pro-
but at high temperature (and the tempera- tected substrate or a layer which is leaner
tures for protection of tungsten certainly in the reactive element than the original
fall in this category), the rate of diffusion coating material, W5 Si, in the case of WSi 2
can be the factor which oantrols time t coatings. By definition, the substrate has
failure. In principle, the rate of gaseous a poor oBy defion resistance and, in practice,

permeation ts also of importance, butt ex- a compouo.d or alloys forming hte zones

oept in a few special cases,, this may be tacmonso 1,y omn h oe
Ignored in practise provided thie coatiny e adjacent to the outer oxide scale and the

several cis thick and lives of many th( r i protected substrate are seldom as oxidation-

ofro hue deal nt expee oTh an 3partures resistant as the initial coating. Therefore,

of hours are not expected. Thesesibilityres knowledge of the rates of consumption of the
developing an infinitely durable simple original layer by oxidation and reaction with

cotnuoanrtabl sithe substrate is of importancs. The rate of
coaing consisting o an inert lay-or, vaporization may be significant, and this

The structures of actual proteive coo too must be taken into consideration along
Theystructures ofactuapre otecthae cos with any physiological effects that may be

systems are far more complex than fthse produce'¶ -'y the coating system.
of the ideal system discussed. Multilayer
coating systems have often proved to be The lack of ultra-high temperature kinetic
the most successful and, in practice, even data means that reaction and vaporization
coatings applied as a single layer become rates have to be estimated by extrapolation
multilayer during servioe, due to reactions of whatever data is available for lower
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tamperatures, For meaningful extrapola- growth is then governed by the rate. of dil-
tior-;, tht~ mechanisms controlling the pro- fusion of ti a reaotants and, at very low
ceases at operational temperatures must temperatures by the rate of intlxfavial
be known And must be identical to those reaction. UrAder these circumstances*
operative at the temperatures for which oxic6Atlon proceeds slowly, sometimes almoost
data is available. Assumptions that the me- infinitesimally slowly. At hightemperaturest
chanisms are the same at high and low however, many riaterials react rapidly to
temperatures are pertlcularly hazardous produce crumbly. porous, or eve volatile
with respect to oxidation reacti~cia. Pro- oxides. t. chtange from one type of reaction
videdi that these reservatious Fkre borne In to the other can occur quite suddenly during
mind, howevers, it in possible to deduce an isothermal oxidation r=m or as a result
some of the fajtors determining the pro- of a slight temperatur Increases and give
tectiveness of coating systems at 20OWoC and rise to a marked Increase in the rate of
above from the known behavior of metallic oxidation and a change in the type of oxide
coatings at lower temperatures. The fore- Mim growth law obeyed.
going arguments have indicated Q~at the main
groups of factors are those controlUng This change in oxidation behavior, break-
coating environment reactions, coating- away, is highly undesirable if the oxide is
substrate reactions, and material loss by to form part of a cioating system. The mech-
vapor transport. anistic and phenomenological details of

breakaway have boen studied for a few
FACTORS D'ETERMIM~J THE EFFICACY materials only, and while factors such as
OF COATING SYSTEMS vaporization of the metal substrate, phase

changes, oxide solution and re-precipitation
It Is not always a simple task to determine and lattice mismatch of the oxide and metalo

the relative importaros of the phenomena have been suggested as causes, no general
mentioned, even Iin demonstrated protective pattern has yet emerged. No matter watt
coating systems, and tberefore all of them the cause, however, it Is generally found
must be considered as potential causes of that the processes resulting In a change to
fallure in an attempt to predict the behavior a linear oxide growth lawo involve rqpture
of untestxf systems. At temperatures above of the protective oxide acale, due to the
19000 C, where no protective systems now growth of stresse at the oxide-metal Int~c-
exist, it Is neoeisaary t.', extraplate that face or wifthi the oxide Itself. Even though
which Is known oa eac',, of the phanomena- the mechanics of breakaway are not under-
in an attcnpt to arrive at some judgment stood completely, the couditioms under which
as to which factors are more important. it occurs have beeu defined for nmay oxides
Through knowledge of what these facts are growing from their parent Metals in terms
and of their temperature dependence, It of time, temperattura, oxide thickness, gas
should " possible to estimate if a specific compositio, and pressure. Unfortunately,,
ooatlno system will be useful at tempera- nmay of the very refractory oxides which
tures above 20000C. For the sake of clarity, culd be employed in coating systems for
each of the phanomena will be considered use above 2000C undertro breakaway during
separretely. formsticn and growh "rom their paret

metain at quite low ten perAtures (References
Reactions with Environment 5?127 50 If these oxides are to be eployed

in actual coaWWn systems,, meafh will have
The reaction of moot metals with air at to be develope for the prevention of break-

low tevripratures produces a compact, ad- awaky. The achievement of this objective is
herent oxide flzn forming a barrier between Of major Imotneto &ia develcpment of
the reactants. The rate of reaction and film future coatin systems,,
*(Figure 1.) Although straight lines are drawn lu tibe figure, thIm may be Ka overslmpli-I
fication of the data; kinks. and even temporary revx~als, In plots of temperature versus
the logarithm of the time at which a linaar oaid growth law Is obeyed. being known to
occur for some materials.
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Even if breakaway comd be prevented or Inter'metl~ic compounds such &a silicides
delayed and the films grown by diffusion- and aluminides being far more typical. In
controlled pr(cesses at high temperatures, the selection of compoluds as coating
oxidation of the protected substrate would materials, it is usually assumed thp.t thermo-
occur ultimately when all the coating ma- dynamic factors determine which oxide will
teoial had been converted Into Its oxide be formed. It is not always easy. however,
or oxides, since inward diffusing oxyen to deflne whichoxidghkas the greatest thermo-
Ions would then come into direct contact dynamic stability when the substrate is an
with the substrate. Although the oneet of alloy or compound. The formation of a given
this could be delayed by the use of thicker oxide automatically depletes the binary metal
coatings, indefinite delay is Impossible. The substrate of the more reactive specie and
rates of coating destruction due to diffsion- hence alters the relative thermodynamic
controlled reactions with the environment can stabilities of the components in the system.
be estimated by extrapolation of low tern- The depletion of the reactive specie will be
perature data, if it is assumed that the particularly severe at the oxide-metalinter-
controlling diffusion mechanism Is not tem- face, but diffusion of the depleted element
perature-dependent. Data is presented in from the richer interior will tend to homog-
Figure 2 (References 5-20) for a few metals enize the Laterial. Ultimately, a state ot
forming refractory oxides, and It ?an be dynamic equlibrium will be attained and th4
seen mat oxidation will consume 10 to concentration of the reactive specie at the
10"1 gram atoms/cm-2 of all the metals interface, and hence the relative thermo-
choser 2uring a one-hour exposure at 2000"C. dynamic stabilities of the various possible
Thus, a coating of zirconium or beryllium oxidation producta, will be determined in
with a typical thickness of 0.1 mm will be part by the reutive rates of depletion by
entirely consumed in Just about one hour formation of oxide and diffusion from tho
at 2000"C, even if reactions with the sub- richer reglons of the substrate (Reference
strate do not occur. If reasonably thin coatings 21). The influence that depletion can have
capable of conferring protection for con- Is well ilustrated by the effects of stol-
siderable periods at 2000"C are to be de- chiometry on the oxidation of Intermetallic
veloped, therefore, this diffusion-controlled compounds: at 1000" to 400TC, WSI2 prcduces
rate must be decreased either by reducing a protective film of ailica when the compound
the defect concentration of the lattice, or to stoichlometrice but a nonprotective film of
by changing the lattice Itself. At the very arinca and tugten oxides when t compound
high temperatures Involved, the abundance
of thermal vacancies is probably such that is silicon-lean (Reference 2).
Impurity doping will have a negligible effect Layer growth during the oxidation of a
and therefore it may be necessary to alter compound is a complex process, since It
the lattice structure. One of the most promn- i a special case of diffusion In a ternary
iming ways of changing the structure would sastecia ca of diffusion in a t ary
be to attempt to form some of the complex system in which one coaponent is a gasr
refractory oxides which have been Ignored Whaile the sequence of lay bs in a binary
so far in this d~scussian. It is far from system oa determined soley by the relative
simple, however, to suggest what complex thermodynamic stabilities of the phasen and
oxides should be formed; although many re can be predicted simply by drawing an io-
known to be refractory, few, If any, of those tieram. lin across the aloroiriatl -tase
presently identified are as refractory as layer growth in ternary systems(References
thorla and I fownao Furthermore, relatovels 22-24). The present atate of our kwwledge
little Is known about diffusion process" of ternary diffusion processes Is far fromin, or the growth kinetics of, complex oxide adequate and, in fact, for a detailed undsr-films, standing of layer growth in a ternary system.

For the sake of simplicity and complete- we are almost oomplotely dependent upon
the work of Clark and Rhines O(Rference

refs, the data presented in Figures 1 and 2 24) In the A1-M-Zn system. While th•e"
refer to the oxidaton of pure metals. How- workers formulated a number of rules and
everu except for the plsth tinum-egrou, it o t conclusions on the basis of their experi-
unusual for puremetalstoeusedas coatin, mental data, no other experimental work
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is known which can confirm or contradict is inore.A.ed. Convercely, a high onviron-
their validity. If the Al-Mg-Zn system is mental gp v•looity reduces the deth of
typical however, the relative rates of dif- the blanketing layers and reault in pn
fusion of the components affect not only the increased rate of vaporizatio, &a well as
kinetics of layer growth, but also the corn- simple evaporatioa, vaporizatioa may be
position and pbase sequence of the layers. promoted by chemioal reations between
A quantitative evaluation of the importance the ooaUWn aW the aoment, A pro-
of this effect is, rq #ttAbly, virtually 'm- vioualy formed protective oxide lzyor may
possible for actual coating systems. at the dissociate when do environmetal tempwra-
moment ture is raised or pressure dcrsasd or,

Vaporization for exampl•, the product of the o.-ldatlo
prooss may be volatile. In both of these
oases, the effot of inoroa~alng environ-'

Three vaporization processes can affect m talse prhesure ofte is to pressnth

the behavior of a coating system; vaporisa- hnarful reaction due to either a thane

tion of the protective external oxide film, L tha t mio stabiliteo s of ach re-

reaction with the emvironmnent to produ-i actanth or, simnply, to an inicreased en-

volatile products, and vaporization from an vtrontentar blanketig effto Ths, the

internal layer, Even the commonest form rate of vaporinatio g due to effot.tion lone

of vapor phase loss f-pm coating Stems ran be expectid to de•rease steadily with

(evaporation of the external oxide layer) invreasing exvtronnental pressures On the

is undesirable, since thinnin of thWs layer in c asing, vaponeatino due so a chemical

leads to an increased oxidation rate. It is rection productng volatile con acem will

importLnt, therefore, to be able to predict increase initially with tincreaomosund win

the rates under actual service conditions, pressure, since the rate of reaction dipends

Estimates of vaporization ratas into a on the rate of oxygen arrival, but ultimatelyEstmats o vaoriatin rt•8int a the rate should decrease with inoreaing
perfect vacuum can be made through use pres since oxygen arrival will be ir -

of the Langmuir equation (Reference 25) pres e a blanket of the volatlle spei es .

if the equilibrium pressures and molecular Thus, a blanke in the vai of apor

weights of the vaporizing specie are known. isation can occur a a certatn prespsure-

For most refractory oxi6ds these are low, Iincran ocr 0- ase wti whloh both -r

since their vapor pressures at 2000"C are 10 -s

to 10-3 mm (Reference 26). The rates are duos the rate of vaporizatio

even lower if the environment is not a Vaporization at an internal interfmo is
perfect vacuum, since many of the vapor- extremely harmful to coating atability, since
izing molecules are reflocted back onto the it may cause disruption of the protactIve
material surface. Under these circum- external oxide layers or modify t oxide
stances, the actual rate is controlled by the grow mechanism. Two types of vapori-
speed of diffusion of the vaporizing mole- zation can occur internally o siple efvpora-
oules through the blanketing layer of the tion of me component or t pe vaporzation
environmental pas above the vaporizing sur- of the products of the reaction btWe2 two
face. This will depend in part upon the tem- lay~rs. Examples of thes t P-.4eae a
perature and the molecular density, and hence the evaporation of the chromium susirate
the pressure is of great Importance which has been sugest to be reponfble
in practice. This dependence is wen illus- for the breakdown of protectve oxide film
trated by Gulbransen's (Reference 27) retlent growth on that metal at 0W to 90C (Refer-
measuremento of the vmporization of WO 3 1 once 28), and the interaction of silica and

the vaporization rate Into an environment the substrate to produce volatile silloon
at one-atmosphere pressure Is two to three monoxide which Is thought to oause the i>b-
orders of magitude less than that pro- bling of silica films at hilh temperatures
dicted by the Langulr equation for the (References 2 and 29).
temperature range .oiploysd 10W0" to 1200C.
The actual rates also decrease If the mos- In any one coating system, more than me
cular weight of the environmental species vaporization process .an be of Importance.
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?~r Lcts oatig~.a r&ot~a etween an appreciable extent in a reasonably short
tha 0llIca layer sad the substrate can occur. time.
an we have commented alreafy, but simple
eveaora1ca of alllos# dissociation Ink) sillont Unfortunately, high-tempsrature thermo-
manrxidep and the preferential formation of dynamic data for many reactions of interest
eillcon woamxdda are also of importance. a"e unknown and can be fcwid only by
The relative iwpotamce of each of thwee hazardous extrapolations. Due to the poeglble
processes depaid not only cn temperature. existnene of unidentified compounds which
but also Ca the bldankting eftfets of en- nLiay be producediduring Intermediate stags
vlramemtal pressure. It is difficall to pro.- of the reaction tind the sometimes marked
diet the aotbaa rates when blanketing effects effect of minor variations in tho reaction
can be sipniflosant but a qualitative, Wdsa environment, It is often difficult to specify
can be pinued by use of tOe Langmuir the exact nature of reactions. The litera-
equation. F4Wue 3 presents these calculated ture contains many reports of the existence
rates for silica, evaporation and dissociation of newl, complex compound..9 and It Is
aa a functiom of temperature. The rates for reasonable to Assume that more will be
Gas sflica-sillalde reaction are diffl-oult to found, some o! wlioch may te Involved in
calculate, bemause the 64odynamlos of vital intermediate reactions. Furthermore,
the reaction are unknown and will depend somie reactions, such as that betwe alumina
on the particular sillolds Involved,, Further-' ane tungsten, are renderedpoesible by slight,
more, the calcul&te rats. ior that vapori- &!Xnost negligible, changes In the environ-
zation process will deviate from the actual mantal. .tmospherej the standard free energy
rates eve more than usual because ma- for' tLdt reaction
terlall loss can occur only when the monoxide
has passed through the outer viscous sflica W + Al20 - 2 Al +* 0layer,, and the rate of bubbling through ths2 e
layer will be the controlling factor even
When the eavircament Is a vacuum. is about + 100,000 cal/gram mole &t27G00K#

Coatlag-8ubstrate Reactions but Steinitz and Resniok (Reference 3I) noted
a vigorouis reaction ;n argon which had boon

Except insofar as they promote adher- passed over ice at .-40*C and no reaction
eace, oasticg-ubstrate rectm aent in completely dry argon.
desirable,, since they may rosult in the forms- Even when the chemical reaction Involved
tion of volatile or liquid phases at the coating can be written with precistopi. thermoyaic
substrate Wnorface. or a change In the coin- cacltosantiled roeuso-
position of the oui~z film formed on t calcuaions can itilea to su errauoneousll con-

extenelsurfce.Evenif he ractons ill the reactants are stoichiomentric. This fact
not have these harmful effecfts they will ha be emphasized recently by
deplete the effective coating thickness. WhIle Kubaschewaki (Reference, 32) In a review

espeimenal ata W mchansti stuies in which he pointed out as an example that
of low temperature solid-solid. reactions are th standar free energy of formation of
plentifl,- little quantifatIvehlgh..temperature TIO wa lowered by 140,,000 cal/gram. mole
data are available foi reacticis bhreten,

tom~te sand possible coating materials, by a 0.5 MtomIc peroant deviation in the
As ex~ception of dlreotpertinemcewhiah imght Oxygen content.
be mentioned is the recent 'qork of Passmore
et at(Referemne 30)9 wbo have been studyig
the inter-difsion of tungsten and a number Our ability to eatimate the likelihood of
of metals (Table 1). Nerartheless, some reaotionw In actual systems at high tern-
conclusions as to the oontrollng fcrotors can peratured Is far from being satisfactory.
be drawn* the foremost of which Is that So many unknowu factors may Influence
reactio and diffusion kinetics are a4 fast the progress of a reaction that It is moot
at SCWC mand above that say tberzro- difficult to predict fts course. As Morgrave,
dynamically favored reaction wil occur to said recently, 'Whten the totally tinemod
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culatlons are meraningeso there Lz no ranres. At the temperatures of interezt,
Pubstitute for experimental sudles'" (RiO- all the platlnuzm-group oxides are volatile,
ereauce 33), and therefore the maxmum pnossible rates

of eros ion can be calculated from the vpr
pressure data of the oxides by uee ol the

HIGH-TEMPEtRATURE POTENTIAL OF Langinuir equation, Although the data are
PLATINUM-CIROUP METAL AND) SILICIDE somewhat !imited: they Indicate that the
COATINGS erosion rater~ of noble metals at 2000rC will

be subatantial anid may be -as higb as several
Having discussed the requirement* of coat- griams/om /hr (Facgure 4) (Reference 34),.

Ings and dWined some of the factors which
determIne thisir usehinoiss a," high tempera- Although normallAy of minor m~ipilfloance,,
tures, it is now possible to attempt to pro- the permeability of noble metals to oxy
dict the high-temperature capabilities of oannot be ignored, since they are )mown to
actual systems. Two such systems of parti-. offer very little resistance to the passa
culhr interest are platinum-group metal of inert gWes. Only one paper (Ref erenoo
coatings, because of their seemIing approach 35) Is known which deals with the permeation
to the ideal of an inert barrier,, and Inior- of ox n through a noble metal, and even
metallic ufilioldes,, because those are by thi. to qualitative in natare, since, it ro-
far the mosit muccessful t~ye of high-tom- ported &hat rao permeation through plaf1num
peraturo coatings developed so far, could be detected at 14269C when a masm

spectrometer was used,. It was estimated
that the rate *must ha~re been loss thin

Platinum-Group Metal Coaftung 2 x I%'-" cm'/zeo/onx areamm thick-
ness/atmospheric preasure difference,

The reported low-temperature bebav'or Studies of ci atinunm-grouT metal coatings
of these coatings auggests that tkeir high- provide oyaa.i idive confirmation that oxgen
temperature usefulness w4i1l depeud upon permeation is not a significant factor (Ref-
four factors; the minimum atolidus tempera- erence 36),
ture of the noble metal-tungsten system, the
rate of coat~ing-ubstrats reaction, the rate On the basis of this lnforinatmou although
of Coating erosion In oxygen and the rate admitcedly somewhat skimpy, Ift seasms un-
of permeation of oxygen thro%%b the ooatin4. likely that platinum metals,, as suchk can be

develope as successful coatftgsfor tungten
Although the tungstan-noble meta phase at 2000'C and above. The uzse of noble metal

diagrams are not w-oll knowr4. the melting alloys still remains a possibility, but there
points of the noble metals are. On this basis, Is not sufficient requisite data to attempt
platinum and rhodlum are of marginal in- ars evaluation at taws time.
terest only because their melting t~empera-
turos are below 20OO'C. The probability of Silicide Coatings
harmful coatinp-substrate reactions can be
estimated from data on tha high-temperature S~ilide ooaftgsp, probably the most suo-
reaction kinetics of noble wetal-tungsten o~h deeoe P~o far, are normally pr o-
couples. The available data (Table 1) suggest duced by diffusing silicon Into the refractory
that the extent of reaction decreases with~ metal substrate, thus fOrming molybdenum
Increasing refractoriness of the noble metal. officidie layers on molybidn=4 tungtoa
Tberefore, as far as coating stblt inot llioi4s layers on bmt=4stn and so ft.,
oxidizing environmento is concerned, It Is since there to no reasov, in principle, wty
dewtrable to use the m~rs refractory noble M08129 for example, could not be used an
metals such as iridium.

a coating for tungsten provnded that moadife
It Is unfortunate that the susceptibility of application technique. were adopt4d uililodee

platinumn-group metals to erosion inwoxdizing In genoral, will be considered and --At merely
environments increases with Increasing tWoso of tungsten.
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All slicide ooatdnas suffer from one mitinv aliido furface: oil 00%"ilo
limitation, an aaamalouvely rapid rate of. since the oxidation of such a coating io a
oxidation over well defined low-temperalure special case Of layer growth in a ternary
ranges. Because of simllIarty in appearimot system. In practice, however, it is not
of failed s~icide coatings to tba low'.tern- unreauoaabla to assume that the oxide is
parature tin transformatiorn, this io often basically silica, since the free energy r-
called "Pest.," Aitbo~iw% the oxwet of pest formation of that oxide Is far greater than
can sometimes be by modifyIng that of the common oxides of the refractory
the coating by the ?. other ma- matalsl, and a glassy appevrxance of Lbe
terials (Rrlero~aoe 2). tnot be pre;- very highr-temperature oxidation products
vented. The high-temperature capabilities ol allioidbe has been reported. These glassy
of silloide, however, are excalient. An 8-mil films are not prone to breakaway, possibly
ooating of WSi 2" for Instance,, can protoct due to their excellent ductility, but virtually
Umpten for as long as 30 h~ours tit .SOo'C to high-temperatuire kinetic growth data Is
(Reference 2). The factors which logloallys available,, alftough It io known that the films
and In practie, zet th meful tqprtm do not grow to great thi tkeuzes. These
perature limit of sU~cido ooatlnaps are observations, however, are In seeming dis-
fractoriness of the oeaiing co pzrnentsp the agreement with the reaults of permeatioui
rate of converaion to oxida, the necesodty studies of silica and silica-base glasses using
that this oxide is silica, the rate and locsa- inert gasexs, and a roe. nit study of the por-
tion of vapor phase material loss, and the metion of oxygen tlU!ou&A vitreous silica
rate of reactions within tke coating and (Rý6farvnce 38), which suggest that the glassy
between the coating and the substrate. oxide films formed at high temperatures

will be poor diffusion barriers.

The refractoriness of uilicide coatings
depends on the melting points of the initial
coating material and all the products of fth
reactions with the substrate and environ- The reason why the glassy films on silicides
ment. The unoxidized coating to generally are found not to be very thick in practice
composed of thin layers of the silicon-lenn may be that vapor phase loss of silica ito
silicide, a wide layer of the most silicon- appreciable. This could occur by two pro-
rich intermotallic in the binary system. c~seases simple evaporation. or through de-
This sflicon-rich Intermetallic is converted composition into volatile silicon monoxide-.The
into lower sticides and silica during oxida- thkermnodynamics of these processes have been
tion (Figure 5) (Refereni)e 2). Since the studied fairly extensively (References 39 and
phase diagrams of the binary silicon systems 40) and therefore it to a simple matter to
are fairly wall known, the refractoriness gain an idea nf the maximum,, Langmuirs
of the silicide layers in the coating system evaroration raws (Figure 3). Silicon mon-
can be estimated. The refractoriness of the oxide may be formed alro by reaction of
oxide formed, however,, is a more complex silicat with the metallic silicide,, a pos-
quantity to estimate~, even If it is assumed sibility to which particular attention must.
that It is pure silica. The viscosity of liquid be paid since this reaction occurs at an
silica rathr'r than the melting point of the internal inter'feoe and may lead to early
solid oxide is the important parameter In ooaing failure due to the disruption of the
practice because silici'de coatings often are outer protective layer of silica when bubbles
used at temperatures above the melting of silicon monoxide pass through it. The
point of silica. Data on the higb-temperature thermodynamics of silica-silicide reactions
viscosity of silica Fre not plentiful, but what are unknown, but It Is Interesting to note
there io (Reference 37) Indicates that silica that the standard froe energy of the reaction
is relatively fluid in the temperature range between silica and pure silicon Is zero,
200011 to 25000C (Figure 6). and the silicon monoxide pressure Is one

atmosphere, at 1925 * 50C#, a temperature
Unfortunatelyl, It cannot be assumed witJu at which bubbling of tungten s~ilide coaftin

certalnity that the oxidde formed on the has been noted (Reference 2).
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Alutowhme data in far from being corn- types of materials for ultra-high tempera-
plete, It Ir. possible to conclude that the ture coatings. It cannot be 'Asumed, bow-
upper temperature limit of silicicie coatings ever,, that the oxiddation of any thoride will
is probably about 2000QC or even below. The result in the production of ThO2 even ttough
basis for this Is the calculated rates of thorta and the other refractory oxidea are
silica vaporlzattonz, about 2 pram/cm2 /,hr thermodynamically very stable. A certain
at 2000'C in vacuum, reactions between amount of exyerimentation may be recessary
siliica and the ailicide coating at 1900 to before It ia possible to melect suitable oorn-
2000tC, the meltL-:-v pobits of the silicides, ~ Ab rudr~zdn ftemca
and the decreasing viscosity of silca,. nisni of ternary diffusion would, of course,,

greatly ease the selection difficulties.
FUTURE COATING SYSTEMS Even if the desired refractory oxides

are produced, protection may not be con-
Waither the seemingly ideal platinum-group fbrred, since they fail to grow fromi their

moval nor the very succeseful s~icide coat- parent metals by dlffuulon-controlled pro-
ings are likely to be of more than limited cesses at quite low temperatures (Figure
use at 200rC and abova. Itwillbenecessary,, 1)0 and It is reasonable to tapeot that this
miersforo, to develop entirely new types of will also be true of their growth from
coaftin. On the basis of the provious con- Intermetallic subetrates, Before actual
stderudons,, It should be possible to prodict coating can be developed, means must be
the general nature of these new systems and found of circumventing gr delaying break-
to Indloats semoe of the factors that will away, but lack of understanding of the basic
determine their highi-temperature potential. mechanisms Involved makes the predition

of theme means somewhat hazardous. It may
The prime requirement of an-- c~oatIng be significant, howeer., that & numbciz of

sysem s tatallthecomonnts inludng liquid and semi-liquid ooatbng have been
sythem oIde lhatr shold e ropoefratory. Thluing repiorted recently, their success being do-
the oitdel lmit,, shvorld the numefracofy avail- rIve po&L~bly, from a decreased stress
abtslf lmiteras fevromy whic anselecton anal at the oxide-substrate interface (References
able maderil framoimm oxide aeletiong point 42 aRnd 43). It may be nece~sary* therefore,
of 25CVC ts adopted as a criterion of re- if emlt iq ishredftoforymaoxierflamslwhich
fractoriziess and it is assumed that simple ifo bt as ruefrato fry oxide films whichl
oiddes will be formeJ by the reaction with meocbyan rfaciysm.son-otrle
the eavieoumeat, the only available materials
ant those Ubriing ThO 2 0 HfO 2 0 U02 " M909 DatRapo the diffusicn.-ooettrolled growth
ZrO 2 C002' ;CaO, and BeO. Unforttimatrly, of oxides at 2000T and above is laoding
at least me of these oxides, MgO, Is of doubt.- but extrapolation of low-temperature da~ta
ful reftractoriness due to Its vaporization s'ag~sts that it will be rapid (Figure 2).
at high temperatures (Refoermme 41). The It 'wil probably be necessary, therefore,
refroactoriness of BeO and CaO at high tem- to decroae the rate of diffusion through
peratures may also be aomething of an the oxide ffilms if protection is to be ob-
Illusion under many conditions,, due ba the tained for long times. Due to &es large
readiness with which they hydrate (Ref eresre concentration of thermal vacances at high
41). temperatures, this modification may have to

be a ohange in the str --1tre of "h oxide,
Most successful coating systems as Men'- or perhaps eve oosversion to a oomplex

tioned before are euscimtally Interinetallic oxide. rather tbma mrnerly a decreame In
cempounds of two metals with widely dlfernt the *tXroU*§fWsivt*v deft- acrottration
acti'vitios the most reactive being the parent produced by dWA&ng
of the desired protective oxide. Thuss, tho- Data an the nature and rate of high..
rides, aet.,* are logically the most promising temperature oxide-avŽ~trate and bptun me
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coating reaotions are uparse,, even 2, Nicholas, M. and Dickinson# C. D.,"High-
for the coatings composed of pure metals Temperature Protective Coatings for
tather than Intermetallios (Table 1). In fact, Refractory Metals," Part fl,, Slith meet-
any discussio~n an to the mcet suitable ma- Ing of the Refractory Composites Work
toials hase'J an these factors would be Group, Dayton, Ohio, 1962.
speculative. Two other factors, however$
mint be cow '., even before attempting 3. Kubascbewiski, 0., and Hopkins, B. E.,
to produce ,.atlng which will form the Jnl, of Less Common Matal,2. 172,
oxidas mentuaied previously: toxicity and 11960.
!-adloactivity.. Th9% and U0 2 are both radio- 4 i o.eCnrc F3(1)87
active and, to a~n extent, toxic; BeC is mark- 4.ArFreCnatAF3(6)85
edly toxic. 5. J. Lorners, Cornpt.,Rudusit'34,91, 1952.

On the basta of the types of Information 8. Leibovitz, L., Schrlzleln,, J. G., Bingle,
briefly indicatet! no far, the most prefer- J. D., an~d Vogel. R. C., Jal Eectrochem.
able type of now coat* g system would be So,18 116501961.
one which oxidized to form a protective

fim f fO2 o r2*Tese systems are 7. Cubiciotti, D., Jnl. Amer. Chem. Soc,,,
the most promising because of the re- 7491079, 1952.
fractoriness of the oxides, their rel1ative
lack cl proneness tu breakaway,, the low 8. Levesque, P., and Cubicciotti, D.9 Jul.
rates of vaporization of the wxddsa, their 1eChmSo720819.
resistance to hydration, and their lack ofAmrCe. O 4 7322819.
iioxicty and radioactivity. Before these
systems can be defined in terms of metal ~.Probst, H. P. Ph. D. Thesis,, Case
composition, certain minimum requirements Institute of Technology, 1959.
must be met. It must be ishown either by
experimentation or by theoretical caiculation 10. Kendall, L. F.,, Wheeler, R. 3., and
that tho metal coating will react to form Bush, S. H., NucI.. Sol. Eng.~,21'1701958.
,she desired oxides, tmnd the incidence of
breakaway mnust be delayed or '-ircumvented. 11. Haea E. T.9 and Robeson* A. H.*
Tho.%e requirements cannot e achieved easily Trans, Electrocihem. Soo.,L6, 142, 1949.
at present, and future develapment programs
will be considerably hampered unless a 12. Phalulkars C. A., and Baldwin, W. M,,
befttr understandin- of diffusion proceases,
Internary systems~, 0and breakaway can be Proc. ASTM,.A1, 10389 1951.
gai'tiA. The other processes, vaporization, 1.BelJadMlotM.Wn.
eoating-substrate rieactions, aet., are of 18. Bell he, ., and s 01 339lot,195. W.J
importance only If the) desired oxide oan ~ ~ tohm o. 0,39 94
t ý grown by ia diffusion-conixolled pomes. 14. Cý.;ýcioti, D., .InI. Amer, Chem, Soc.,
'vt seem,, therefore, that woikers involvod 1s4' ' 90
iAi coating development programwz J hz2ý41 -190
to pay particular attention to the progress 1M, Gulbrman, E. A.$ and Andrew, K. F.,
of basic research on the'ae two processes rn.AM 20,34197
tf avoidaklet dtlays are not tr. be encotintered.1rnsAIE20,34157

le. fladd, J. D., and Evans, E. B.9 Cor
roio 109, 981.
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TABLE 1 (Reference 30)

SUMMARY OF INTERDIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS ON COMBINATIONS
ANNEALED AT 1700' C

Intermediate Phase Width Zone Width
(in Microns) After Total Diffusion (in Microns)

Combination 1 Hr 4 Hrs 1 Hr After 4 Hrs

W-Re 2 6 60 60

W-Os 2 6 30 50

W-Ir 8 12 50 60

W-Rh 14-20 -- 60-90 --

W-Pt 8 -- 110-200

W-Hf 6 -- 25

W-V --.. 60

W-Zr 15 -- 120 --

W-Cb 0 0 15-40 50

W-Cr 0 0 159 7320
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MT -rI2-.. A-1

+ - Uranium oxidized in 02 -Ref. 5,6,7

X - Thorium oxidized in 02 -Ref. 8

o - Zirconiutn oxidized in air- Ref. 9,10, 11, 12.

* - Zirconium oxidized in 02- Ref. 13, 14, 15.

A - Hofnium oxidized in air - Ref. IS

1000 -A - HofnMum oxidized in 02O- Ref. 17

I
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0g•

10 - + 0
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+ +
w O + 0

0.1

X

TEMPERATURE %

Figure 1. The conditions Under Which thq First Deviationa from Parabolic GrQ•Ah
Occur for a Number of Retraotory Oi(de
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A- Uranium oxidized in 02 Ref. - 5-7

0 - Thorium oxidized in 0 2 -Ref. 8, 18

10i-2r. o - Beryllium oxidized in 0 2 -Ref. 20/02[ \X - Zirconium oxidized in 0 and air- Ref 9-15, 19

+ - Hofnium oxidized in 02 and air -Raf. 16-17

4 ~ \.

U)

I-

+ NJ

5913 IO 17 21 25

Figure 2. The Consumption of Several Metals, During the First Hour of Diffusion
Controlled Oxide Growth, as a Function of Temperature
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Figure 3. The Rate of Vapor Phase Loss of SiO2 into a Perfect Vacuum Duet The
Reactions

(1) SiO2e-*S1og
(2) SiO2 t, SiO g + 1/2 02g
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Note: Solid lines show the range of temperatures over which
experimental data is available, dotted lines are extra-
polations. Calculated from the data in Reference 34.
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Figowe 4. The Maximum Theoretical Errosion Rates in Air of Platinum, Rhb-;Uuz, and
-. Idium
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Structure of W Si Coating on Tungsten After 13 hoars

at 16500C. (2UOX

Figure 5. The Appearance of Oxidized W S12 Coatings
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Figure 6. Rate of Vapor Thaae Lo,'s of Silica Due to Simple Evaporation and
Decomposition
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